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Abstract

Essays in Macroeconomics: Expectations and Monetary Policy
by
Rupal A Kamdar
Doctor of Philosophy in Economics
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Yuriy Gorodnichenko, Chair
Economic models commonly feature utility-maximizing agents. How the agents form
their perceptions and expectations and the structure of the agent’s incentives are key
factors in these models. In order to produce a useful and realistic model, it is crucial that agent expectations and incentives are properly specified. This dissertation
empirically and theoretically investigates belief formation (Chapters 1 and 2) and incentives (Chapter 3) for different agents in the economy and discusses the implications
for monetary policy.
In Chapter 1, “The Inattentive Consumer: Sentiment and Expectations”, I use
survey data to show that consumer beliefs about economic variables are driven by
a single component: sentiment. When consumers are “optimistic” (have positive
sentiment), they expect the economy to expand but inflation to decline. This correlation stands in contrast to recent U.S. experience. I explain these stylized facts
with a model of a rationally inattentive consumer who faces uncertainty about fundamentals. To economize on information costs, the consumer chooses to reduce the
dimensionality of the problem and obtain a signal that is a linear combination of
fundamentals. Optimal information gathering results in covariances of beliefs that
differ from the underlying data-generating process, and in particular leads to countercyclical price beliefs. Thus, monetary policies that aim to stimulate the economy
by raising inflation expectations can have counterproductive consequences.
In Chapter 2, “The Formation of Expectations, Inflation, and the Philiips Curve”,
Yuriy Gorodnichenko, Olivier Coibion and I argue for a careful re-consideration of the
expectations formation process and a more systematic inclusion of real-time expectations through survey data in macroeconomic analyses. While the rational expectations revolution has allowed for great leaps in macroeconomic modeling, the surveyed
empirical micro-evidence appears increasingly at odds with the full-information rational expectation assumption. We explore models of expectation formation that can
potentially explain why and how survey data deviate from full-information rational
expectations. Using the New Keynesian Phillips curve as an extensive case study, we
1

demonstrate how incorporating survey data on inflation expectations can address a
number of otherwise puzzling shortcomings that arise under the assumption of fullinformation rational expectations.
In Chapter 3, “Securitization and Solicited Refinancing Channel of Monetary Policy”, I propose and document the “securitization and solicited refinancing channel,”
a novel transmission mechanism of monetary policy and its heterogenous regional effects. The hypothesis is that mortgage lenders who sell their originations to Government Sponsored Enterprises (GSEs) or into securitizations no longer hold the loan’s
prepayment risk, and when rates drop, these lenders are more likely to signal to their
borrowers to refinance, resulting in more borrower refinancing. A regression analysis
finds that in response to decline in mortgage-backed security (MBS) yields, regions
where originate-to-sell-or-securitize lenders operate see more refinancing activity than
regions where originate-to-hold lenders operate. The findings have important implications for (i) the efficacy of policy to increase refinancing, lower mortgage payments,
and stimulate demand, (ii) the distributional consequences of monetary policy, and
(iii) how the GSEs and securitization may play a key role in the pass-through to the
housing market.
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Chapter 1
The Inattentive Consumer:
Sentiment and Expectations
1.1

Introduction

Nearly all economic decisions are based on agents’ perceptions about the current economy and expectations about future economic outcomes. The workhorse approach to
modeling these beliefs has been full-information rational expectations (FIRE), which
posits that agents not only understand the data-generating process but also know all
relevant information, past and present. While useful from a modeling perspective,
these assumptions are clearly heroic. Moreover, survey-based measures of perceptions
and expectations throw water on the FIRE by deviating from the full-information
framework in systematic ways.
If not via FIRE, then how do agents form their economic beliefs? Answering this
question is at the heart of understanding macroeconomic dynamics and crafting optimal policy. For instance, in the wake of the Great Recession many central banks ran
out of standard ammunition to stimulate the economy. Policymakers turned to the
management of expectations, and inflation expectations in particular, through unconventional policies. For example, Governor of the Bank of Japan Haruhiko Kuroda
emphasized, “the first element [of QE] was to dispel people’s deflationary mindset
and raise inflation expectations.”1 However, the way in which agents form beliefs is
far from well understood. As former Fed Chair Janet Yellen stated, “we need to know
more about the manner in which inflation expectations are formed and how monetary
policy influences them.”2
In this paper, I contribute to the discussion on expectation formation by documenting new stylized facts in U.S. consumer surveys. I begin by documenting a
surprising correlation: consumers who believe unemployment will rise (fall) also expect higher (lower) inflation on average. While there have been historical periods
1
2

Speech at the Research Institute of Japan on 8/1/2014.
Speech at the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston’s 60th Economic Conference on 10/14/2016.
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of positive correlation between inflation and unemployment rates (in particular the
“stagflation” period of the 1970s), experience since the mid-1980s has been marked
by a negative co-movement between inflation and unemployment rates.
The positive correlation of consumer inflation and unemployment expectations
is a robust feature in the cross-section and across the time-series. The result is not
driven by periods like stagflation; the positive correlation holds for each year from the
late 1970s to the present. Neither is the result due to certain subsets of consumers;
the positive correlation holds across the distribution of education and income, as well
as across age and birth year.
What drives consumers to misinterpret the co-movement of inflation and unemployment? To better understand consumer expectation formation, I conduct factor
analyses on a broad set of survey responses. The survey questions run the gamut
from macroeconomic forecasts (not only unemployment or inflation but also business
conditions and economic policy) to personal financial conditions. Assessing the number of key components and their characteristics sheds light on what drives consumer
beliefs. The factor analyses show that a single component explains the bulk of survey responses. This suggests consumers are compressing information to inform their
beliefs.
Moreover, I demonstrate that this driver of consumer beliefs is sentiment. That
is, at any point in time, a consumer can range on a spectrum of being optimistic
to pessimistic. When consumers are optimistic, they expect typical expansionary
outcomes (such as falling unemployment and improving business conditions) as well
as improving personal financial conditions. If consumers were simply forecasting
typical (demand-driven) booms and busts, otherwise optimistic individuals should
predict inflation will rise. However, optimistic consumers expect lower inflation.
Why do otherwise optimistic individuals expect inflation to fall, an outcome generally observed in recessions? One reason is that there is widespread consumer contempt
for inflation. For example, Shiller (1996) documents that consumers worry that inflation will lower their standards of living by increasing costs without commensurate
increases in income. Hence, optimistic consumers who expect that inflation will fall
is consistent with sentiment-driven beliefs.
Could unidimensional sentiment be a reasonable way to form beliefs? If consumers
had perfect access to information, even a strong distaste for inflation should not
lead them to misunderstand the interaction between inflation and the business cycle.
Thus, consumers must be facing a friction that prevents them from obtaining full
information. Furthermore, the robustness of my empirical results suggests that the
misunderstanding must be driven by something fundamental about how people form
beliefs; it is not one-off mistakes, or errors that get corrected over time.
Many commonly used frameworks for modeling beliefs are unable to explain my
findings that: (i) consumers believe inflation is countercylical in contrast to recent
experience, and (ii) consumers’ beliefs are effectively driven by one principal component. For example, FIRE is inadequate because consumers clearly do not understand
2

the data-generating process. Sticky information is also insufficient since it has no predictions about the dimensionality of information driving beliefs. Further still, models
of learning will not do as the stylized facts are robust across time, age, and birth year.
However, a model featuring rational inattention is able to match the stylized facts.
This approach is also appealing because rational inattention is not ad-hoc; agents
behave optimally in the face of information constraints.
I develop several models (static, two-period, and dynamic) of a rationally inattentive consumer. The consumer faces uncertainty about the fundamentals in the
economy. To obtain information about fundamentals is costly, but doing so helps
the consumer make better choices about how much to work and consume. Instead of
obtaining independent signals about each fundamental, the consumer economizes on
information costs and reduces the dimensionality of the problem. That is, the consumer optimally chooses to get a signal about a linear combination of fundamentals.3
The consumer decides to learn about things most useful to him rather than acquiring
all information.
In particular, the consumer endogenously chooses to be informed about linear
combinations of fundamentals that resemble supply shocks. A negative supply shock
is particularly harmful to the consumers’ purchasing power as both inflation and
unemployment rise. Whereas demand shocks have a natural “hedge” built in, inflation
and unemployment respond in opposite directions. My rational inattention framework
explains why, in surveys, consumers respond as if they believed supply shocks were
the dominant driver of the business cycle. It is not that consumers misunderstand
that demand shocks matter for the business cycle, but rather that supply shocks
can be acutely painful. Because of this, the consumer chooses to closely learn about
fluctuations that resemble supply shocks.
After receiving his signal, the consumer updates his beliefs about the fundamentals
and chooses his actions. In line with the empirical stylized facts, I show the covariance
of the fundamental beliefs can have a sign that is inconsistent with the underlying
data-generating process. Furthermore, the consumer’s signal can be viewed as his
rationally-obtained sentiment. From this perspective, sentiment is driven by optimal
signal choice rather than amorphous animal-spirits.
In Section 1.3, I develop a static, partial-equilibrium model of a rationally inattentive consumer. It is purposefully stylized in order to obtain analytical results and
to develop the intuition of how consumers decide on the form of their signals. The
hand-to-mouth consumer chooses labor to trade off the disutility of labor and the
utility of consumption (where consumption is determined by the budget constraint).
The unknown fundamentals the consumer faces are the price index and labor market
slackness, where slackness is inversely related to the nominal wage. The consumer
is allowed to obtain noisy signals on any combination of the fundamentals, but this
information comes at a cost. Rather than receiving noisy independent signals on
3

The number of signals chosen by the consumer will vary between zero, one, and two, across
models setups and parameters.
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each unknown, the consumer optimally decides to learn about a linear combination
of labor market slackness and price that is the most useful to know. In this setup,
the consumer chooses to learn about the sum of (log) slackness and price; that is, his
real wage.4
It may not be surprising that hand-to-mouth consumers want to know about their
real wage (rather than slackness or price independently or some other combination
of slackness and price) to inform their labor choice. However, less obvious are the
implications of the information acquisition strategy for the covariance of labor market
slackness and price beliefs. Suppose that the consumer receives a signal that suggests
his real wage is high. The consumer does not know whether that is due to low
labor market slackness (equivalently, high nominal wage), low price, or a high draw
of noise. In response, the consumer adjusts his posterior beliefs about both labor
market slackness and price down slightly. This results in a positive covariance of
labor market slackness and price beliefs, in line with the empirical results.5
In this static model, if the consumer knew his real wage exactly, he would also
know the optimal labor choice that maximizes his utility. Therefore, as the cost of
information declines, the consumer decides to obtain more precise signals on the real
wage but never wants a signal on any other linear combination of slackness and price.
Only when information is completely free to obtain will the agent be indifferent to
collecting more information and understanding the true values of slackness and price.
Collecting any information beyond a noiseless signal on real wage will not improve
the consumer’s utility. This result is the product of the consumer having fewer choice
variables (labor) than unknowns (slackness and price).
To address this limitation of the static model, I propose a two-period model with
two choice variables and two unknowns in Section 1.4. The consumer decides how
much to work in the first period and how much to save for his second period “retirement.” As before, there are two unknown fundamentals, labor market slackness
and price. The consumer’s consumption each period is determined as the residual of
the budget constraint; this ensures that the budget constraints hold in realizations
of the fundamentals. Now, depending on the cost of information, the consumer may
choose to get (i) one signal on the real wage, or (ii) one signal on the real wage and
one signal orthogonal to real wage. As information costs approach zero, the agent’s
beliefs smoothly approach FIRE.
Section 1.5 extends the baseline static model to a dynamic setting. The consumer
is assumed to be hand-to-mouth and chooses how much labor to supply each period.
The unknown fundamentals are labor market slackness and price, which are assumed
to follow independent AR(1) processes. The consumer, as in the static model, chooses
a one dimensional signal that is a linear combination of fundamentals. The dynamic
model allows for investigations into how a one-time shock propagates to beliefs and
actions. For example, suppose the price level experiences a one-time positive shock
4
5

At high information costs or for a precise prior, the consumer may opt to obtain no information.
The consumer uses Bayesian updating to adjust beliefs after obtaining new information.
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and slackness is unaffected (e.g., a surprise expansion of the money supply with
sticky wages). The labor choice response is delayed and muted in comparison to
the response under full information. The hump-shaped response to a shock is a
common implication of models with rational inattention. But beyond this, I find that
beliefs about price and slackness both increase on impact. The reaction is due to
the consumer optimally selecting a signal format that best informs him about his one
choice variable (labor) rather than learning about fundamentals individually. This
suggests that policies seeking to raise inflation expectations may perversely result in
consumers becoming more pessimistic, leading to a deterioration of their expectations
of other economic outcomes.
Furthermore, the dynamic model provides an environment to assess the impact
of simultaneous shocks to both labor market slackness and price. This is a reducedform approach to modeling demand shocks (prices and slackness respond in opposite
directions) and supply shocks (prices and slackness respond in the same direction). I
show the consumer’s beliefs update more in response to supply shocks than demand
shocks. Supply shocks have strong effects on the real wage (e.g., a negative supply
shock leads to higher prices, looser labor markets, and lower nominal wages). In
contrast, demand shocks have inherent offsetting effects to the consumer’s real wage
(e.g., a positive demand shock leads to higher prices, but decreases unemployment and
raises nominal wages). Because the consumer optimally chooses to learn about his real
wage, supply shocks will result in stronger signals than demand shocks. Consequently,
his beliefs respond more to supply shocks than demand shocks.
This paper contributes to three literatures: (i) empirical investigations into how
agents form expectations, (ii) models of rationally inattentive agents, and (iii) the
use of inflation expectations as a policy tool. First, I add to the large and growing
literature that uses survey-based expectations to study how agents form expectations.
Coibion et al. (2018a) provide a history of how survey-based measures of beliefs have
been used to document deviations from FIRE. Recent papers have proposed lived
experiences affect expectations (Malmendier and Nagel 2016, and Kuchler and Zafar
2015) or that agents have time-varying concerns for model misspecification (Bhandari
et al. 2016). Related research has found that consumers do not understand basic
macroeconomic relationships such as the income Fisher equation, the Taylor rule, or
the Phillips curve (Dräger et al. 2016, and Carvalho and Nechio 2014). I contribute
to this literature by proposing and documenting that consumers’ sentiment drives
their perceptions and expectations about all economic variables. This approach to
forming beliefs can lead to a covariance of beliefs inconsistent with the underlying
data-generating process.
Second, I add to the rational inattention literature by developing partial-equilibrium
consumer models that allow for multi-dimensional signals. I focus on the sign of the
covariance of posterior means, which is under-explored in the literature, and match
it to stylized facts documented in consumer surveys. The models in this paper build
upon the works of: Sims (2003), which began the literature on rational inattention;
5

Maćkowiak and Wiederholt (2009), which formulates a partial equilibrium firm problem; Kőszegi and Matějka (2018), which allows for multi-dimensional signals; and
Maćkowiak et al. (2018), which develops analytical results for dynamic rational inattention problems.
Third, I contribute to the literature that investigates using inflation expectations
as a policy tool. I empirically document that consumers associate inflation with
recessionary outcomes and explain that this correlation can be the result of a rational
and optimal information acquisition strategy. Therefore monetary policies that aim
to stimulate the economy by raising inflation expectations can have attenuated or
even counterproductive effects. Research into how expectations influence actions is
limited. In the context of the firm, higher inflation expectations have been shown to
have small and short-lived effects on pricing decisions (Coibion et al. 2018b). To the
extent firms form their beliefs similarly to consumers, my findings imply the limited
pass-through could be due to higher inflation expectations leading firms to become
more pessimistic about other economic outcomes. In fact, Coibion et al. (2018c) show
that higher firm inflation expectations are correlated with firms being increasingly
negative about business conditions, more concerned about credit accessibility, and
more uncertain. This is the firm counterpart to my finding that consumers associate
inflation with bad outcomes.

1.2

Empirics

This section presents novel stylized facts about consumer beliefs. I begin with a
discussion of the two consumer surveys utilized. In both surveys, I document a
positive correlation between inflation and unemployment expectations, which stands
in contrast to recent U.S. experience. Why do consumers have beliefs consistent with
supply shocks, when recent economic variation has been driven by demand shocks?
Using a component analysis, I show that consumers’ beliefs are effectively based on
one principal component. I argue that this key component is sentiment. Overall,
the findings suggest consumers form a large portion of their expectations based on
their general sentiment. Optimistic consumers tend to expect typical expansionperiod outcomes such as unemployment declines and improved business conditions,
while also (surprisingly) expecting lower inflation. Shiller (1996) documented that
consumers dislike inflation; therefore, optimistic consumers believing inflation will
fall in consistent with sentiment-driven beliefs.
In macroeconomic models, expectations about future economic outcomes influence
choices today through intertemporal substitution. For example, the consumption Euler equation suggests consumption today is a function of expectations about future
outcomes. However, one may wonder if survey-based expectations inform real-world
choices of the respondents in the same way expectations affect choices in a model.
There are three strands of literature that suggest expectations solicited through surveys are informative of actions. First, survey-based confidence indices contain infor6

mation about the future aggregate consumer expenditure (Carroll et al. 1994, Bram
and Ludvigson 1998, and Ludvigson 2004). Second, self-reported expectations influence savings decisions (Arnold et al. 2014) and choices in a financially-incentivized
experiments (Armantier et al. 2015). Third, inflation expectations have an effect on
household’s spending decisions, but the direction of the relationship has varied across
environments and individuals studied (e.g., Bachmann et al. 2015, D’Acunto et al.
2016, and D’Acunto et al. 2018).6 Therefore the sentiment-based consumer expectations that I document are likely to affect consumers’ real-world actions. Appendix
A.1.2 presents additional evidence that survey-based expectations are correlated with
purchasing attitudes.
I conclude this section with an analysis of professional forecasters’ expectations. In
contrast to the consumer survey results, I show that professional forecasters correctly
understand the correlation of unemployment and inflation expectations to be negative.
Their first principal component, similar to consumers, appears to be a measure of
sentiment; however, professionals get the sign on inflation correct. That is, optimistic
professionals expect higher inflation along with other expansion-period outcomes.

1.2.1

Consumer Survey Data

I use two consumer surveys: the Michigan Survey of Consumers (MSC) and the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York’s Survey of Consumer Expectations (SCE). Both
are monthly surveys where some participants get resampled. They differ in their
sample size, with the MSC surveying approximately 500 consumers and the SCE
surveying approximately 1,300. The MSC has a long time series having started in
1978, whereas the SCE only began in 2013.
The MSC and SCE ask comparable, but not identical questions. Their questions
differ in phrasing and/or the types of responses allowed (categorical versus continuous). The MSC tends to ask questions that allow categorical responses, while the
SCE tends to ask questions that allow continuous responses. Given the differences
in answer types, the empirical analyses that I present vary slightly across surveys. I
note the differences as they arise.
To get a sense of the question format, I discuss the two most relevant survey
questions. First, the inflation questions in the MSC and SCE differ only in the
phrasing used. The MSC asks, “By about what percent do you expect prices to go
(up/down) on the average, during the next 12 months?” The SCE asks, “What do
6

D’Acunto et al. (2018) show high-IQ individuals with high inflation expectations are more likely
to say it is a good time to spend; however, low-IQ individuals with high inflation expectations are
more likely to say it is a bad time to spend. Bachmann et al. (2015) show that higher inflation
expectations are associated with a small decrease in readiness to spend. D’Acunto et al. (2016) use
an announced future increase in the German VAT as an exogenous source of variation in inflation
expectations in Germany relative to other European countries. This change in policy was particularly
salient and easy to understand for the consumer. In response to having higher inflation expectations,
German consumers reported a higher willingness to spend relative to their European counterparts.
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you expect the rate of (inflation/deflation) to be over the next 12 months?” Both
questions solicit the consumers’ expected inflation rate, in percent, over the next year.
Second, the unemployment rate questions differ in the phrasing used and the type of
response requested. The MSC asks a categorical question on the expected change in
the unemployment rate, “How about people out of work during the coming 12 months
– do you think that there will be more unemployment than now, about the same, or
less?” The SCE solicits a numerical answer on the probability of unemployment
rising with, “What do you think is the percent chance that 12 months from now the
unemployment rate in the U.S. will be higher than it is now?”

1.2.2

Inflation and Unemployment

The benchmark structural relationship between inflation and the output gap (or more
generally, a measure of economic slack) is the New Keynesian Phillips curve:
πt = βEt πt+1 + κXt ,
where πt is inflation, Et [πt+1 ] is the time t FIRE expectation of t + 1 inflation, Xt
is the output gap, β is the discount rate, and κ is related to the parameters of the
model. As shown in Galı́ (2008), reasonable parameterizations will result in κ > 0,
such that a higher output gap is associated with higher inflation. Although the New
Keynesian Phillips curve contains the output gap, it can more generally be estimated
using measures of economic slack. The less slack in the economy (e.g., high output
gap, low unemployment), the New Keynesian model predicts higher inflation.
Historical experience generally confirms model predictions of a negative correlation
between economic slack and inflation. In fact, the original “Phillips curve” was an
empirical negative correlation between inflation and unemployment in the United
Kingdom (Phillips 1958). Recent experience in the U.S. also suggests inflation and
unemployment have a negative correlation. Figure 1.1 plots the time series of the
inflation and unemployment rate in the U.S. Visually, the series appear to negatively
co-move in recent years. To get a better sense of the time variation of the correlation
of inflation and unemployment rates, Figure 1.2 plots the slope coefficient for πt =
α + βunemploymentt + t for a ten year rolling-window regression. For the most part,
the past 40 years have been characterized by a negative correlation of inflation and
unemployment rates. The one era marked by a positive correlation was the stagflation
period of the late 1970’s.
In contrast to recent experience, consumer survey-based expectations of inflation
and unemployment are positively correlated. Figure 1.3 uses MSC data and plots the
difference in inflation expectations relative to consumers that believe unemployment
will stay the same, for each year. Consumers that expect unemployment to rise have
higher average inflation expectations than those that say unemployment will stay the
same or decrease, for all periods. Conversely, consumers that expect unemployment
will fall have lower inflation expectations on average.
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Figure 1.1: Inflation and Unemployment Rates
Notes: Data are from FRED. The inflation rate is the year-over-year
percent change in the consumer price index for all urban consumers.

Table 1.1 presents the results of regressing expected inflation on indicators of
the expected change in unemployment. In comparison to consumers that expect
unemployment will stay roughly the same over the next year (the omitted group),
consumers who expect unemployment will rise expect higher inflation and consumers
who expect unemployment will fall expect less inflation. This result is significant at
the 1% level. Using the panel structure of the survey, I can absorb time fixed effects
and/or consumer fixed effects. Column (2) adds time fixed effects to remove any
effects from aggregate fluctuations. The qualitative results remain.
Before adding consumer fixed effects, column (3) runs the regression from the
previous column on the sample of consumers that were surveyed more than once (this
is the sample that will not get absorbed by the consumer fixed effects). The sample
restriction does not qualitatively change the regression coefficients or significance.
Column (4) includes time fixed effects and consumer fixed effects. The coefficients
decrease in magnitude but remain significant. Why did the inclusion of household
fixed effects attenuate the coefficients? Note that in the MSC, respondents that
are re-sampled are surveyed a total of twice. The initial survey and another survey
six months later. Because of the tight re-sampling window, the addition of household fixed effects removes long-term experience-based explanations. Suppose living
through a high-inflation period permanently makes a consumer expect higher inflation. This effect would get absorbed into the consumer fixed effects. Accounting for
personal experiences is plausibly what attenuates the coefficients, but what remains
cannot be explained by experience-based stories.
9
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Figure 1.2: Correlation of Inflation and Unemployment Rates
Notes: Data are from FRED. The inflation rate is the year-over-year
percent change in the consumer price index for all urban consumers.
Dotted lines represent the 95% confidence interval. Ten year rolling
window slope regression coefficient of πt = α + βunemploymentt + t is
plotted on the y-axis. The end date of the rolling regression sample is
on the x-axis.

Furthermore, Appendix A.1.1 demonstrates that across education, income, age,
and birth-year distributions, consumers believe inflation and unemployment are positively correlated. The magnitude of the coefficient is somewhat attenuated at higher
education and income levels, but it never flips sign and remains significant.
As a robustness check to the correlation of unemployment and inflation beliefs
found in the MSC, I use the SCE. The SCE unemployment question asks the consumer for his perceived percent chance unemployment will be higher in one year. Consumers that assign a higher probability to unemployment rising have higher inflation
expectations; see Table 1.2. The inclusion of time fixed effects in column (2) does
not change the qualitative findings. Column (3) restricts the sample to consumers
that were surveyed more than once and column (4) has both time and consumer
fixed effects. The significant positive coefficient remains, although the coefficient is
attenuated with the addition of consumer fixed effects.
Despite macroeconomic theory and recent U.S. experience suggesting inflation
is procyclical, consumers believe inflation will be higher when unemployment rises.
Section 1.2.5 conducts a similar exercise for professional forecasters and finds that
forecasters have expectation correlations consistent with theory and recent U.S. experience.
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Figure 1.3: Unemployment and Inflation Expectations (MSC)
Notes: Data are from the MSC. The regression coefficients of Ej,t πt+1 =
more
less
αt + βtmore Dj,t+1
+ βtless Dj,t+1
+ j,t are plotted across t. Subscripts j
less
and t denote consumer and year respectively. Dj,t+1
is a dummy for if
more
consumer j stated there would be less unemployment in 1 year. Dj,t+1
is
a dummy for if consumer j stated there would be more unemployment in
1 year. The expectation of the change in unemployment MSC question
allows for categorical answers (unemployment will rise, stay the same,
or fall).

1.2.3

Component Analysis

What is driving the surprising correlation between inflation and unemployment expectations in consumer surveys? The surveys contain a number of other questions
and utilizing them in a component analysis sheds light on what is occurring. Both
consumer surveys’ have a first component that explains a large portion of the variation in responses and resembles a measure of sentiment. I discuss the results for
each survey in turn, because the question types (categorical vs. continuous) requires
differential treatment.
First, let us consider the MSC, which mostly asks categorical questions. The responses are coded as numeric values; however, the value is nominal in nature, and the
distance between the values does not hold any meaning. Accordingly a multiple correspondence analysis (MCA), the categorical analog of principal component analysis
(PCA), is appropriate. MCA addresses the nominal nature of the survey data, by
transforming the data into an indicator matrix. The rows represent an individual’s
responses and the columns are indicators for each category of variables.
I include forward-looking variables (over the next year, expected change in per11

Dependent variable: Ej,t πt+12
(1)
(2)
(3)
More unemployment 1.590*** 1.268*** 1.183***
(0.031)
(0.029)
(0.032)
Less unemployment -0.677*** -0.618*** -0.651***
(0.033)
(0.032)
(0.034)
Time FE
N
Y
Y
Consumer FE
N
N
N
Minimum Surveys
>1
R-squared
0.019
0.116
0.057
N
240356
240356
165900

(4)
0.408***
(0.044)
-0.277***
(0.048)
Y
Y
>1
0.343
165900

Table 1.1: Positive Correlation of Inflation and the Change in
Unemployment Expectations (MSC)
Notes: Data are from the MSC. Regression results from Ej,t πt+12 =
more
less
α + β more Dj,t+12
+ β less Dj,t+12
+ µt + µj + j,t are reported. Subscripts
less
j and t denote consumer and month respectively. Dj,t+12
is a dummy
for if consumer j stated there would be less unemployment in 12 months.
more
Dj,t+12
is a dummy for if consumer j stated there would be more unemployment in 12 months. Columns (3) and (4) restrict the sample to
households surveyed more than once. The unemployment expectation
question allows for categorical answers (unemployment will rise, stay the
same, or fall). The omitted group are those who responded unemployment will stay the same. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. ***,
**, * denotes statistical significance at 1, 5 and 10 percent levels.

Dependent variable: Ej,t πt+12
(1)
(2)
(3)
Ej,t (P rob(∆U nempt+12 > 0)) 0.070*** 0.069*** 0.066***
(0.003)
(0.003)
(0.003)
Time FE
N
Y
Y
Consumer FE
N
N
N
Minimum Surveys
>1
R-squared
0.019
0.022
0.021
N
50660
50660
49172

(4)
0.034***
(0.003)
Y
Y
>1
0.396
49172

Table 1.2: Positive Correlation of Inflation and the Probability
of Unemployment Rising (SCE)
Notes: Data are from the SCE. Regression results from Ej,t πt+12 = α +
βEj,t (P rob(∆U nempt+12 > 0))+µt +µi +i,t are reported. Subscripts j
and t denote consumer and month respectively. Robust standard errors
are in parenthesis. ***, **, * denotes statistical significance at 1, 5 and
10 percent levels.
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sonal financial conditions, expected change in personal real income, expected change
in rates, expected change in business conditions, expected change in unemployment,
and expected inflation) and backward-looking variables (last year’s change in personal
financial conditions, last year’s change in business conditions, and current government
policy) in the MCA. All answers are originally categorical, with the exception of expected inflation, which I bin into three categories (deflation, inflation between 0% and
4%, and inflation above 4%). The first component alone accounts for an extraordinary
76% of the variation in consumer expectations and perceptions.
What is this important first component? Although a component analysis cannot
tell us the meaning of the component, the loadings are consistent with a measure of
sentiment. The ordering of the loadings for all variables is such that a pessimistic
expectation has a negative loading whereas an optimistic expectation has a positive
loading. Table 1.3 presents the MCA results.
Consider the question on unemployment which asks, “How about people out of
work during the coming 12 months – do you think that there will be more unemployment than now, about the same, or less?” In the MCA, the first component
loadings are -1.54 (more unemployment), .49 (same unemployment), and 1.62 (less
unemployment). Consistent with the sentiment ordering, the pessimistic view that
unemployment will rise has the smallest loading; whereas the optimistic belief that
unemployment will fall has the largest loading.
Alternatively, consider the inflation question, “By about what percent do you expect prices to go (up/down) on the average, during the next 12 months?”7 What
response is pessimistic or optimistic is not immediately obvious. Shiller (1996) provides insight into what inflation outcomes consumers prefer. He documents through
a series of surveys that consumers dislike inflation because they believe inflation lowers their standard of living. When the surveyor pointed out that nominal incomes
would rise to match inflation, respondents often stated their concern about when and
if their nominal incomes would adjust sufficiently to match inflation. This suggests
that the consumers that are pessimistic will report high inflation while those that are
optimistic will report low inflation or deflation. The MCA’s first-component loadings
on inflation are -0.80 (inflation above 4%), 0.43 (inflation between 0% and 4%), and
0.80 (less than 0%). Consistent with the sentiment ordering, the pessimistic expectation of high inflation has the smallest loading; whereas, the optimistic expectation
of deflation has the largest loading.
To address potential concerns that the results may be driven by consumers’ personal experiences or other consumer fixed effects, Appendix A.1.3 presents the MSC
component analysis conducted on differences. The qualitative results are unchanged.
Second, I conduct a component analysis for the SCE as a robustness check to
the MSC component analysis results. The SCE’s questions most commonly solicit
numeric responses. Accordingly I can use PCA, rather than MCA, to find the first
7

Recall for the MCA, I binned the responses into deflation, inflation between 0% and 4%, and
inflation above 4%.
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(1)
(2)
“optimistic”
“same”
Unemployment will:
decrease
same
1.62
0.49
Inflation will be:
≤ 0%
> 0% and ≤ 4%
0.80
0.43
Personal financial conditions will:
improve
same
1.04
-0.15
Real income will:
increase
same
1.44
0.46
Rates will:
decrease
same
0.13
0.31
Business conditions will:
improve
same
1.38
0.05
Personal financial conditions have:
improved
same
.95
-.10
Business conditions have:
improved
same
1.22
0.11
Economic policy is:
good
fair
1.60
0.25

(3)
“pessimistic”
increase
-1.54
> 4%
-0.80
decline
-2.40
decrease
-1.27
increase
-0.23
decline
-2.15
declined
-1.22
declined
-1.20
poor
-1.56

Table 1.3: 1st Component Loadings for an MCA on MSC
Notes: Data are from the MSC. Multiple correspondence analysis’ first
component loadings are reported. Forward looking questions compare
the 12 month expectation to the present. Backward looking questions
compare the present to 12 months ago. The inflation response is a
continuous measure; however, for the MCA I bin the values.

component. I include forward-looking questions (expected inflation, chance unemployment rises, chance savings rate rises, and chance stock market rises) and one
backward-looking question (last year’s change in personal financial conditions) in the
PCA.
The resulting loadings associated with the first component are presented in Table
14

1.4 column (1). The signs of the loadings for all questions are such that a pessimistic
expectation has a negative loading whereas an optimistic expectation has a positive
loading. This is consistent with the MSC findings, and suggests the first component
in consumer expectations is sentiment. The first component explains approximately
30% of the variance in the responses. This is lower than the variation explained by the
first component for the MSC, because the SCE solicits continuous responses resulting
in more variation in the data.
To further test if the first component is a measure of sentiment, I compare homeowner and non-homeowner expectations about average home price appreciation. One
would expect homeowners to enjoy home price appreciation as their asset gains value,
and rent-paying non-homeowners to dislike home price appreciation. In Table 1.4
columns (2) and (3), the PCA sample is restricted to homeowners only and nonhomeowners, respectively. The expectation of average home price appreciation has
a positive first-component loading for homeowners and a negative loading for nonhomeowners.
(1)

(2)

(3)

-0.232

-0.246

-0.150

-0.021

0.384

0.462

0.417

0.441

0.550

0.500

0.547

0.508

0.034
36625
home-own
0.261

-0.152
13307
non-home-own
0.247

Inflation rate will be:
-0.223
% chance unemployment will rise:
-0.109
% chance savings rate will rise:
0.413
% chance stock market will rise:
0.430
Will you be financially better off:
0.540
Have you become financially better off:
0.540
% change in average home price will be:
N:
Restrictions:
Variance explained:

49977
n/a
0.297

Table 1.4: 1st Dimension Loadings for a PCA on SCE
Notes: Data are from the SCE. Principal component analysis’ first
component loadings are reported. Forward looking questions have a
12 month horizon. The one backward looking question compares the
present to 12 months ago. The responses for financial condition vary
from 1 indicating much worse off to 5 indicating much better off.
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1.2.4

Sentiment Index

-.4

-.2

1st Component
0

.2

.4

How does the first component compare to commonly used measures of sentiment
such as the Conference Board Consumer Confidence Index and the Michigan Survey
of Consumer’s Sentiment Index? I have argued that the signs of the loadings in
the component analyses suggest that the first component is a measure of sentiment;
however, a direct comparison to confidence indices is another way to assess the claim.
To begin, I create an aggregate time series for the first component of both (i) the
Michigan Survey of Consumers’ MCA and (ii) the Survey of Consumer Expectations’
PCA. The first component is found for each respondent and averaged across respondents for a given response month within a survey. Recall that the MSC starts in 1978
and the SCE began in 2013. The SCE is so recent that it has not even experienced
a whole business cycle, and so comparisons to the sentiment indexes will focus of the
MSC. For completeness sake, Figure 1.4 plots the MSC and SCE first component for
the time period both are available. They track each other closely, despite being based
on different surveys.

2013m7

2014m7

2015m7

2016m7

Date
MSC 1st Component

SCE 1st Component

Figure 1.4: Comparison of 1st Components of MSC and SCE
Notes: Data are from the MSC and SCE. The MSC 1st component is
based on a multiple correspondence analysis. The SCE 1st component
is based on a principal component analysis. The aggregate time series
is calculated as the average, across consumers, of 1st component values
for a given month.

Next, I compare the first component’s time series to popular sentiment indices,
the Conference Board Consumer Confidence Index and the Michigan Survey of Consumer’s Sentiment Index. The Conference Board Index relies on their own internal
16
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Figure 1.5: Comparison of MSC’s 1st Component and Conference Board Confidence Index
Notes: Data are from the MSC and the Conference Board. The MSC
1st component is based on a multiple correspondence analysis. The
aggregate time series is calculated as the average, across consumers, of
1st component values for a given month.

survey of consumers. The Michigan Index relies on the same underlying survey as
the calculated first component; however, the questions and methodology used to construct the indices are different.8 The first component is compared to the Conference
Board Index and the Michigan Index in Figures 1.5 and 1.6, respectively. Indeed,
the first component series looks very similar to both of the commonly used measures
of sentiment, supporting the hypothesis that the first component is a measure of
sentiment.

1.2.5

Professional Forecasters

The empirics so far have focused on consumer expectations. However, it is interesting
to assess how and if the stylized facts documented for consumers differ for professional
forecasters. Professional forecasters may have a lower cost of acquiring information
or a more precise prior. If so, forecasters may get the sign of the covariance between
8

To construct the Consumer Sentiment Index, the MSC considers five categorical questions. For
each question, the relative score is calculated as the percent of consumers giving favorable responses
minus the percent giving unfavorable responses, plus 100 and rounded to the nearest whole number.
The five relative scores are added together, divided by the 6.7558 for the base year of 1966, and a
constant is added to correct for sample design changes.
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Figure 1.6: Comparison of MSC’s 1st Component and MSC
Sentiment Index
Notes: Data are from the MSC. The MSC 1st component is based
on a multiple correspondence analysis. The aggregate time series is
calculated as the average, across consumers, of 1st component values
for a given month.

the posterior beliefs of inflation and unemployment correct. I use the Survey of
Professional Forecasters (SPF) to test this hypothesis.
The SPF began running quarterly surveys in 1968, but the first year with both
inflation and unemployment questions was 1981. The number of responses vary, but
recent surveys have approximately 40 responses. Some respondents are repeatedly
sampled resulting in a panel structure. The respondents’ forecasts are often based on
a combination of models, experience, and intuition (Stark 2013).
Table 1.5 contains the results of regressing inflation expectations on unemployment
expectations for the SPF. The coefficient is positive, but time fixed effects are added
in column (2) and the sign becomes negative.9 The coefficient remains negative
with the addition of respondent fixed effects. In line with standard macro-models,
higher unemployment expectations are associated with lower inflation expectations
for professional forecasters.
Recall that with the consumer surveys, I regressed inflation expectations on be9

The positive coefficient in Table 1.5 column (1) is due to the stagflation expectations in the
early 80’s. If the sample is restricted to 1985 onwards (rather than 1981 onwards) the regression
coefficient is negative without any fixed effects.
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Dependent variable: Ej,t πt+4
(1)
(2)
(3)
Ej,t U nempt+4
0.153*** -0.443*** -0.327***
(0.015)
(0.056)
(0.052)
Time FE
N
Y
Y
Professional FE
N
N
Y
R-squared
0.033
0.732
0.796
N
4853
4853
4830
Table 1.5: Negative Correlation of Inflation and Unemployment Expectations (SPF)
Notes: Data are from the SPF. Regression results from Ej,t πt+4 = α +
βEj,t U nempt+4 + µt + µj + j,t . Subscripts j and t denote forecaster
and quarter respectively. The dependent variable is the average of the
annualized forecast for CPI inflation for the next four quarters. The
independent variable, Ej,t U nempt+4 , is the average of the forecast for
unemployment for the next four quarters. Robust standard errors are
in parenthesis. ***, **, * denotes statistical significance at 1, 5 and 10
percent levels.

Dependent variable: Ej,t πt+4
(1)
(2)
(3)
Ej,t [∆U nempt+4 ] -0.416*** -0.496*** -0.377***
(0.071)
(0.069)
(0.066)
Time FE
N
Y
Y
Professional FE
N
N
Y
R-squared
0.010
0.730
0.796
N
4852
4852
4829
Table 1.6: Negative Correlation of Inflation and Change in
Unemployment Expectations (SPF)
Notes: Data are from the SPF. Regression results from Ej,t πt+4 = α +
βEj,t [∆U nempt+4 ] + µt + µj + j,t . Subscripts j and t denote forecaster
and quarter respectively. The dependent variable is the average of the
annualized forecast for CPI inflation for the next four quarters. The
independent variable, Ei,t ∆U nempt+4 = Ei,t U nempt+4 − Ei,t U nempt ,
is the average of the forecast for unemployment for the next four quarters
minus the current quarter belief about unemployment. Robust standard
errors are in parenthesis. ***, **, * denotes statistical significance at 1,
5 and 10 percent levels.

liefs about the change in unemployment. To compare the SPF results directly to
the consumer survey results, I construct a measure of the change in unemployment
expectations. This independent variable is the respondents’ average expectation for
19
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the next four quarters unemployment rate minus the current quarter belief for the
unemployment rate. The coefficient is negative both with and without quarter and
respondent fixed effects. Professional forecasters who believe unemployment is going
to increase have lower inflation expectations on average. This stands in contrast to
consumer surveys but is in line with U.S. experience and standard macro-models.
From the perspective of the rational inattention models developed later, this may be
because professionals have a lower cost of information or a more precise prior than
consumers.
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Figure 1.7: Binscatter of Professional’s 1st Components and
Their Probabilities of Recession
Notes: Data are from SPF. The first component is from a principal component analysis that contains annual expectations and current-quarter
perceptions of consumer price index, core consumer price index, personal
consumption expenditures, real gross domestic product, unemployment
rate, housing price inflation, and nominal gross domestic product. The
probability of recession is the average of the probabilities of recession
for the next four quarters.

Next, I conduct a principal component analysis on SPF data containing annual
expectations and current-quarter perceptions of consumer price index, core consumer
price index, personal consumption expenditures, real gross domestic product, unemployment rate, housing price inflation, and nominal gross domestic product.10 The
first component explains a large 41% of the variation in beliefs. The first component
has a negative loading on unemployment and positive loadings on inflation and the
other variables. The signs of the loadings suggest the first component is sentiment;
10

All variables are only available for 2007 and after.
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however, unlike with consumers, professionals associate other expansionary outcomes
with inflation.
The first component, like in the consumer surveys, appears to be a measure of
sentiment or a business-cycle measure. In fact, the SPF has a question that solicits
respondents to provide their subjective probability of recession in future quarters. The
first component of the PCA is negatively correlated with the probability of recession,
as shown in Figure 1.7.

1.3

Static Rational Inattention Model

What modeling approach can capture the stylized facts that: (i) inflation and unemployment expectations have positive covariance and (ii) consumers have one principal
component that effectively drives their perceptions and expectations. Common approaches to modeling beliefs such as FIRE, sticky information, or learning will not
suffice. FIRE assumes that consumers understand the “model”; however, consumers
consistently do not understand the role of inflation. In sticky information models,
when an agent updates his information set he achieves FIRE. There are no implications about the dimensionality of information that informs consumer beliefs. Furthermore, the empirical results are stable across time, ages and birth years; this suggests
learning is also not the correct theoretical underpinning.
A model of a rationally inattentive consumer is capable of matching the documented stylized facts. This section develops a static, partial equilibrium model for
a consumer facing costly information acquisition. The model is purposefully stylistic
in order to obtain an analytical solution and to clearly develop the intuition for how
information is optimally gathered. The consumer has one choice variable and faces
two unknown fundamentals. He is allowed to obtain costly, noisy signal(s) that are
any linear combination of the state variables. It turns out the consumer optimizes
by choosing one signal that is a linear combination of fundamentals. The model is
similar in approach to that of Maćkowiak and Wiederholt (2009)’s for the firm and
the rational inattention solution is from Kőszegi and Matějka (2018).

1.3.1

Consumer Problem

The agent consumes and supplies labor. For now, the model is static so the consumer
is hand-to-mouth in that he uses all earnings to purchase the consumption good. For
, where Θ is a measure of labor market
each unit of work, the consumer is paid wage W
Θ
slackness and W is a base nominal wage. This captures that concept that when the
labor market is slack or has high rates of unemployment (weak labor demand relative
to labor supply, as in business cycle busts) workers are paid less. Crucially, I assume
the consumer knows the base wage, but knows neither the labor market slackness nor
the price index. So, the consumer faces two unknowns: the slack in the labor market
and the price index. Furthermore, since the wage earned is base wage divided by
21

slackness, I can normalize one of the two variables; I normalize the base wage to one
(W = 1).
The consumer can obtain costly, noisy signal(s) about any linear combination of
the unknowns. If the variance of the signal noise is low, then the signal is more costly.
Section 1.3.2 discusses the information cost in further detail. The static problem is
broken into three sequential steps: (i) obtain noisy signal(s); (ii) commit to amount
of labor supplied L; and (iii) consume so that the budget constraint (CP = L/Θ)
binds. The timing implies the budget constraint will hold in the realizations of the
unknowns, not just in expectations. That is, the consumer makes a labor choice based
on his beliefs about Θ and P . But how much he gets to consume will be the residual
of the budget constraint that depends on his labor choice and actual realizations of
Θ and P .
The consumers’ utility can be expressed as U (L, Θ, P ) rather than a direct function
of labor and consumption. Here labor is a choice and a function of the consumers’
beliefs about the slackness and the price index. Let E be the expectation operator
conditioned on the consumer’s information set. The consumer seeks to maximize:
!


max U L E[Θ], E[P ] , Θ, P .
L

For now, I remain agnostic about the exact specification of the utility function to
derive general analytical results. But, Section 1.3.6 will put structure on the utility
function.

1.3.2

Information Cost

The cost of information is the friction that prevents rationally inattentive agents from
achieving FIRE. In the rational inattention literature, the cost of information is commonly measured using Shannon mutual information. Mathematically, the Shannon
mutual information is the expected reduction of entropy (a measure of uncertainty)
from the prior to the posterior. Intuitively, the more precise the posterior, the higher
the Shannon mutual information.
For flexibility, the cost of information I use is Shannon mutual information times
a scaling parameter, λ ≥ 0. If λ = 0, information is free, and the consumer can
costlessly obtain FIRE. If λ is very high, he decides not to get a signal, and accordingly
remains at his prior beliefs.11 The interesting cases arise for intermediate values of λ,
where the consumer collects some but not all information.

11

Not getting a signal is equivalent to obtaining a signal where the noise has infinite variance.
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1.3.3

Non-Stochastic Steady State

There exists a non-stochastic steady state where Θ = Θ̄ and P = P̄ . At this steady
state, the labor supplied by the consumer is denoted L̄ and solves the first order
condition:
U1 (L, Θ̄, P̄ ) = 0.
Subscripts on the utility function denote derivates with respect to the input order
variable. The “1” subscript above denotes the derivative with respect to the first
input (labor).

1.3.4

Second-Order Approximation

Next, I take the log-quadratic approximation of the utility function around the nonstochastic solution. Small deviations from the steady state are well approximated by a
log-quadratic approach. Furthermore, quadratic approximations are commonly used
in the rational inattention literature because quadratic problems featuring Gaussian
uncertainty result in the optimal signal(s) being Gaussian.
Denote log-deviations with lower case variables (e.g., p = ln P − ln P̄ and θ =
ln Θ − ln Θ̄). Assume p and θ are drawn from independent Gaussian distributions
with mean zero and variance σ02 . So the model’s true data-generating process is such
that the labor market slackness and the price index have zero correlation.
Let û be the utility function expressed in terms of log-deviations û(l, θ, p) =
U (L̄el , Θ̄eθ , P̄ ep ) = U (L, Θ, P ). And let ũ denote the second-order Taylor approximation of û at the steady state:
1
ũ(l, θ, p) = û1 l + û11 l2 + û12 lθ + û13 lp + terms independent of labor.
2
Subscripts on û denote derivatives with respect to the input order variable, evaluated at the non-stochastic steady state. For example, û1 is the derivate of û with
respect to labor log-deviations and evaluated at the non-stochastic steady state. Since
labor is the choice variable, û1 = 0. Additionally, assume standard convexity in the
choice variable such that û11 < 0. The consumer cannot affect the “terms independent of labor.” These additional terms simply act as a level shifter to utility, and he
can ignore these terms when solving his optimization problem.
Suppose the consumer had full-information and thus knew the values of θ and
p. How much labor would the consumer choose to supply? Let l∗ be the utilitymaximizing labor choice under perfect information. Taking the first-order condition
of ũ with respect to labor and setting it to zero, he would choose l∗ according to:
l∗ =

1
(û12 θ + û13 p).
|û11 |
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What if the consumer does not have perfect information? He must calculate the
expectation of the optimal labor choice given his information set, l = E[l∗ |I].
What information will be contained in the information set? The consumer is
allowed to obtain costly, noisy signals on any linear combination of the unknowns.
He can choose the number of signal(s), the weights in the linear combination(s), and
the variance(s) of the signal noise. The next section solves the consumer’s rational
inattention problem.

1.3.5

Solution

In the consumer problem, there is one choice variable (labor) and two unknown fundamentals (labor market slackness and price index). Let y be the choice variable and
x be the vector of unknown fundamentals such that:
 
θ
y = l and x =
.
p
Recall the consumer seeks to maximize his log-quadratic approximation to utility,
ũ(l, θ, p) = 12 û11 l2 + û12 lθ+ û13 lp+terms independent of labor. This objective function
can be re-written as −y 0 Dy + x0 By where D and B are:
 
|û11 |
û
D=
and B = 12 .
û13
2
The consumer problem now takes the form of the objective function in Kőszegi and
Matějka (2018). And so, their solution methodology is applicable.12
Rather than solving the maximization problem directly, it is more tractable to
solve a transformed problem that is a function of (i) misperceptions about the fundamentals and (ii) the cost of information. The transformation takes three steps.
First, find the action, y, the agent would choose given some posterior mean of the
fundamentals, x̃. Re-arrange the utility function as follows:
U (y, x) = −y 0 Dy + x0 By
0 


D−1 B 0
x0 BD−1 B 0 x
D−1 B 0
x D y−
x +
.
=− y−
2
2
4
What action maximizes utility? If the consumer’s best guess of x is x̃, he would
−1 0
choose action y = D 2 B x̃ to maximize expected utility. Notice the second term in
the summation ( 41 x0 BD−1 B 0 x) only contains the true fundamentals and parameters.
12

Kőszegi and Matějka (2018) provide the solution for a multi-dimensional rational inattention
problem where the objective takes the form −y 0 Dy + x0 By and D is symmetric and positive semidefinite. In the consumer problem that I propose, there is only one choice variable so D is one number
and clearly symmetric. Furthermore the assumed convexity of the utility function in labor guarantees
that D is positive.
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It cannot be affected by the consumer’s choice; it is a level shift in the consumer’s
utility. Therefore this term can be dropped from the consumer’s optimization problem
and is so going forward.
Second, express the utility as a function of the posterior mean of the fundamentals,
−1 0
x̃, rather than the action, y. Substitute y = D 2 B x̃ into the utility function to get:
D−1 B 0
D−1 B 0
Ũ (x̃, x) = −
x̃ −
x
2
2
= − (x̃ − x)0 Ω (x̃ − x) ,


where:

0


D

D−1 B 0
D−1 B 0
x̃ −
x
2
2



 2

BD−1 B 0
1
û12
û12 û13
Ω≡
=
.
û213
4
2|û11 | û12 û13

Utility is now expressed as a function of the agent’s misperceptions about the fundamentals, x̃ − x. How these misperceptions translate into utility losses is governed by
the positive semidefinite matrix Ω. This matrix can be viewed as the “loss matrix”
and will be key in determining what the consumer chooses to pay attention to. He
wants to learn about things that are most useful to know in order to maximize his
utility.
Third, I quantify the cost of information. As previously discussed, I assume
the cost of information is a scaling parameter, λ ≥ 0, times the Shannon mutual
information. The Shannon mutual information is the change in entropy from the
prior to the posterior. The consumer’s prior and posterior are both Gaussian, and any
n-dimensional vector distributed as multivariate normal N (mean, var) has entropy
n
+ n2 log(2π) + 12 log|var|.13 So the only term in the Shannon mutual information
2
that the consumer’s choices can affect is 21 log|Σ|, where Σ is the posterior variancecovariance.
Therefore, the consumer’s maximization problem can be expressed as the sum of
(i) the expected utility (a function of misperceptions about the fundamentals) and
(ii) the cost of information:
h
i λ
0
max −E (x̃ − x) Ω(x̃ − x) + log|Σ|.
Γ≥Σ
2

(1.1)

In this transformed problem, the consumer’s choice variable is Σ, the posterior variancecovariance matrix. That is, he picks the precision of his posterior. Let Γ = σ02 I be the
prior variance-covariance. The restriction of Γ ≥ Σ implies Γ − Σ must be positive
semidefinite. This forces the prior to be no more precise in any dimension than the
posterior. Intuitively, the agent is not allowed to forget information in his prior, in
exchange for more information in a dimension the agent cares more about.
13

The consumer faces a quadratic problem and Gaussian uncertainty. Accordingly, he will choose
a Gaussian signal and have a Gaussian posterior.
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Next, with the consumer optimization in-hand, I walk through the intuition for
what the consumer will choose to do (Appendix A.2.1 has the complete proof). The
loss matrix, Ω, governs how misperceptions about the fundamentals are translated to
utility losses. An eigen-decomposition of Ω results in (i) eigenvectors which dictate
what the consumer cares about and (ii) eigenvalues which measure how much he cares
about each direction. Recall that the loss matrix is positive semidefinite. Therefore
its eigenvectors are orthogonal, and the “directions” the consumer may choose to get
a signal are independent. Let the matrix of eigenvectors be V . Each eigenvector,
has a corresponding eigenvalue (Λ1 and Λ2 ).14 The eigenvalues are a measure of the
consumer’s value of information on the corresponding eigenvector.
The optimization problem described in equation (1.1) is one where the consumer
picks his posterior variance-covariance. As shown in Kőszegi and Matějka (2018),
there is a simple solution in the rotated space defined by the eigenvectors of Ω. Let
J = V 0 ΣV be the posterior variance-covariance in the basis of the eigenvectors of Ω.
Then, the analytical solution for J is:


λ
2
.
Jij = 0 for all i 6= j and Jii = min σ0 ,
2Λi
With the solution of J, the agent’s choice for Σ simply involves rotating back to the
original basis.
In the consumer problem, Λ1 = 0 and Λ2 = 2|û111 | [û212 + û213 ]. Intuitively, information on the first eigenvector has no value for the consumer. He therefore does
not collect costly information on this dimension (J11 = σ02 ); opting to stay with his
prior. Along the second dimension, the consumer wants a signal only if σ02 > 2Λλ 2 . A
signal is worthwhile if his prior variance is particularly noisy (σ02 large), information
is especially cheap (λ small), or if misperceptions in this direction are associated with
large losses in utility (Λ2 large).
What does the consumer’s choice of the posterior-covariance imply for the consumer’s posterior beliefs about the fundamentals? Let S be the realized signal that
the consumer gets and Σ be the variance-covariance of the signal error. Upon receipt of his signal, the consumer updates as a Bayesian and determines his posterior
mean:15
x̃ = Γ(Γ + Σ )−1 S.
In the empirics section, I documented a positive covariance of consumer beliefs
about unemployment and inflation. How does this map into the model? Suppose there
are several consumers. Each solves the consumer optimization problem, gets their own
signal, and reaches a posterior belief about the fundamentals (labor market slackness
and price). The model’s counterpart to the empirical findings is the covariance of the
14
15

The eigenvalues will be non-negative because Ω is positive semidefinite.
Assume the consumer’s prior about all fundamental log-deviations from steady state is zero.
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posterior means of slackness and price (mirroring unemployment and inflation in the
data). The variance-covariance matrix of the posterior beliefs is:
var(x̃) = var(Γ(Γ + Σ )−1 S)
= Γ(Γ + (Σ−1 − Γ−1 )−1 )−1 Γ0 .
The covariance between labor market slackness and price beliefs, the element of interest, for the consumer problem is:


11 |
û12 û13 σ02 − ûλ|û
2 +û2
12
13
.
(1.2)
cov(θ̃, p̃) =
2
2
û12 + û13
What is the sign of the posterior means’ covariance term? Everything is known
to be positive with the exception of û12 û13 .16 The sign of the covariance will be the
sign of û12 û13 . Clearly, this will depend on the functional form of the utility function.

1.3.6

Utility Function

So far I have been agnostic about the utility function to develop general results,
but now I assume a functional form. This allows me to: (i) discuss the economic
interpretation of the signal the consumer chooses; and (ii) determine the sign of the
covariance of posterior beliefs of labor market slackness and price. I assume the
canonical utility function:
C 1−ϕ
L1+1/η
U (C, L) =
−
,
1 − ϕ 1 + 1/η

(1.3)

where ϕ is the constant of relative risk aversion and η is the Frisch labor supply
L
into the utility function, I
elasticity. Substituting the budget constraint C = ΘP
remove consumption:

L 1−ϕ
L1+1/η
ΘP
U (L, Θ, P ) =
−
.
1−ϕ
1 + 1/η
And the utility function in log-deviations is:

1−ϕ
l
û(l, θ, p) =

L̄e
Θ̄eθ P̄ ep

1−ϕ

−

(L̄el )1+1/η
.
1 + 1/η

For this utility function, what does the consumer choose to learn about and does
it have any economic significance? The eigenvectors of the loss matrix are (1, −1) and
11 |
The consumer obtains one signal if and only if, σ02 > ûλ|û
Otherwise, no signals are
2 +û2 .
12
13
obtained, and the covariance of posterior beliefs will be equal to the prior belief, assumed to be 0.

16
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(1, 1) and the eigenvalues are zero and nonzero, respectively. So, the consumer will
never choose to get a signal on θ − p. He may (depending on the cost of information,
the variance of the prior, and the nonzero eigenvalue) choose to get a noisy signal on
θ + p. This is the real wage.
Why does the consumer only care about his real wage? Suppose the consumer
knew his real wage perfectly; he would be able to pick his optimal labor choice.17
Knowing any extra information is unnecessary; it would neither change his optimal
labor choice nor his utility. Yet, obtaining that extra information would be costly
if λ > 0. Thus, a consumer choosing what information to obtain, optimally picks a
noisy signal on real wage. How noisy the signal is depends on the parameterization
of the problem.
So, what is the sign of the covariance of the posterior beliefs about labor market
slackness and price? This is the model analog of the positive covariance of unemployment and price expectations in consumer surveys. As already shown, the sign of the
covariance of labor market slackness and price beliefs will take the sign of û12 û13 . Appendix A.2.2 demonstrates that for the utility function in equation (1.3), û12 is equal
to û13 . Therefore, û12 û13 is positive and so is the covariance of the posterior beliefs
about slackness and price. Moreover, the covariance of the posterior labor market
slackness and price beliefs, when the agent chooses to get one signal, expressed in
equation (1.2) can be simplified to:


λ|û11 |
1
2
σ0 −
≥ 0.
cov(θ̃, p̃) =
2
2û212
Thus, optimal information gathering strategies leads to consumers thinking prices
are positively correlated with labor market slackness. That is, when prices are high
(survey data: high inflation) the labor market has slack (survey data: high unemployment). This positive covariance stands in contrast to the model’s underlying data
generating process which has zero correlation.
How do information costs affect the covariance? Figure 1.8 plots the covariance
of the posterior labor market slackness and price across information costs. Recall
that the true underlying data-generating process has zero covariance between labor
market slackness and price. At high information costs, the agent receives no signals
and the posterior covariance between labor market slackness and price is the same
as the prior covariance (assumed to be zero). However when information costs are
sufficiently low, the agent decides to collect one signal and the posterior covariance
between labor market slackness and price becomes positive. Optimal signal collection
results in price beliefs that are countercylical, consistent with survey-data but in
contrast to recent experience.
As information costs approach zero, the covariance approaches .5, rather than the
û13
12
Recall optimal labor under FIRE is l∗ = |ûû11
| θ + |û11 | p. For this utility function, û12 = û13 .
So, if the consumer knows his real wage, he also knows the optimal labor choice.
17
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Covariance of Posterior Means of
Labor Slackness and Price
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Figure 1.8: Covariance of Posterior Means, Static Model
Notes: The covariance of the posterior means of labor market slackness
and price are plotted for varying information costs. For high information costs (λ large), the consumer gets no signals and the covariance is
zero. For low information costs (λ small), he gets one signal and the
covariance is positive. The prior variance-covariance is assumed to be
σ02 I. Parameterization values for the plot are: η = 3, ϕ = 1.4, σ02 = 1.

zero covariance of the underlying data-generating process.18 This is driven by the
fact the agent has one choice variable and faces two unknown state variables. At
zero cost of information, the consumer can perfectly learn the optimal labor choice
through one, noise-less signal on real wage. With this one signal, the consumer will
not perfectly know the labor market slackness and price. However, the consumer has
no incentive to gather more information as doing so will not increase his utility.
In the next section, I develop a two-period model where the consumer has two
choice variables and faces two unknowns. In this extension, at sufficiently low information costs, the agent obtains two orthogonal signals. The consumer’s covariance of
posterior labor market slackness and price beliefs will approach the true underlying
data-generating process’ covariance as information becomes costless.

1.4

Two-Period Model

In the static model, the household had fewer choice variables (one) than unknowns
(two). Consequently, as the information cost went to zero, the agent perfectly learned
about his optimal choice by receiving one signal on the real wage. Regardless of how
low the information cost fell, the agent never wanted a second signal (the eigenvalue
was zero). Therefore the covariance of the posterior means of labor market slackness
and price was positive whenever the agent obtained a signal and did not smoothly
18
 When the agent obtains one signal, the posterior covariance of wage and price beliefs is
11 |
.5 σ02 − λ|û
= .5 when σ02 = 1 and λ = 0.
2û2
12
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approach the true underlying data-generating process covariance of zero.
The stylized static model was useful in that it clearly developed intuition for how
the consumer gathers information; however, it may be unsatisfying in some regards.
As information costs go to zero, one may want the agent to (i) obtain full-information
about all variables by obtaining more than one signal and (ii) have the covariance of
the posterior means of labor market slackness and price smoothly approach the true
underlying data-generating covariance of zero. Accordingly in this section, I develop
a two-period model with two actions and two unknown fundamentals. Crucially, the
number of choices and unknowns is the same. The purpose of this approach is not
to incorporate dynamics (Section 1.5 will do that), but rather to tackle the aforementioned unsatisfying aspects of the static model that arose out of simplification for
intuition. In the two-period model, at high levels of information costs, the consumer
gets no signal (as before). At intermediate values of information costs, he obtains
one signal along the eigenvector associated with the real wage. With low information
costs, he chooses to obtain two signals, one along each of the orthogonal eigenvectors.
In the limit of costless information, the consumer will learn about both unknowns
perfectly.
Suppose there are two periods. In the first period, the consumer chooses how much
labor to supply (L) and how much to save (S) for his second period “retirement”. As
per unit of labor, where the base wage
in the static model, the consumer is paid W
Θ
W is normalized to one. He does not know the labor market slackness (Θ) or the
price index (P ) but may obtain costly signals about them. First period consumption
(C1 ) is the value that makes the budget constraint bind (P1 C1 = L/Θ − S). In the
second period, the consumer consumes all of his savings, which have grown at rate
R. Assume that the price index in both periods are the same (P1 = P2 = P ) and the
consumer understands this. Further assume the consumer knows his discount rate (β)
and the savings interest rate (R). These simplifying assumptions are made so that
the consumer has the same number of choices as unknowns. This is what delivers the
consumer smoothly approaching FIRE as information costs fall.
To summarize, the consumer has two choice variables (labor and savings) and two
unknown state variables (price index and labor market slackness). The present value
of the consumer’s utility is:
U (L, C1 , C2 ) = u(C1 ) − v(L) + βu(C2 ).
Assume utility from consumption and disutility from labor take the forms u(C) =
1+1/η
C 1−ϕ
and v(L) = L1+1/η , respectively.
1−ϕ
Each period’s budget constraint must bind: P C1 = L/Θ − S and P C2 = (1 + R)S.
Substituting in the budget constraints, obtain the utility as a function of the two
choice variables and the two unknowns:




L/Θ − S
(1 + R)S
U (L, S, Θ, P ) = u
− v(L) + βu
.
P
P
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As in the static model, let lower case variables denote log-deviations from steady
state, û be the utility function expressed in terms of log-deviations from steady state,
and ũ be the second order approximation at the steady state:
1
1
ũ(l, s, θ, p) = û1 l + û2 s + û11 l2 + û22 s2 + û12 ls + û13 lθ + û14 lp+
2
2
û23 sθ + û24 sp + terms independent of labor and savings.
Subscripts on û indicate derivates with respect to the input variable, evaluated at the
steady state. Optimality of the labor and savings choices implies that û1 = 0 and
û2 = 0. The non-stochastic steady state is found by normalizing the steady states of
labor market slackness and the price index to one (Θ̄ = P̄ = 1), and then solving for
the steady state of savings (S̄) and labor (L̄) so that û1 = 0 and û2 = 0.
The log-quadratic utility can be expressed as −y 0 Dy + x0 By where:




 
 
1 û11 û12
û13 û23
l
θ
, and B =
.
y=
,x=
,D=−
û14 û24
s
p
2 û12 û22
Again, the consumer problem can be solved using the methodology of Kőszegi and
Matějka (2018). In the static model, the loss matrix due to misperceptions had one
zero and one nonzero eigenvalue. However, in this two-period model, the loss matrix
due to misperceptions has two nonzero eigenvalues. The agent will, depending on the
information cost, either obtain (i) no signal and stay with his prior, (ii) one signal
along the eigenvector direction with the higher eigenvalue, or (iii) two signals, one
along each eigenvector direction. As information costs approach zero, the consumer
will get closer to knowing his optimal labor and optimal savings choice. Furthermore,
the consumer learns more about both labor market slackness and price.
The covariance of the posterior means of labor market slackness and price, the
model analog to the covariance of unemployment and inflation expectations in survey
data, will vary across information costs. For high information costs (λ large), the
consumer gets no signals and the covariance is his prior (assumed to be zero). For
intermediate information costs, the consumer gets one signal and the covariance of the
posterior slackness and price beliefs is positive. For low information costs (λ small), he
obtains two signals and the covariance is positive; however, in the limit the covariance
smoothly approaches zero. Therefore when information is costless, the covariance of
the posterior labor market slackness and price beliefs matches the zero covariance in
the true underlying data-generating process. Figure 1.9 plots the covariance of the
posterior means of labor market slackness and price across information costs for a
parameterization.
Different types of agents in the economy will have different costs associated with
gathering and analyzing information. For instance, professional forecasters know
where to obtain economic information and how to interpret it quickly; therefore they
likely have low information costs. Thus, professional forecasters will correctly, or
close to correctly, understand the covariance of labor market slackness and price (see
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Figure 1.9: Covariance of Posterior Means, Two-Period Model
Notes: The covariance of the posterior means of labor market slackness
and price are plotted for varying information costs. For high information
costs (λ large), the consumer gets no signals and the covariance is zero.
For intermediate information costs, he gets one signal and the covariance of the beliefs is positive. For low information costs (λ small), he
obtains two signals and the covariance is positive; however, in the limit
it smoothly approaches zero. The prior variance-covariance is assumed
to be σ02 I. Parameterization values for the plot are: η = 3, ϕ = 1.4,
β = .95, R = .05, σ02 = 1.

Figure 1.9 when λ is near zero). On the other hand, typical consumers may have
intermediate information costs. They can use the internet to gather information
quickly, but understanding it is difficult. Therefore, consumers likely have a positive
correlation between labor market slackness and price beliefs (see Figure 1.9 when λ
takes intermediate values), consistent with the positive correlation of unemployment
and inflation beliefs in consumer survey data.
The two-period model delivers three appealing takeaways that were not applicable
in the stylized static model. First, in the limit of zero information costs, the consumer
will optimally choose to obtain full-information about slackness and price. This is in
contrast to the static model, where the consumer under costless information was indifferent between just learning the real wage perfectly or obtaining more information.
Second, for low costs of information the consumer will choose to obtain two signals;
whereas in the static model the consumer choose at most one signal. The first signal
will be on real wage. The second signal will be orthogonal to real wage and does
not have a clear economic interpretation. This signal highlights the contribution of
the rational inattention framework, it determines the dimensions the agent may care
about (even if they do not have an immediate economic meaning). Third, a comparison of professional forecasters (low information costs) and consumers (intermediate
information costs) is possible and consistent with the empirical findings.
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1.5

Dynamic Rational Inattention Model

This section extends the static consumer problem (labor market slackness and price
are the unknown fundamentals, and labor is the choice variable) to a dynamic setting. I solve the model numerically, using the approach and findings of Maćkowiak
et al. (2018). Then, I calibrate the model and use it to investigate the impulse response functions of beliefs in reaction to shocks to the price level and/or labor market
slackness.

1.5.1

Setup

Let time be discrete and denote it with t. As before, the agent consumes and supplies
labor. He does not know the labor market slackness or the price index, but may
obtain optimal signal(s) about them. Every period is broken into three sequential
steps: (i) obtain noisy signal(s), (ii) commit to amount of labor supplied Lt , and (iii)
consume so that the budget constraint binds. The timing forces the budget constraint
to hold in realizations of the unknowns and not just in the consumer’s expectations.
Notice that the consumer is not allowed to hold savings; he is hand-to-mouth. He
can update his labor choice each period.
Unlike in the static approach, a dynamic framework requires specifying how the
fundamentals evolve. Let the log-deviations from steady state of labor market slackness and price follow independent AR(1) processes:
θt = φθ θt−1 + γθ θt

(1.4)

pt = φp pt−1 + γp pt .

(1.5)

and
The errors, θt and pt , are independent and drawn from a standard normal distribution.
Signals can be any linear combination of the log-deviations of current or past
period labor market slackness ({θt , ...., θt−N }), prices ({pt , ...., pt−N }), slackness errors
({θt , ...., θt−N }), and price errors ({pt , ...., pt−N }), where N is arbitrarily large. The
consumer chooses the weights to put on each and the standard deviation of the signal
error, to optimally learn about his best labor choice subject to information costs. His
precise objective is to minimize the present value of the expected mean-squared error
between the optimal labor choice and his belief about the optimal labor choice, plus
the information cost. Subsection 1.5.3 discusses the objective in further detail.
Searching over the large set of possible weightings and signal error variances would
be time intensive. Fortunately, the results of Maćkowiak et al. (2018) show that (in
the setup used here) the consumer will optimally choose to get one signal and it will
be a linear combination of current labor market slackess and price. Restricting to
this type of signal, significantly reduces the computational time needed to solve the
model. Optimal signals must be of the form:
St = h1 θt + h2 pt + t ,
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(1.6)

where h1 and h2 are signal weights, t is Gaussian white noise, and σ2 is the variance
of the signal error. The consumer will pick his optimal signal weights (h1 and h2 ) and
variance of the signal error (σ2 ).

1.5.2

Information Set and Costs

In the static setup, a signal informs the agent about the current state. However in a
dynamic model, the current signal serves two purposes. It informs the agent about
the current state and stays forever in the agent’s information set possibly informing
the agent about future states. The information set at time t contains the current
signal (St ), all previous signals ({S1 , ..., St−1 }), and the initial information set (I0 ):
It = I0 ∪ {S1 , ..., St }.

(1.7)

The information set at time 0 is an infinite set of signals so that the agent’s conditional
variance-covariance of the true state is not time-dependent.
The information cost is the Shannon
 0  mutual information scaled by λ ≥ 0. The
λ
dynamic information cost, 2 log2 h σΣ21 h , is derived in Lemma 2 of Maćkowiak et al.


(2018).19

1.5.3

Consumer Problem and Solution

If the consumer had full-information about labor market slackness and price, he would
12
θ + |ûû13
pt ) every period. Without full-information, the
chose optimal labor (lt∗ = |ûû11
| t
11 |
consumer seeks to minimize the present value of the expected mean-squared
P∞ t error
between the optimal labor choice and his belief about optimal
labor, E[ t=1 β (lt∗ −
P
h0 Σ1 h
tλ
E(lt∗ |It ))2 ], plus the present value of the information cost, E[ ∞
t=1 β 2 log2 ( σ2 )].
The discount factor, β ∈ (0, 1), is assumed to be known by the consumer. Furthermore, as discussed above, the consumer’s expected mean-squared error of his optimal
labor choice is not time-independent. The form of the optimal signal is also the same
across time, so the information cost is constant across periods. Together,
 0 this implies
λ
∗
∗
2
that the loss function is proportional to E[(lt − E(lt |It )) + 2 log2 h σΣ21 h ].

Putting everything together, the consumer minimizes the per-period expected
mean-squared error of optimal labor plus the information cost:

 0
 ∗
λ
h Σ1 h
2
∗
min E (lt − E(lt |It )) + log2
,
h,σ
2
σ2
subject to the labor market slackness and price AR(1) processes (equations 1.4 and
1.5), the signal form (equation 1.6), and the information set (equation 1.7).
 
θ
Σ1 is the limit as t approaches infinity of the variance-covariance of t given the information
pt
set at t − 1.
19
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I numerically solve the consumer problem using the algorithm discussed in detail
in Appendix A.2.3. First, I find the consumer’s optimal signal (signal weights and
variance of the signal error) that minimizes the mean-squared error of the labor choice
plus the information cost. Second, I use standard recursive Kalman filter updating to
determine how the consumer will update his beliefs of labor, price, and labor market
slackness in response to signals.

1.5.4

Impulse Response Functions

The model contains seven parameters to set. Four parameters are associated with
the AR(1) processes for log-deviations in labor market slackness and price: φθ , γθ ,
, and |ûû13
.
φp , and γp . Two parameters are associated with the utility function, |ûû12
11 |
11 |
The cost of information scaling factor, λ, adds one last parameter.
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Panel C: Labor Response
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Figure 1.10: Impulse Responses After a Standard Deviation
Shock to Price
Notes: Signal and response of log-deviations in labor market slackness,
price, and optimal labor (actual and beliefs) to one standard deviation
shock to price. Parameter values are: φθ = .715, γθ = 1, φp = .813,
γp = 1, λ = 1, |ûû12
= .7, and |ûû13
= .7. For this calibration, the
11 |
11 |
optimal signal weights are h1 = 1 and h2 = 1.04.
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I estimate the AR(1) coefficients for log-deviations in price and slackness using
quarterly, seasonally-adjusted data on the consumer price index and the inverse of
the average weekly real earnings for full-time employees from 1980 onwards.20 AR(1)
processes are estimated on the cyclical component of each series obtained using a
Hendrick-Prescott filter with a smoothing parameter of 1600. The autoregressive
coefficients are φθ = .715 and φp = .813. I normalize γθ = 1 and γp = 1.21
The weights on labor market slackness and price log-deviations in optimal labor
13
, and |ûû11
, respectively. Assume the utility function in equation
log-deviations are |ûû12
|
11 |
(1.3). Then, as shown in Appendix A.2.2, the weights are equal. The precise value
will depend on the steady state values of labor market slackness, price, labor, and
the values of ϕ and η in the utility function. Assume the steady state values for
12
= .7, and
labor market slackness and price are 1, ϕ = 1.4, and η = 3. Then, |ûû11
|
û13
22
= .7. I set λ = 1 for the baseline results, but later will vary it to assess the
|û11 |
impact of scaling the cost of information.
With the parameters set, consider the effects of an exogenous, positive, one
standard-deviation shock to the log-deviation in price. This shock can be interpreted
as a positive money supply shock. The impulse response functions of the signal,
the true log-deviations of labor market slackness, price and optimal labor, as well
as the beliefs about the log-deviations of labor market slackness, price, and optimal
labor are plotted in Figure 1.10. The true value of the log-deviation of price jumps
up by one on impact and reverts back to steady-state following its AR(1) process.
Log-deviations of labor market slackness are not affected by the price shock so the
log-deviation of slackness stays at zero. Optimal labor’s log-deviation increases by .7
on impact because slackness was unaffected, price rose by 1 log-deviation, and the
weight on price in optimal labor is .7.
Panel A shows the evolution of the signal in response to a one standard deviation
shock to price. The optimal signal weights for this calibration are 1 and 1.04 for
labor market slackness and price log-deviations, respectively. Therefore the shock to
price results in a simultaneous signal of 1.04. The signal then reverts back to zero.
Reversion speed is dependent on the signal weight on price log-deviations and the
AR(1) process that governs the return of price to steady state.
What happens to labor beliefs (and thus the consumer’s labor choice) in response
to this money supply shock? The consumer does not fully believe the signal because he
understands the signal is noisy. Accordingly, he uses recursive Kalman filter updating
to form his labor belief and under-reacts to the shock on impact. The consumer’s
labor choice rises less than the optimal labor choice, in response to an expansion of
the money supply. This under-reaction is typical of rational inattention models.
20

Data from FRED.
Having equivalent variance errors makes the interpretations more straightforward. If the variances were not equal, the agent will attribute signals to changes in the fundamental with higher
variance.
22
At the steady state, û1 = 0.
21
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Figure 1.11: Varying the Cost of Information, Impulse Responses After a Standard Deviation Shock to Price
Notes: Response of labor, price, and slackness beliefs for different information costs to one standard deviation shock to price. Parameter values
= .7, and |ûû13
= .7.
are: φθ = .715, γθ = 1, φp = .813, γp = 1, |ûû12
11 |
11 |
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The consumer optimized his signal so as to minimize the mean-squared error of his
labor choice. He did not care about the labor market slackness or price independently,
and only cared about these unknowns to the extent they affected the optimal labor
choice. Upon getting a positive signal, he is not sure if it came from a high labor
market slackness or a high price (or even a high draw of noise for that matter). The
consumer, if asked to provide his best estimates of slackness and price, would use
recursive Kalman filter updating to form his beliefs about slackness and price. His
price belief jumps up (less than the price shock), and his slackness belief also jumps
up (despite slackness still being at steady state) on impact. This is consistent with
the documented empirical fact that consumers have a positive correlation of inflation
and unemployment beliefs. As time passes and the consumer recursively updates,
slackness and price beliefs approach their true values. Note that if the consumer had
obtained independent signals on slackness and price, slackness beliefs would not have
reacted to the price shock.
How does varying the information cost affect the impulse response functions?
The cost of information influences the consumer’s choice of optimal signal and thus
his response to shocks. Figure 1.11 plots the impulse response functions for labor,
labor market slackness, and price in response to a price shock, for varying costs of
information. As the cost of information decreases (λ declines), the consumer chooses
to have less noise in his signal. In the limit, the consumer learns the exact optimal
labor choice. The consumer’s price and labor market slackness beliefs, in contrast to
his labor beliefs, do not reach the true values as information costs go to zero. This is
because the consumer does not care about price or slackness independently; he only
cares to know his optimal labor choice.
Notice that as information costs fall, the consumer’s price beliefs rise (closer to
the true price) and slackness beliefs increase (farther from the true labor market
slackness). Why is the consumer’s belief about labor market slackness moving away
from the true value? As the information cost goes to zero, the consumer optimally
decreases noise in his signal, and increasingly “believes” the signal. Due to the signal
being one dimensional, the consumer does not know if a high (low) signal should be
attributed to a positive slackness shock or a positive price shock (negative slackness
shock or negative price shock). He therefore moderately updates his beliefs about
both state parameters; despite the fact, that in reality there was only a shock to one
state parameter.

1.5.5

Demand and Supply Shock Interpretation

Up to this point, I have discussed impulse response functions to a single shock to the
price level. What if there were simultaneous shocks to both labor market slackness
and price? Concurrent shocks to both is a reduced-form approach to capturing the
effects of demand and supply shocks. A demand shock moves price and slackness in
opposite directions; whereas, a supply shock moves price and slackness in the same
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Panel B: Negative “Supply” Shock
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Figure 1.12: Impulse Responses to Demand and Supply Shocks
Notes: Response of price and slackness (actual and beliefs) to a positive
demand shock and a negative supply shock. A positive demand shock is
modeled in a reduced form way: increasing price and decreasing slackness by one standard deviation each. Similarly, a negative supply shock
is modeled as a one standard deviation increase in both price and slackness. Parameter values are: φθ = .715, γθ = 1, φp = .813, γp = 1, λ = 1
û12
û13
|û11 | = .7, and |û11 | = .7.

Consider a positive demand shock that increases the price level and reduces labor
market slackness. The increase in the price level harms the consumer’s purchasing
power, but the reduction in labor slackness increases his nominal wage. Demand
shocks have a natural “hedge” built in for the consumer, in that price and slackness
respond in opposite directions. In contrast, consider a negative supply shock that
increases both the price level and slackness. Both outcomes deteriorate the consumer’s
purchasing power, and there are no offsetting effects. Therefore the consumer, who
optimally chooses to receive a signal about his real wage, will update his price and
slackness beliefs more aggressively to supply shocks than demand shocks.
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Figure 1.12 panel A plots the impulse response functions if price experiences a
positive one standard deviation shock and labor market slackness experiences a negative one standard deviation shock. This combination resembles a positive demand
shock. Because the consumer is approximately learning about the real wage, there is
minimal response of the consumer’s beliefs about slackness and price.23 This is due
to the offsetting nature of the two shocks.
Panel B plots the impulse response functions if both price and labor market slackness experienced a positive one standard deviation shock. This combination can be
interpreted as a negative supply shock. The consumer, who approximately learns
about his real wage, will receive a large positive signal suggesting price and/or labor
market slackness rose. Accordingly, the consumer slightly increases his beliefs about
both. Notice that the consumer better understands, and consequently updates his
beliefs, in response to supply shocks than demand shocks. This is due to the form of
the optimal signal the consumer selected.

1.5.6

Implications for Monetary Policy

Recent policy discussions have considered using inflation expectations as a policy
tool. The hypothesis is that if the central bank can raise consumer inflation expectations, they can stimulate current demand through the consumption Euler equation.
However, the premise requires the public to have FIRE or at least understand that
inflation has accompanied expansions in recent business cycles; this does not seem to
be the case.
Consumers associate inflation with recessionary outcomes in survey data and in
the proposed consumer models featuring rational inattention. For instance in the
dynamic setup, I investigated the ramifications of an exogenous positive shock to the
price level. The shock did increase consumer price beliefs, but it also erroneously
increased the consumer’s labor market slackness (unemployment) beliefs. These findings suggest that monetary policies that aim to stimulate the economy by raising
inflation expectations can have unintended consequences on beliefs about other economic variables. These inadvertent effects will attenuate and may even result in the
policy being counterproductive.
If policymakers want to actively manage inflation expectations, any statements
aimed at boosting them should also try to strengthen consumer confidence in expansionary outcomes (e.g. lower unemployment). Alternatively, rather than steering
consumer price inflation expectations, central banks may consider trying to manage
wage inflation expectations. Overall, my findings urge central bankers to use caution
when trying to actively manipulate inflation expectations.

23

To be precise, for the given calibration, the signal is θt + 1.04pt . This is not exactly exactly real
wage, θt + pt . The consumer puts slightly more weight on price, because price has a larger AR(1)
coefficient than slackness.
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1.6

Concluding Remarks

Although full-information rational expectations has served macroeconomics well, mounting survey-based evidence suggests agents deviate from FIRE in systematic ways.
These differences are essential to document and incorporate into the canon, as they
affect macroeconomic dynamics and optimal policies.
This paper documented new stylized facts about consumer perceptions and expectations. Consumer beliefs about economic variables are driven by a single component:
sentiment. When consumers are “optimistic” (have positive sentiment), they expect
the economy to expand (e.g., unemployment to decline, business conditions to improve, and personal financial conditions to strengthen) but inflation to decline. This
correlation stands in contrast to recent experience, but is robust across the distributions of age, education, age, and birth year.
I developed static, two-period, and dynamic models of a rationally inattentive
consumer that explain the stylized facts. The consumer has uncertainty about fundamentals and faces information costs. He economizes on the costs by reducing the
dimensionality of the problem and optimally chooses to obtain a signal about a linear
combination of fundamentals. This information acquisition strategy results in correlations in beliefs that can differ in sign from the underlying data-generating process.
The models show the manner in which consumers reduce the dimensionality of the
problem; why they choose to learn about one component; and how this leads to a
counter-intuitive correlation of expectations in the cross-section.
The findings suggest central bankers should use caution when attempting to use
inflation expectations as a policy tool. Consumers associate inflation with recessionary outcomes, both in survey data and in the proposed models featuring rational
inattention. This suggests monetary policies that aim to stimulate the economy by
raising inflation expectations can have attenuated or even counterproductive effects.
There are number of avenues for related and important future work. To fully
assess the impact of agents deviating from FIRE on optimal monetary policy, incorporating non-FIRE expectations into a general equilibrium setup is an important next
step. As this paper showed, a framework featuring rational inattention captures how
consumers form their beliefs. However, firm perceptions and expectations will need
to be modeled in general equilibrium. Do firms form beliefs in a manner similar to
consumers, according to FIRE, or something else entirely? The increasing availability
of firm surveys should be used to answer this question; the findings to which will have
important implications for firm pricing, employment, and investment decisions.
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Chapter 2
The Formation of Expectations,
Inflation, and the Phillips Curve
2.1

Introduction

Macroeconomists have long recognized the central role played by expectations: nearly
all economic decisions contain an intertemporal dimension such that contemporaneous choices depend on agents’ perceptions about future economic outcomes.1 How
agents form those expectations should therefore play a central role in macroeconomic
dynamics and policy-making. While full-information rational expectations (FIRE)
have provided the workhorse approach for modeling expectations for the past few
decades, the increasing availability of detailed micro-level survey-based data on subjective expectations of individuals has revealed that expectations deviate from FIRE
in systematic and quantitatively important ways including forecast-error predictability and bias.
How should we interpret these results from survey data? In this paper, we tackle
this question by first reviewing the rise of the FIRE assumption and some of the
successes that it has achieved. We then discuss the literature testing the FIRE assumption, focusing particularly on more recent work exploiting detailed micro-level
survey data that has become increasingly available. This growing body of work documents pervasive departures from the FIRE assumption, especially when looking at the
beliefs of households or managers. Given these differences between the traditional assumption of FIRE and the empirical evidence on how agents form their expectations,
we then review the range of theoretical models that have been proposed to account
for the observed deviations from FIRE, as well as some of the empirical evidence
specifically testing these models.
We focus in particular on inflation expectations and their role in the Phillips curve.
Our emphasis on inflation expectations rather than expectations of other macroeco1

This chapter is co-authored with Yuriy Gorodnichenko and Olivier Coibion and is published in
the Journal of Economic Literature.
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nomic variables reflects both their greater availability in survey data as well as their
unique importance in macroeconomics. The crucial role played by inflation expectations on aggregate outcomes and policy decisions was highlighted by Fed Chairman
Greenspan2 , “I am not saying what [inflation expectations] is a function of. We know
it’s a very difficult issue, but that is the key variable. It’s important, but just because
we can’t make a judgment as to what these driving forces are in an econometric sense
doesn’t mean that it’s not real.” [italics added]
The role of expectations in the context of the Phillips curve has of course long been
emphasized, going back to Friedman (1968) and Phelps (1967). While the Phillips
curve began as an empirical correlation between wage inflation and unemployment in
Phillips (1958), today the workhorse version of the relationship is the micro-founded
New Keynesian Phillips curve (NKPC) that characterizes current inflation as a function of firms’ expectations about future inflation and economic slack. Over the years,
research on the NKPC has identified a number of shortcomings such as the need for adhoc lags in estimation to generate persistence in inflation, instability or a flattening of
the curve, missing disinflation during the Great Recession, inferior forecasting relative
to nave alternatives, and sensitivity to the slack variable employed; see Mavroeidis
et al. (2014) for a recent survey. These puzzles have resulted in declarations of the
death of the Phillips curve (e.g., Hall 2013).
However, the prognosis for the Phillips curve may be less grim after allowing
for deviations from FIRE. That is, employing subjective expectations gathered from
surveys in the estimation of expectations-augmented Phillips curve alleviates many
of the previously identified puzzles.3
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. The next section will discuss the
development of FIRE from Muth (1961), the rational expectations “revolution”, and
the assumption’s current proliferation both inside and outside of macroeconomics.
Section 2.3 reviews evidence that tests the null of FIRE using survey data. In Section
2.4, models of expectation formation are discussed that may account for the deviations between survey expectations and rational expectations. Section 2.5 provides
a detailed case study on the importance of careful consideration of the expectation
formation in the case of the Phillips curve. We discuss the strengths and empirical
limitations of the FIRE-based Phillips curve. Then wide-ranging evidence, inclusive
of our own empirical analysis, is presented to demonstrate how conditioning on the
real-time expectations of economic agents (based on survey measures) can address
many of the documented limitations of the Phillips curve. We conclude in Section
2.6 with a call for careful consideration of expectation formation processes, additional
measurement of expectations to address the shortcomings of currently available survey data, and an increase in usage of survey data in future research.

2

The Federal Open Market Committee meeting transcript from 7/5-6/1994.
Crump et al. (2015) similarly note that conditioning on survey data of households’ inflation
expectations helps address puzzles associated with typical estimates of consumption Euler equations.
3
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2.2

Let There Be FIRE

The expectations of agents are of integral importance in many macroeconomic models
and have been emphasized as far back as Keynes’ General Theory, where he provided
a motivation for how and why expectations may affect macroeconomic variables. Over
the years, economists have continued to incorporate expectations into their models
and early attempts to model the expectation formation process yielded alternatives
such as adaptive expectations (expectations based on lagged experience) and rational
expectations (expectations are ‘model-consistent’). Today, the workhorse expectation
process assumed by macroeconomists is that of FIRE.
Muth (1961) was the first to suggest that expectations are the same as the appropriate economic theory, or ‘model-consistent’. Muth’s proposal was not met with
great excitement, and many continued to use adaptive expectations. It was not until
a decade later that the rational expectations ‘revolution’ began.
Keynesian models of the 1960s typically implied that policies could forever be
used to achieve lower unemployment and higher output at the cost of higher inflation. The stagflation experience of the 1970s, however, led many to conclude that a
complete rethinking of macroeconomic models was needed. Lucas was at the forefront
of this task and the rational expectation revolution. He began with Lucas (1972) in
which an islands model was proposed where policy makers are unable to systematically exploit the Phillips curve relationship to control the real economy. Then, Lucas
(1976) developed what is now known as the “Lucas critique”: using Keynesian models
with parameters calibrated to past experience is an invalid way to evaluate changes
in government policy. In particular, if policy is altered, the way expectations are
formed changes, and if expectations affect economic outcomes then outcomes estimated using a model calibrated with a different policy regime are inaccurate. Finally,
Lucas and Sargent (1979) forcefully argued that Keynesian economic models should
be abandoned in favor of equilibrium models characterized by agents with rational expectations, reacting to policy changes in a way that optimizes their personal interests
so that analysis is not subject to the Lucas critique.
From relative obscurity, the rational expectations assumption has become ubiquitous in macroeconomic models. Examples include the efficient markets hypothesis,
the permanent income theory of consumption, and housing investment and price
appreciation models. Furthermore, policy makers have often relied on versions of
rational expectations in modeling expectations. For instance, variants of macroeconomic models employed at the Federal Reserve Board, Bank of Canada, and the
International Monetary Fund have used rational expectations (Brayton et al. 1997,
Dorich et al. 2013).4
4

There are also variants of these macroeconomic models that employ other expectation formation processes. The FRB/US used by the Federal Reserve can either use rational expectations or
expectations formed using a small VAR (Brayton et al. 1997). The Bank of Canada’s Terms-of-Trade
Economic Model (ToTEM) originally modeled firms and households as rational. In 2011, the Bank
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One early and enduring use of rational expectations has been in the Phillips curve
that summarizes a relationship between nominal and real quantities in the economy.5
The curve is a central ingredient in macroeconomic models used by researchers and
policymakers. In general, models with short-run tradeoffs implied by the Phillips
curve help generate monetary non-neutralities as documented in the empirical literature (e.g., Christiano et al. 1999; Romer and Romer 1989; Romer and Romer 2004;
Velde 2009). Sargent (1999) provides a history of how policy makers have modeled
expectations in the context of the Phillips curve.
The development of the curve began with Phillips (1958), which described an
empirical relationship between wage rates and unemployment in the United Kingdom.
Samuelson and Solow (1960), soon after Phillips, documented a similar finding for
the Unites States. The relationship was later extended to the more general, overall
price level, and other slack variables were employed (e.g., output gap, labor income
share).
The Phillips curve tradeoff was assumed to be continuously exploitable by many;
however, others were unconvinced. Friedman (1968) and Phelps (1967) both argued
for the natural rate hypothesis suggesting a vertical long-run Phillips curve relationship. Their analyses highlighted the importance of expectations in the Phillips curve.
If agents are not surprised, monetary expansion may have no real effects. Solow
(1969) and Gordon (1970) set out to empirically assess if the Phillips curve allowed
for long-run tradeoffs. They estimated expectations-augmented Phillips curves under the assumption of adaptive expectations. Their findings suggested that although
policies that maintain low unemployment lead to higher inflation and inflation expectations, these policies could be sustainable. It was not until the stagflation of
the 1970s and the Lucas (1972) and Sargent (1971) critiques of the Solow and Gordon tests, that the long-run tradeoff beliefs were abandoned and the importance of
inflation expectations accepted.
After Lucas (1972), which relied on imperfect information, macroeconomists set
out to incorporate sticky prices and wages into rational expectation models.6 Some
assumed prices or wages were set in a prior period and chosen so that the expectation
of demand equaled the expectation of supply. Fischer (1977), Gray (1976), and Phelps
and Taylor (1977) take this expected market clearing approach. A shortcoming of this
method – as well as Lucas’ island model – is that the persistence of macroeconomic
shocks could only be as long as the longest lead at which prices or wages were being
set. Others utilized staggered contract models that better capture the stylized facts
of firm price-setting behavior (price and wage setting is staggered with not all firms
of Canada updated to ToTEM II which allows for rule of thumb firms and households (Dorich et al.
2013).
5
For a thorough history of the Phillips curve see King (2008) and Gordon (2011). The former
focuses on the use of the Phillips curve in policy and the latter highlights the different schools of
thought on the Phillips curve post-1975.
6
For a thorough review of the modeling of price and wage setting behavior see Taylor (1999).
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changing simultaneously, and prices and wages are fixed for long periods of time).
Taylor (1979) and Taylor (1980) developed the staggered pricing model with fixed
duration. Firms in his models pick their prices for N > 1 periods, also known as the
contract period. In each period, 1/N firms pick their new price, a function of past
and future price choices of other firms. The backward-looking component of the price
choice of firms is able to generate persistence. As an alternative to constant duration
staggered pricing, Calvo (1983) introduced random duration staggered pricing. He
assumed that a firm faced a constant probability of being allowed to change prices in
a given period. This results in i.i.d. contract lengths across firms, greatly simplifying
the algebra required in staggered price-setting models.7
As a result of these theoretical efforts, the purely forward-looking NKPC emerged
as the dominant framework. It is microfounded from the optimization problem of
monopolistically competitive firms subject to a friction limiting their price changing
ability. The most common friction imposed today is that of time-dependent sticky
prices as in Calvo (1983); however, other pricing frictions such as fixed duration
contracts also suffice. Similar to earlier versions of expectations-augmented Phillips
curves, the NKPC underscores the prominent role of inflation expectations in determining current inflation. However, in contrast to the earlier work, the canonical
NKPC traces the coefficients in the Phillips curve to structural parameters – hence
making the NKPC immune to the Lucas critique – and enshrines the FIRE framework
thus completing the research agenda laid out in the 1970s. Given the prominence of
the NKPC as an application of rational expectations, we use it as the primary example
in our discussion henceforth.

2.3

Measuring Expectations: From Skepticism to
Increasing Acceptance

The proliferation and dominance of FIRE in macroeconomic models is due in large
part to the fact that it allows for policy analysis not subject to the Lucas critique as
well as relative ease of optimization in comparison to more complicated expectation
formation processes. However, are rational expectations consistent with micro-level
evidence provided by survey data? There is a vast literature that tests the null
hypothesis of FIRE using a number of different procedures and data sets.8 In this
section we focus on findings related to inflation expectations in order to guide our
analyses on the Phillips curve.
7

Research has also explored state-dependent pricing where firms can change prices whenever
desired but to do so must pay a fixed cost. This approach leads to Ss pricing decisions, which are
generally difficult to aggregate (e.g., Golosov and Jr. 2007). Gertler and Leahy (2008) analytically
develop a state-dependent pricing model with idiosyncratic shocks to firm productivity. The resulting
Phillips curve is a variant of the one derived under Calvo pricing, with the main variation being the
parameterization of the coefficient on output.
8
For a thorough review, see Pesaran and Weale (2006).
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Although surveys can provide valuable information to answer this question, many
macroeconomists have been uncomfortable with relying on these data to inform their
choice or calibration of models. Skepticism toward survey expectations can be traced
back to papers from the 1940s to 1960s that critique survey methodologies (e.g.,
Machlup 1946) and found survey data not useful in predicting individual behavior
(e.g., National Bureau of Economic Research 1960; Juster 1964).9 Others argued
that only theories, not assumptions, could be empirically tested. Prescott (1977)
forcefully expressed this view: “Like utility, expectations are not observed, and
surveys cannot be used to test the rational expectations hypothesis. One can only
test if some theory, whether it incorporates rational expectations or, for the matter, irrational expectations, is or is not consistent with observations” [underlining
his]. Thus, it was commonplace for economists to view the use of survey expectations
as suspect.
This perspective has become increasingly uncommon, however. Zarnowitz (1984)
and Lovell (1986) argued against the premise that assumptions should not be tested
using micro data. Manski (2004) concluded that the hostility towards surveys is based
on meager evidence and suggested that survey expectations provide a viable way to
test models of the expectation formation process. If survey evidence consistently and
forcefully rejects FIRE, one may be more inclined to discount models relying on the
assumption.
A number of papers have used a battery of econometric tests to investigate if
survey-based expectations are in line with FIRE.10 The literature consistently finds
survey-based expectations deviate from FIRE. Jonung and Laidler (1988) exploit a
Swedish survey on contemporaneous inflation perceptions, i.e. agents’ beliefs about
current or past inflation rates, to assess rationality. In contrast to inflation expectations (which are about the future), inflation perceptions are not subject to the “Peso
problem”.11 They find, that although unbiased, errors made by households are serially
correlated. Roberts (1998) suggests that inflation expectations from the Livingston
Survey and the Michigan Survey of Consumers (MSC) have an ‘intermediate’ level of
rationality, that is they are neither rational nor do they follow a simple autoregressive
model. Croushore (1998) notes that, over time with longer time series of survey data,
9

See Dominitz and Manski (1997) and Manski (2004) for a history of the controversy surrounding
the use of surveys as a measure for expectations.
10
As reviewed in Sheffrin (1996), there are four popular tests of rationality: (1) Unbiasedness:
surveys should provide an unbiased predictor of the relevant variable; (2) Efficiency: the survey
expectation should use past observations of the variable in the same way that the variable actually
evolves over time; (3) Forecast-error unpredictability: the difference between the survey expectations
and actual realizations should be uncorrelated with all information available at the time of forecast;
(4) Consistency: given forecasts made at different times for some variable in the future, these two
forecasts should be consistent with one another.
11
Suppose one is forming expectations about the value of the Mexican Peso to the U.S. Dollar, and
there is a positive probability of a Peso devaluation. FIRE agents would incorporate the devaluation
probability into their expectations. Assume the devaluation does not occur. Then ex-post, the
ex-ante inflation expectations would appear to have a systematic error despite agents having FIRE.
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survey expectations have become more in line with the predictions of rational expectations; however, expectations still do not pass all tests for optimality and at times
are biased. Mankiw et al. (2003) use inflation expectations gathered from various surveys and demonstrate that each survey meets and fails some of the requirements of
rationality. Croushore (1993) and Croushore (1997) provide an overview of rationality tests that have used the Survey of Professional Forecasters (SPF) and Livingston
data.
In addition to the canonical econometric tests, one can also assess if FIRE hold in
subsamples of the population. Of course, while this does not invalidate the possibility
that FIRE may hold in the aggregate, it does provide qualitative evidence that agents
may not be fully informed. Some have noted the existence of demographic biases
in inflation expectations. Bryan and Venkatu (2001) note that women tend to have
higher inflation expectations even after controlling for race, education, marital status,
income, and age. Souleles (2004) finds consumer demographics are correlated with
inflation forecast errors in the MSC. Bruine de Bruin et al. (2012) highlight how
inflation expectations are higher among those with lower financial literacy. Similarly,
experiences, and therefore age, may also affect inflation expectations. Malmendier
and Nagel (2016) document that learning from experience, that is overweighting the
inflation experienced during one’s own lifetime, appears to occur in the MSC.
One striking feature of survey data is that it reveals dramatic differences across
individuals in terms of their perceived (past) inflation rates. For example, Jonung
(1981) found in a survey of Swedish households that differences in households’ perceptions about recent inflation were almost as large as differences in their expectations
of future inflation, and that households’ beliefs about recent inflation were a strong
predictor about their beliefs over future inflation. Kumar et al. (2015) document similar patterns for households and firms managers in New Zealand. Large differences
in perceptions of recent inflation across economic agents are striking because they
are strongly at odds with the common assumption of fully-informed agents. Subsequent work has documented properties of inflation perceptions and how these relate
to differences in inflation expectations.
Building on Jonung (1981) finding that women had a higher perceived past inflation rate than men in 1977 because women purchased a larger share of food and
food price inflation in 1977 was higher than that of general inflation, others have
shown that an individual’s consumption basket affects his or her perception of inflation. Georganas et al. (2014) conduct a financially incentivized experiment amongst
consumers and find that perceived inflation rates are biased towards goods frequently
bought. Ranyard et al. (2008) note that the expenditure-weighting in the CPI calculation results in measured inflation being a better representation of inflation experienced by households in the upper percentiles of the expenditure distribution than
those that are less wealthy. Coibion and Gorodnichenko (2015b) find that households
in groups that purchase gasoline more frequently adjust their inflation forecasts by
more when oil prices change than do other households. Cavallo et al. (2017) document
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that consumers use their memories of supermarket prices when forming their inflation
expectations. Johannsen (2014) finds that low-income households experience more
dispersion in changes of their cost-of-living and also display more heterogeneity in
their inflation forecasts.
Others have discussed how the accuracy and dispersion of inflation expectations
may vary over time. Some have noted that the accuracy of inflation expectations
varies with the business cycle. Carvalho and Nechio (2014) find that many households form their forecasts in a way that is consistent with a Taylor rule on the part
of monetary policymakers, but that this is primarily true during downturns. Coibion
and Gorodnichenko (2015a) also find that deviations from FIRE in the U.S. decline
during downturns, as do Loungani et al. (2013) in a much wider cross-section of
countries. Others have empirically demonstrated and modeled how the amount of
disagreement in inflation expectations may vary over time. Cukierman and Wachtel
(1979) and Mankiw et al. (2003) empirically demonstrate that a high dispersion of
inflation expectations is positively correlated with a high level of inflation and with
a high variance in recent inflation.12
Recap: Early suspicion of directly measuring expectations has subsided over the
years, and economists are increasingly conducting surveys and relying on survey data.
Survey-based expectations have been used to test the assumption of FIRE, and the
literature consistently finds deviations from FIRE. Surveys reveal demographic biases
across gender and age; perceived inflation is affected by an individual’s consumption
basket; and the accuracy and dispersion of expectations may vary systematically over
time. These characteristics suggest that assuming agents hold FIRE may be too
strong. At the same time, Croushore (2010) finds that while departures from rational
expectations over short periods of time can be frequent and large, these departures
tend to dissipate over longer periods. Thus, expectations appear to converge to FIRE
over time. Coming to grips with these different empirical findings requires developing
models of the expectations formation process that go beyond FIRE.13

12

Capistrán and Timmermann (2009) offer an alternative explanation within the FIRE framework. They develop a model of asymmetric costs to over- and under-predicting, heterogeneous loss
functions amongst agents, and a constant loss component to try to fit the observed characteristics of
SPF inflation forecasts without deviating from FIRE. However, Coibion and Gorodnichenko (2012)
show that this type of model makes counterfactual predictions for the dynamic responses of forecast
errors to shocks.
13
The evidence discussed in this section need not invalidate the usage of FIRE in all cases when
one is interested in aggregate outcomes and arbitrage opportunities are not costly. For example,
consider financial markets where some traders are rational while others are not. With sufficient
resources and an appropriate institutional environment, rational agents could arbitrage away market
outcomes that are not rational resulting in the aggregates being effectively set using FIRE.
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2.4

Alternatives to FIRE

As documented in the previous section, the empirical evidence generally rejects the
FIRE assumption. How should one interpret these deviations? Do they imply that
expectations are irrational? Or do they reflect constraints on the information processing capacity of economic agents? Does it matter? And, importantly, how should
we model the expectation formation process? As Shiller (1978) noted early in the
rational expectations revolution, “Even when we do have survey data or other data
which purport to represent expectations, if these expectations are endogenous in our
model then we still must model the determination of these expectations.”
Most recent work in this direction has emphasized possible deviations from fullinformation due to information rigidities while maintaining the assumption of rational
expectations. One such approach is the sticky information approach of Mankiw and
Reis (2002), in which agents update their information sets infrequently but when
they do so, they acquire FIRE. Carroll (2003) helps rationalize the sticky information
approach by suggesting that information is transferred from professional forecasters
to consumers over time via the news. An alternative approach, often called noisy
information or rational inattention, is motived by information processing constraints
of agents. The information constraints are modeled as agents either receiving noisy
signals (agents observe the true values with some error) or agents rationally choosing
what information to pay attention to subject to some information constraint. Woodford (2002) takes the first approach and Sims (2003) and Maćkowiak and Wiederholt
(2009) take the latter.
Sticky information, noisy information, and rational inattention models make some
common predictions. First, the mean forecast across agents of a macroeconomic
variable will under-respond relative to the actual response of the variable after a
macroeconomic shock. For example, if a shock raises inflation for a number of periods,
the mean forecast of inflation in both models will not rise by as much as actual
inflation. In sticky information, this is because some agents will be unaware that the
shock has occurred and will not change their forecast at all. In noisy information
models, agents will receive signals pointing to higher inflation but they will adjust
their forecasts only gradually because of their initial uncertainty as to whether the
higher signals represent noise or true innovations. In rational inattention models,
some agents will not be paying complete attention to incoming inflation data and will
not sufficiently increase their forecasts. Coibion and Gorodnichenko (2012) document
that, consistent with models of information rigidities, survey forecasts of inflation
under-respond to different macroeconomic shocks. These results obtain for a variety
of surveys, including the SPF, the Livingston Survey, FOMC member forecasts, and
the MSC. Furthermore, the implied levels of information rigidity are economically
large, pointing to important deviations from FIRE.
Another common prediction from these models is that mean ex-post forecast errors across agents will be predictable on average using ex-ante revisions in mean
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forecasts, in contrast to the prediction from FIRE that ex-post forecast errors should
be unpredictable. In sticky information, this reflects the fact that some agents do
not update their information and so their forecasts remain unchanged, anchoring the
mean forecast to the previous period’s mean forecast. In noisy information, agents update their forecasts only gradually because of the noise in the signal, again anchoring
current forecasts to previous forecasts. In rational inattention models, current mean
forecasts will be anchored to past mean forecasts because some agents will not be
paying complete attention to the relevant variable. These mechanisms imply a gradual adjustment in mean forecasts and therefore predictability in mean forecast errors.
Coibion and Gorodnichenko (2015a) test this prediction and find robust evidence for
predictability of ex-post forecast errors from ex-ante mean forecast revisions, consistent with these models of information rigidity. Once again, the implied deviations
from FIRE are economically large and can be found in a variety of different surveys,
such as the SPF, the MSC, financial market forecasts, and Consensus Economics
forecasts for different countries.
In addition to models that emphasize information rigidities, research has considered an array of other possible departures from FIRE. These models fall broadly into
two, sometimes overlapping, categories. One such alternative is bounded rationality,
where agents are “bounded” by model misspecification yet are “rational” in their
use of least squares (Sargent 1999). Gabaix (2014) proposes and analyzes a “sparse
max” operator in which agents build a simplified model of the world, paying attention to only some of the relevant variables as attention bears a positive cost in the
model. This approach is motivated by the limited capacity of agents to follow and
relate macroeconomic variables. Gabaix continues by analyzing the results of consumer demand and competitive equilibrium when agents use a sparse max operator.
Of particular relevance is his analysis of a Phillips curve in the Edgeworth Box. He
shows that under a sparse max operator, each equilibrium price level corresponds to a
different real equilibrium, similar to a Phillips curve. Natural expectations in Fuster
et al. (2010) is a related concept in the sense that it is a middle ground between rational expectations and nave intuitive expectations. Agents with natural expectations
use simple, misspecified models to forecast a complex reality.
A similar approach where agents have misspecified models is that of diagnostic
expectations. This type of expectations is motivated by Kahneman and Tversky
(1972)’s representativeness heuristic that characterizes our non-Bayesian tendency to
overestimate the probability of a trait in a group when that trait is representative or
diagnostic to that group (e.g., red hair among the Irish). Gennaioli and Shleifer (2010)
and Bordalo et al. (2016) take this behavioral intuition and formalize it into diagnostic
expectations. Agents with diagnostic expectations overweight future outcomes that
become more likely with incoming data. Bordalo et al. (2016) show that diagnostic
expectations in a model of credit cycles can account for stylized facts on credit spreads
such as their excess volatility, predictable reversals, and an over-reaction to news.
The second approach is to use models of learning. The most common formulation
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of learning is adaptive learning where the agent acts as an econometrician in each
period and uses observed outcomes to estimate a perceived law of motion. From
the perceived law of motion, which is not necessarily the actual law of motion, the
agent forms expectations and maximizes subject to those expectations. Evans and
Honkapohja (1999) and Evans and Honkapohja (2012) provide an extensive review
of the adaptive learning literature as well as discuss other learning approaches. In
these models, agents often observe shocks (and so in this dimension their information
is full) and have full rationality but do not know parameters governing dynamics in
the economy.
Models of learning have been used to study inflation and inflation expectations.
On the theoretical side, Orphanides and Williams (2005) demonstrate that in a model
where agents use a model of finite-memory, least squares, perpetual learning to form
inflation expectations, significant and persistent deviations of inflation expectations
from those implied by rational expectations may arise. On the empirical front, models
of learning have done well matching observed inflation persistence and inflation expectation survey data (e.g., Milani (2007); Branch and Evans 2006a). These empirical
successes suggest learning models may capture important deviations from FIRE.
A closely related body of work emphasizes the possibility that agents switch across
different forecasting processes over time. Branch and Evans (2006b), for example,
model agents as choosing from a list of misspecified models (parameters however are
formed optimally) based on prior forecast performance. This formulation is able to
give rise to intrinsic heterogeneous expectations under suitable conditions. In particular, with high intensities of choice (intensity of choice parameterizes the agent?s
bounded rationality and as it approaches infinity the agents approach full optimization), expectations must influence actual outcomes. Pfajfar and Žakelj (2014) use
an inflation forecasting experiment to assess the process of forecast formation and
the extent to which agents switch forecasting rules. They find that expectations are
heterogeneous with some subjects behaving in line with rational expectations while
others appear to adhere to methods of adaptive learning or trend extrapolation with
frequent switching between forecasting models. Forecast switching behavior has also
been modeled as a result of social dynamics as in Hachem and Wu (2017). Agents
have pairwise meetings where they compare their recent forecast errors, and the agent
with the larger error earns a “strike”. After a threshold level of strikes, an agent will
switch their forecasting rule.
Recap: There are a variety of alternatives to FIRE that can explain why we observe
pronounced and persistent deviations from FIRE in survey data. Options include
sticky information, noisy information, rational inattention, bounded rationality, diagnostic expectations, and learning. Identifying which approach can best characterize
the expectations formation process of different agents should be a key area of future
research.
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2.5

Application: The Phillips Curve

As discussed above, FIRE often appears at odds with real-time survey-based expectations. This section demonstrates that in a prominent and important application,
the Phillips curve, incorporating real-time expectations into the analysis can address
a number of otherwise puzzling shortcomings of the NKPC that arise under the FIRE
assumption.
Of course, the NKPC was derived under the assumption of FIRE, and including
subjective inflation expectations is a deviation from this assumption. However, Adam
and Padula (2011) show that one can use survey expectations in the Phillips curve
as long as economic agents respect the law of iterated expectations (LIE), a weaker
assumption than FIRE. This constraint is satisfied e.g. when agents are rational
but not sufficiently informed. Coibion and Gorodnichenko (2012) and Coibion and
Gorodnichenko (2015a) and others report evidence consistent with this condition
being satisfied.
We begin with a discussion of the early successes of the NKPC and then move to
the failures and puzzles generated by the formulation. Then, survey-based expectation
data availability is explored and the literature using survey-based expectations is
reviewed and shown to have solved some of the puzzles associated with the NKPC.
Our own empirical analysis confirms the importance of the inclusion of survey-based
inflation expectations in the estimation of the Phillips curve.

2.5.1

Successes of the Full-Information Rational Expectations Phillips Curve

The expectations-augmented Phillips curve combined with the assumption that expectations are rational and fully-informed experienced early theoretical and empirical
successes.
Theoretical Success: The workhorse framework with rational expectations codified
in Clarida et al. (1999) and Woodford (2003) has been instrumental in guiding empirical analyses to link the nominal and real sides of the economy. For example, the
framework can help answer such questions as what measure of slack (e.g., output gap,
unit labor costs, unemployment) and expected inflation (e.g., one-year or one-quarter
ahead inflation, lagged or future) should be used in the Phillips curve. The framework can also provide a benchmark to evaluate empirical estimates of Phillips curve
parameters. The baseline formulation of the curve takes the following form:
πt = βEt πt+1 + κXt + shockt

(2.1)

where πt is the rate of inflation at time t, Et πt+1 is the mathematical (FIRE) expectation of inflation at time t + 1 given information available at time t, β is the discount
factor, Xt is the output gap (more generally, a measure of slack in the economy), κ
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measures the slope of the Phillips curve and is a function of structural parameters,
shockt is a “cost-push” shock.14 Note that this formulation nests the expectationsaugmented Phillips curve advocated by Friedman (1968) and Phelps (1967).
Empirical Success: Galı́ and Gertler (1999) and others, estimate the NKPC after
imposing FIRE. Using labor’s share of income as the forcing variable in the Phillips
curve, Galı́ and Gertler find estimated coefficients that conform closely to those predicted by the theory. Galı́ and Gertler also present a model where some firms are
forward-looking (set prices as in Calvo pricing) and some firms are backward-looking
(set prices equal to the average price set in the previous period with a correction for
inflation). With these assumptions, a hybrid Phillips curve is developed in terms of
structural parameters. An estimation of the curve is then conducted using real unit
labor costs as the slack variable. The backward-looking component is statistically
significant but smaller than the forward-looking component.15 The authors conclude
that the NKPC is a reasonable approximation of inflation dynamics.

2.5.2

Limitations of the Full-Information Rational Expectations Phillips Curve

Next, we review the empirical limitations of the Phillips curve when estimated under
the assumption of FIRE. The literature has documented the following shortcomings.
Ad-hoc lags, instability, and structural breaks: The micro-foundation of the NKPC
suggests a purely forward-looking inflation dynamics model. However, to incorporate
the persistence observed in inflation data, authors have relied on ad-hoc, backwardlooking terms and estimated a “hybrid” NKPC. Fuhrer and Moore (1995), Fuhrer
(1997), Lindé (2005) and Rudd and Whelan (2005) argue that these backward-looking
components can be very important. A potential reason why this may be occurring
is structural breaks. That is, the traditional NKPC is a linearization around a zero
steady state inflation rate, and it ignores the possibility of changes in the steady state
inflation rate. By doing so, the lagged terms of inflation will spuriously capture these
changes (e.g., Kozicki and Tinsley 2002; Cogley and Sbordone 2008). Mavroeidis
et al. (2014), in an earlier survey of the literature, extensively review the empirics of
the NKPC with special attention to weak identification. They conclude that estimation of the NKPC is fraught with uncertainty as small changes in specifications can
14

The most common formulation of the NKPC relates inflation to expected inflation and marginal
costs. However, because the latter are not directly measurable, there has been considerable debate
about what the relevant forcing term should be in the NKPC in empirical applications, as we discuss
in more detail in sections 2.5.2 and 2.5.3.
15
Sheedy (2010) provides another justification for the presence of backward-looking terms. If
prices that have not changed for longer periods are more likely to be changed than those set recently,
the Phillips curve will have backward-looking terms even though all pricing decisions are entirely
forward-looking.
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lead to large variation in point estimates due to weak identification.
Missing (dis)inflation: Several researchers have argued that inflation should have
fallen much more in the U.S. and other advanced economies during the Great Recession given the amount of slack in the economy (e.g., Hall 2013; International
Monetary Fund 2013). Similarly, a missing inflation puzzle arose in real-time during
the late 1990s. Amidst a booming economy with unemployment falling below estimates of the non-accelerating inflation rate of unemployment (NAIRU), policymakers
disagreed about why inflation had yet to be triggered (Meyer 2004).16
Low out-of-sample predictive power: Atkeson and Ohanian (2001) contend that Phillips
curve-based inflation forecasts have been no more accurate than those of a nave model
where inflation next year equals inflation in the prior year. The Phillips curve-based
methods shown to be inferior are: the textbook NAIRU Phillips curve, the Stock and
Watson NAIRU model (lagged values of inflation and the slack variable are included
in this specification), and the Greenbook forecasts. Stock and Watson (2007) also
find that gap-based backward-looking Phillips curves are less successful in forecasting
inflation relative to simple univariate models after 1984.
Sensitivity to the slack variable employed: Since traditional measures of economic
slack such as unemployment and output gap yield the puzzles just described, authors
have proposed the use of other slack variables, such as the labor share of income.
Overall, the results reveal sensitivity in the slope of the Phillips curve to which slack
variable is used.
Galı́ and Gertler (1999) argue that real unit labor cost (ulc), commonly measured
by labor’s share of income, is the superior forcing variable because of a strong contemporaneous correlation with inflation, unlike the output gap which leads inflation.
Furthermore, when estimating the Phillips curve with the output gap as a measure
of real economic conditions, the coefficient obtained is counterfactually negative and
significant, while labor’s share of income yields a positive and significant coefficient.
16

Ball and Mazumder (2011), International Monetary Fund (2013), Goodfriend (2004) and others
argue that missing (dis)inflation could be explained by “anchored expectations.” Dräger and Lamla
(2013) document that inflation expectations have become less sensitive to shocks (i.e., “anchored”)
after the late 1980s. However, anchored expectations do not necessarily account for the missing
(dis)inflation episodes. In the NKPC, the effect of economic slack on inflation, controlled by the
coefficient κ, endures regardless of anchored expectations. Furthermore, to account for the stability
of recent inflation, this approach uses long-horizon (5-10 year ahead) inflation expectations in the
Phillips curve, rather than the short-horizon expectations dictated by theory. In the standard New
Keynesian model, for example, long-run inflation expectations are fully anchored since inflation
always returns to its steady-state and agents incorporate this feature into their beliefs. But inflation
dynamics in the model still tend to be volatile despite fully anchored expectations since inflation
depends primarily on the expectation of inflation in the next period and not over a long horizon. So
anchored expectations by themselves are insufficient to explain periods of stable inflation dynamics
and the puzzle of missing (dis)inflation remains even if expectations are anchored.
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Similarly, Woodford (2001) and Sbordone (2002) contend unit labor cost is the best
proxy for marginal costs using different approaches. However, Rudd and Whelan
(2005) argue that neither detrended real GDP nor real unit labor costs allow the
NKPC to fit the data well. In addition, King and Watson (2012) find that since
1999, the behavior of real unit labor costs should have implied a decline in inflation
of fifteen percentage points. In reality, actual inflation stayed relatively unchanged,
allowing King and Watson to conclude, “conventional unit labor cost measure is no
longer a useful construction for inflation dynamics and has not been at least since
the early 2000s.” Elsby et al. (2013) further document that labor’s share of income
is subject to a number of measurement issues which can make it a poor measure of
marginal costs.
Another measure proposed was the unemployment recession gap, the difference
between the current unemployment rate and the minimum unemployment rate over
the current and previous eleven quarters. Stock and Watson (2010) show that the
empirical regularity of U.S. recessions being accompanied by declines in inflation can
be explained by a model where the unemployment recession gap explains the deviation of core inflation from its trend.
Recap: The Phillips curve, as derived under FIRE, has encountered several empirical shortcomings: the lack of persistence has led to ad-hoc backwards-looking terms;
periods of missing (dis)inflation are puzzling; Phillips-curve based forecasts have low
out-of-sample predictive power in comparison to nave forecasts; and there is sensitivity to the slack variable used.

2.5.3

Real-Time Expectations and the Phillips Curve

Bernanke (2007) summarizes the strengths and weaknesses of FIRE in the context
of the NKPC with, “The traditional rational-expectations model of inflation and
inflation expectations has been a useful workhorse for thinking about issues of credibility and institutional design, but, to my mind, it is less helpful for thinking about
economies in which (1) the structure of the economy is constantly evolving in ways
that are imperfectly understood by both the public and policymakers and (2) the
policymakers’ objective function is not fully known by private agents.” In light of
this assessment, survey expectations may provide an appealing alternative to FIRE
in the estimation of the Phillips curve and their use does appear to help solve many
of the aforementioned puzzles and limitations associated with the Phillips curve in
recent years.
Ad-hoc lags, instability, and structural breaks: As emphasized by Bernanke (2007) and
many others, using traditional rational-expectations model of inflation and inflation
expectations may be problematic when the structure of the economy is constantly
evolving. Survey expectations can adapt and thus lead to a more robust Phillips curve.
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Roberts (1995), for example, finds that when using survey measures of inflation and
either detrended output or the unemployment rate as the slack variable, the NKPC
is stable over the two subsamples tested. In contrast, “McCallum’s approach”, which
utilizes the actual future inflation rate and instrumental variables (i.e., this approach
builds on FIRE), yields qualitatively unstable coefficients.
Brissimis and Magginas (2008) utilize SPF inflation forecasts, Greenbook inflation
forecasts and final data on future inflation to estimate both a forward-looking and a
hybrid Phillips curve. Their findings suggest once one allows for deviations from rationality (i.e., by using surveys), the pure NKPC provides a reasonable description of
inflation dynamics in the United States during the 1968 – 2006 period. In particular,
notice from Table 2.1 (their Table 2) that the use of inflation expectations from the
Greenbook and the SPF moves more weight to the expectation term rather than the
lagged term in a hybrid Phillips curve specification (πt = β1 Et πt+1 +β2 πt−1 +β3 ulct +).
The lagged term is no longer significant with the inclusion of the surveys. Furthermore
the dominance of the forward-looking component remains in subsamples as shown in
Table 2.2 (their Table 5).

Table 2.1: Hybrid Phillips Curve (1968:Q4-2000:Q4), Brissimis
and Magginas (2008)
Notes: The table reproduces Table 2 in Brissimis and Magginas (2008).
Et πt+1 denotes inflation expected by the private sector for period t + 1,
expressed in terms of the annualized rate of change in the GDP deflator;
πt−1 is the lagged value of the annualized rate of change of the GDP
deflator; and ulct is real unit labor cost. Numbers in parentheses are
t-statistics, and the last column shows the p-values associated with a
test of the model’s overidentifying restrictions (Hansen’s J-test). The
instrument set includes two lags of real unit labor cost, the output gap,
and nominal wage growth and three lags of inflation.

Others have assessed that changes in the inflation trend and target are well captured by survey measures. Cecchetti et al. (2007) provide evidence that survey in58

Table 2.2: Subsample Estimates of the Forecast-Based Specifications of the New Keynesian Phillips Curve, Brissimis and
Magginas (2008)
Notes: The table reproduces Table 5 in Brissimis and Magginas (2008).
Et πt+1 denotes inflation expected by the private sector for period t+1,
expressed in terms of the annualized rate of change in the GDP deflator;
πt−1 is the lagged value of the annualized rate of change of the GDP
deflator; and ulct is real unit labor cost. Numbers in parentheses are
t-statistics, and the last column shows the p-values associated with a
test of the model’s overidentifying restrictions (Hansen’s J-test). The
instrument set includes two lags of real unit labor cost, the output gap,
nominal wage growth and inflation.

flation expectations from the Fed, the SPF, and the MSC are correlated with future
inflation. They conclude that “(1) Signals from several survey measures of U.S. inflation expectations anticipate future movements in the U.S. inflation trend; and (2)
when the inflation trend changes, survey measures of expectations are likely to follow.”
Del Negro and Eusepi (2011) find that time-variation in the inflation target is important in explaining inflation expectations. These results based on survey measures of
expectations are consistent with other studies (e.g., Cogley and Sbordone 2008; Kim
and Kim 2008; Zhang et al. 2008) that emphasize structural breaks in explaining
away the importance of backward-looking components of the Phillips curve.
Survey measures have also been shown to generate the persistence that ad-hoc
lags have otherwise frequently been used to capture. Fuhrer (2015b) analyzes the
implications of using survey data in three key building blocks of standard DSGE
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models: a price-setting Euler equation, an IS curve, and a forward-looking policy
rule. Fuhrer finds that using survey expectations eliminates the need for ad-hoc
lags. What formerly appeared to be a need for ad-hoc lags of endogenous variables is
better represented as inertia in inflation expectations. In addition, he finds that in a
horse-race test, survey expectations dominate rational expectations in DSGE models.
This finding leads to the question: why are inflation expectations persistent? Fuhrer
(2015a) empirically demonstrates that individual forecasters in the SPF and the MSC
tend to revise their forecasts towards the lagged central tendency of expectations. If
agents had FIRE, one would not expect this behavior. Rather it is suggestive of not
fully-informed agents using lagged central tendencies as a way to average out some
of the agent’s own idiosyncratic error, and thus building in persistence in inflation
expectations.
Furthermore, agents may change how they forecast inflation over time, for example, due to information costs. Using survey expectations will help capture any
such possible changes. Evans and Ramey (1992), Evans and Ramey (1998), Brock
and Hommes (1997), and Brock and Hommes (1998) demonstrate theoretically that
agents facing information costs may rationally choose not to use rational expectations as their expectation formation process. Branch (2004) presents evidence that
dynamic switching appears to occur in survey data. With MSC data, he finds evidence of heterogeneous expectations in which agents dynamically switch predictors
based on relative mean squared errors of the predictor functions and the costs associated with each.
Missing disinflation: Coibion and Gorodnichenko (2015b) suggest that the missing
deflation during the Great Recession, documented in 2.1 (their Figures 5 and 6), can
be explained by the rise of household inflation expectations (assuming firm expectations match those of households) from 2009 to 2011. Panel C of Figure 1 shows
the increase in inflation expectations of consumers during the Great Recession and
demonstrates that the missing disinflation is alleviated with the use of consumer expectations. The increase in expectations was attributed to rising oil prices, which
consumers appear to perceive as salient indicators of inflation.17 In a related work,
Friedrich (2014) investigates the “twin puzzle” across advanced countries of higherthan-expected inflation despite economic slack from 2009 to 2012 and weakening
inflation despite economic recovery post 2012. He estimates a global Phillips curve
for 1995 to 2013 using survey-based inflation expectations and finds that these measures of inflation expectations account for the “twin puzzle”.

17

Del Negro et al. (2015) provide an alternative explanation for the missing disinflation during
the Great Recession. They demonstrate that a DSGE model with FIRE for short-term inflation
and survey-based 10-year inflation expectations can predict a decline in output without a decline in
inflation. The insight behind this finding offered by the authors is that inflation is more dependent
on expected future marginal costs than on current macroeconomic activity.
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Figure 2.1: Time Variation in the Slope of the Phillips Curve,
Coibion and Gorodnichenko (2015b)
Notes: The figure reproduces Figures 5 and 6 in Coibion and Gorodnichenko (2015b). Panels A through C show changes in the slope of the
Phillips curve over time. Panels A and C use CPI inflation rate. Panel
B uses GDP deflator inflation rate.

Low out-of-sample predictive power: Stock and Watson (2007) and others document
that it has been increasingly difficult to nowcast or forecast inflation in recent periods.
As a result, (semi)structural approaches based on a Phillips curve have also become
less successful in accounting for observed inflation. At the same time, Ang et al.
(2007), Croushore (2010) and others find that survey-based forecasts of inflation continue to have better root mean squared forecast error (RMSFE) than ARIMA models
and other popular alternatives. Furthermore, as we show below, Phillips curves using survey measures of inflation expectations tend to have better in-sample fit in the
post-1978 period and better out-of-sample fit during the Great Recession and its aftermath. Thus, although Phillips curves do not yield consistently superior forecasts,
employing survey expectations of inflation in a Phillips curve tends to improve our
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ability to rationalize and forecast inflation dynamics.
Sensitivity to the slack variable employed: The issue of sensitivity to the slack variable
arose after traditional measures failed to deliver anticipated results and a search for
alternative measures ensued. If using surveys allows traditional measures to deliver
anticipated and significant coefficients and stability, then the use of alternative slack
measures would be unnecessary. Adam and Padula (2011) demonstrate that using
either the output gap or unit labor costs as a proxy for marginal costs yields the
expected signs in the slope of the Phillips curve when survey measures are used for
inflation expectations. In a similar spirit, Roberts (1995) considers two approaches
to the treatment of expectations in the Phillips curve. The first approach is to use
surveys to construct a measure of expectations. The second approach is to impose
FIRE as in McCallum (1976). These two approaches amount to running the following
regressions: Expectation approach:
∆pt − Et ∆pt+1 = co + γyt + c1 ∆rpoilt + c2 ∆rpoilt−1 + t

(2.2)

McCallum approach:
∆pt − Et ∆pt+1 = co + γyt + c1 ∆rpoilt + c2 ∆rpoilt−1 + t + (Et ∆pt+1 − pt+1 ) (2.3)
∆pt − Et ∆pt+1 = co + γyt + c1 ∆rpoilt + c2 ∆rpoilt−1 + t + vt

(2.4)

where ∆pt is the inflation rate, Et ∆pt+1 is a survey-based measure of inflation expectations, yt is a measure of slack, ∆rpoilt is the percent change in the real price of oil,
t and vt are the error terms. Roberts finds that regardless of the slack proxy (detrended output or unemployment rate), the coefficient on the slack measure is in the
correct direction and statistically significant when the expectation approach is used.
The McCallum approach on the other hand yields insignificant slack coefficients and a
poor R2 . See his specifications and estimation results in Table 2.3 (his Table 1) below.
Survey measures are empirically preferred to the rational expectations assumption in
Phillips curves: In addition to addressing most of the weaknesses of the FIRE-based
NKPC, using survey measures of expectations often empirically dominates rational
expectations Phillips curves. For example, Roberts (1995) estimates the Phillips curve
using both survey expectations (Livingston Survey and MSC) and rational expectations. Similar coefficients are found on the slack variable with both approaches, but
only with survey expectations is the coefficient statistically significant. He suggests,
“One explanation for the larger standard error is that actual future inflation is a
worse proxy for inflation expectations than are the surveys.” Subsequent work has
largely confirmed this finding.
Fuhrer and Olivei (2010) document that, over the preceding three decades, rational
expectations have had little effect on inflation whereas survey measures have played a
considerable role. The influence of survey measures in some models was found to have
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Table 2.3: Estimates of the New Keynesian Phillips Curve,
1949 to 1990, Roberts (1995)
Notes: The table reproduces Table 1 in Roberts (1995). Columns (1),
(2), (4) and (5) use specification (2.2). Columns (3) and (6) use specification (2.3) - (2.4). * indicates significance at 5 percent level.

even increased in recent years. Fuhrer et al. (2012) similarly find that U.S. inflation
from 1990 to 2010 is not well modeled by a forward-looking, rational expectations
Phillips curve but rather is well described by a model that uses a survey-based, oneyear ahead inflation expectation term and lagged inflation terms; see Table 2.4 (their
Table 5). Panel A shows the importance of survey expectations in the inflation process and Panel B demonstrates that a rational expectations term has no impact and
a lagged inflation term has little effect on inflation, once a one-year ahead survey
expectation term is included. Fuhrer (2012) estimates a Phillips curve with both a
rational expectations term and a survey expectations term using maximum likelihood
(with three variants on trend inflation) and GMM (with two variants on the weight
matrix: “standard” and “optimal” weights). He finds in all specifications but one,
survey expectations play a dominant role and rational expectations are insignificant.18
Recap: Incorporating real-time survey data in the estimation of the Phillips curve
18

The one specification that yields a dominant role for rational expectations is GMM with standard weights. This is the same specification as that used in Nunes (2010), the sole paper arguing
that rational expectations in the NKPC outperform survey measures. Fuhrer (2012) argues that this
simple GMM approach likely suffers from weak instruments that are unable to identify the effects
of both lagged inflation and inflation expectations on current inflation.
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Table 2.4: Phillips Curve Estimates, Fuhrer et al. (2012)
Notes: The table reproduces Table 5 in Fuhrer et al. (2012). The dependent variable is core CPI inflation. The data frequency is quarterly, and
the sample period is 1990:Q1 to 2010:Q2. The parameters in the top
panel are estimated via ordinary least squares, and standard errors are
corrected for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation. The parameters
in the bottom panel are estimated via full information maximum likelihood, and the standard errors are computed via a BHHH algorithm.
Panel B jointly estimates the VAR coefficients B and Γ with the other
parameters. X is the vector of variables in the two-lag VAR (inflation,
output gap, marginal costs). a indicates t-statistic for the sum of coefficients. b indicates p-value for joint significance of contemporaneous and
lagged values.
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addresses many of the puzzles that arose under FIRE. Various studies suggest that
survey-based inflation expectations tend to yield a stable, forward-looking Phillips
curve.

2.5.4

LIE (Law of Iterated Expectations) Detector for the
Phillips Curve

Studies using survey-based expectations conventionally replace FIRE expectations
in specification (2.1) with the average (or median) expectations. One may be concerned that this mechanical approach leads to a misspecification as an alternative
expectations formation process can yield a different Phillips curve. Indeed, Table 2.5
demonstrates that the specific formulation of the Phillips curve depends on assumptions about the information structure and other elements of the employed models:
there is variation in how expectations should be defined, what should be used as a
measure of slack, whether a lagged inflation or the nominal interest rate should be
included.19 At the same time, the listed specifications have a number of common
elements: expected inflation, a forcing term like output gap, etc. Furthermore, using
average values of inflation expectations reported in a survey can be appropriate under
certain conditions.
Specifically, Adam and Padula (2011), whose derivation is outlined in the appendix, show that the Phillips curve given in equation (2.1) can be derived with
expectations other than FIRE. Let firm i ∈ [0, 1] have subjective expectations Fi,t [x]
for variable x in an other standard New Keynesian model with Calvo pricing. Optimal
price-setting requires that the reset price p∗i,t for firm i obeys
p∗i,t

= (1 − θβ)

∞
X

(θβ)j Fi,t mcnt+j .

(2.5)

j=0

where θ is the probability that a firm is unable to adjust its price in a given period,
β is
R1
a time discount factor, and mcn is the nominal marginal cost. Let F̄t [x] = 0 Fi,t [x]di
be the average expectation for variable x in the economy. Then, if agents are unable
to predict revisions in their own or other agents’ forecasts (Condition 1 in Adam and
Padula (2011)), one has
Fi,t [Fj,t+1 [mcnt+s ] − Fj,t [mcnt+s ]] = 0

∀i, j and s > 0

and, after standard steps in the derivation of the New Keynesian FIRE Phillips curve
(see Galı́ 2008), one obtains
πt = β F̄t [πt+1 ] +

(1 − θ)(1 − θβ)
mct .
θ

19

(2.6)

There are also a number of hybrid models which generate similar specifications. For example,
Dupor et al. (2010) combine sticky prices and sticky information and derive the associated Phillips
curve.
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Table 2.5: Information Structure and Phillips Curve
Notes: The table shows Phillips curves derived under various assumption about how economic agents form expectations. Coefficients “b”
vary across specifications and depend on structural parameters and details of information structure. πt is inflation, Xt is output gap, yt is
output, it is the nominal interest rate. Et denotes full-information rational expectations given information available at time t. Ēt denotes
average expectations (not necessarily full information, but rationality
is preserved) across agents. Êt denotes expectations when agents use
information up to period t to learn about structural parameters in the
economy.

Following the standard derivation, one can replace the marginal cost with output gap
Xt and, thus arrive at a specification that resembles specification (2.1). “Condition
1” is essential for applying LIE to equation (2.5).
To the extent real-time measures of expectations may not satisfy this requirement,
the estimation of the Phillips curve with the cross-sectional average of survey-based
inflation expectations may no longer be microfounded. Despite a large literature using
subjective expectations in the estimation of the Phillips curve, to our knowledge,
the current literature has not evaluated whether the cross-sectional average operator
satisfies LIE or if “Condition 1” holds.
There is, however, a straightforward test of whether expectations in surveys satisfy
the LIE, at least when applied to the NKPC. Recall that before applying the LIE,
one operates with the following expectation:
πt = (1 − θ)(1 − θβ)

∞
∞
X
X
(θβ)j Ft Xt+j + (1 − θ)
(θβ)j Ft πt+j
j=0

j=0
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(2.7)

where Ft Yt+j denotes date-t forecast for variable Y at time t + j. The LIE allows us
to collapse equation (2.7) to the Phillips curve:
πt = βFt πt+1 + λXt .

(2.8)

If the law of iterated expectations holds, then inflation forecast Ft πt+1 is a sufficient
statistic for forecasts of macroeconomic variables in periods t + 1, t + 2, ... As a
result, adding future output gaps or forecasts of longer horizon inflation expectations
to equation (2.8) should not be significant in estimation.
We use this insight for two surveys where forecasts are available for multiple horizons: Michigan Survey of Consumers and Survey of Professional Forecasters. Table
2.6 demonstrates that the additional future output gap and inflation terms are not
statistically significant and generally only marginally increase the fit relative to specification (2.8). The results fail to detect deviations from LIE and allow us to use mean
survey expectations in the estimation of the NKPC.
Recap: Prior work has often replaced the expectations term in the NKPC with nonFIRE, survey-based expectations; however, one may be concerned that non-FIRE
expectations may lead to an entirely different specification. Table 2.5 shows how
different assumptions change the specification of the Phillips curve but there are
many commonalities. Furthermore, Adam and Padula (2011) demonstrate that if
agents are unable to predict revisions in their own or other agents’ forecasts, the LIE
can be applied, and a Phillips curve can be derived resembling specification (2.1). We
present evidence that in the context of the NKPC, surveys appear to satisfy LIE.

2.5.5

Challenges in Using Market and Survey Measures of
Expectations

What measures of inflation expectations are available in the U.S., which should we
use, and what are the potential challenges with each? There are several surveys of
U.S. inflation expectations varying in composition and construction including Blue
Chip Economic Indicators, Business Inflation Expectations (Atlanta Fed), Federal Reserve’s Greenbook forecasts, FOMC member forecasts, Livingston Survey, Michigan
Survey of Consumers (MSC), Survey of Consumer Expectations (NY Fed), Consensus Economics forecasts, and the Survey of Professional Forecasters (SPF). Table 2.7
provides a summary of key characteristics of the surveys. Financial markets can also
provide real-time forecasts as an alternative to surveys.
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Table 2.6: LIE Test
Notes: The table reports the slope of the Phillips curve in modified
specification (2.8) where an additional control is employment gap over
the next year, U EGapt+1 . The baseline specification (2.8) is reported
in columns (1), (4), and (6). The modified specification (2.8) is reported
in columns (2), (5), and (7). In columns (5) and (7), U EGapt+1 is
measured as the average projected unemployment rate over the next
four quarters minus the current NAIRU rate from the CBO. In columns
(2) and (3), U EGapt+1 is measured as the average value of responses to
“Now turning to business conditions in the country as a whole – do you
think that during the next 12 months we’ll have good times financially,
or bad times, or what?”. Possible responses are “good times” (coded
as -1), “good with qualifications (coded as -0.5)”, “pro-con” (coded as
0), “bad with qualifications” (coded as +0.5), and “bad times” (coded
as +1). U EGapt is the difference between the actual unemployment
rate and the CBO’s NAIRU. Et πt+1 is one-year-ahead inflation forecast
(CPI). Et πt+5Y R is the five year ahead inflation forecast. Note that the
number of observations is lower in column (3) relative to column (2)
because 5-year-ahead inflation forecast was not collected in every survey
wave in the early part of the survey. Newey-West robust standard errors
are in parentheses. ***, **, * denote statistical significance at 1, 5, and
10 percent levels.
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Table 2.7: U.S. Surveys of Inflation Expectations

A key limitation of the currently available market and survey measures is that
none provides a direct historical measure of firms’ inflation expectations, which are
the relevant ones from the perspective of estimating Phillips curves.20,21 Indeed, the
NKPC is derived from the firm’s optimization problem, and the expectation term in
the canonical relationship is therefore that of the firm. Without a national U.S. firm
survey, authors who have utilized survey measures in estimation of the Phillips curve
have had to assume consumer or professional expectations are in line with those of
firms.
Market-based measures: There are two primary approaches for deducing inflation
expectations from financial markets. The first uses the difference in yields between
Treasury inflation-protected securities (TIPS) and nominal Treasuries of the same
maturity, and the second uses inflation swap data. A notable strength of using these
market-based measures is their high-frequency nature that cannot be matched by
surveys. However, there are shortcomings of both bond-market and swap-market
inflation expectation measures, taken in turn below.
First, the breakeven inflation rate, or the difference between yields on nominal
and real U.S. debt of similar maturities, is often quoted as a measure of inflation
expectations. However, the breakeven inflation rate is a measure of inflation expectations confounded with the inflation risk premium and the difference in liquidity
premiums between TIPS and nominal debt (e.g., Christensen et al. 2010; D’Amico
et al. 2014; Gürkaynak et al. 2010, thus posing a dilemma for researchers who want
to use a TIPS-based measure of inflation expectations.22 Furthermore TIPS began
trading in 1997. Analyses where longer horizons are needed will be constrained using
TIPS-based measures. Many surveys, in contrast, provide a longer history of inflation
expectations (see Table 2.7).
Second, inflation swap data has been used to determine expected inflation rates.
In an inflation swap, two counter parties exchange payments. One party pays fixed
payments, while the other pays variable payments that depend on the realized inflation rate. For both parties to be willing to engage in the inflation swap, the fixed
payment must be roughly the amount of expected inflation. Like when using bondmarket data, one must account for inflation risk premium, posing some difficulty.
20

The Federal Reserve of Atlanta does conduct a survey of firm expectations. Unfortunately, it
only surveys businesses in the sixth district and only began in 2011. Coibion et al. (2018b) conduct
a firm expectation survey; however, it was taken in New Zealand and is a single cross-section. The
New Zealand survey, a cross-section, cannot be used to estimate the Phillips curve, a time series
object.
21
Research on topics that require firm expectations of variables other than inflation have been
able to utilize surveys. For example, Gennaioli et al. (2015) use the Duke University’s quarterly
survey of Chief Financial Officers expectations of earning growth to document their effect on firm
investment plans.
22
Another issue in the use TIPS inflation expectations, often ignored, arises from TIPS payments
being tied to the CPI three months prior to the payment date. TIPS are thus not fully protected
from inflation.
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Furthermore the inflation swap market is relatively new with meaningful trading volumes beginning only in 2003.
Professional forecasts: While expectations of professional forecasters have been
the primary type of survey data employed, these surveys may suffer from respondents
not revealing their true beliefs for a variety of reasons. Papers have demonstrated
this potential both theoretically and empirically. Ottaviani and Sørensen (2006), for
example, propose and analyze a cheap talk game in the context of forecasters. The
primary finding is that truth telling could be an unlikely equilibrium. Laster et al.
(1999) suggest a model where forecasters are fully knowledgeable about the true probability distribution of outcomes and the forecaster who makes the best forecast in a
given period gains publicity for his firm and is rewarded. Forecasters in this model
are willing to compromise accuracy to gain publicity, thus the distribution of the
forecasts will reflect the true probability distribution function as well as this tradeoff. Empirically, forecaster deviations from consensus, in the Blue Chip survey, are
correlated with the type of firm the forecaster works for (i.e., non-financial corporations may value accuracy for planning, but advisory firms may value publicity to
attract clients). Ehrbeck and Waldmann (1996) show that when making forecasts is
a repeated game, the pattern of forecasts can reveal private information about the
forecaster, so that rational forecasters will choose to compromise between minimizing
errors and imitating the patterns of more able forecasters.
Consumer expectations: Another approach to deal with the absence of direct
measures of firm expectations is to use consumer expectations in their place. There
are several reasons why one might think consumer expectations are likely to be a
better proxy for firm expectations than professional forecasts.
First, incentives to provide non-truthful forecasts for profit-based reasons are
smaller for consumers. Armantier et al. (2015) conduct an experiment to assess if
consumer surveys suffer from cheap talk and if consumers act on their inflation beliefs. They find a respondent’s inflation expectation gathered in a survey strongly
correlates with the respondent’s response in a financially incentivized experiment.
Arnold et al. (2014) similarly find, using a German survey of households, differences
in households’ beliefs about inflation expectations parlay into their portfolio decisions.
Second, consumer forecasts appear to fit the Phillips curve better than professional
forecasts, both before the Great Recession and after. Coibion and Gorodnichenko
(2015b) document this feature of the data. Hence, consumers’ inflation expectations
may be a better historical proxy for firms’ expectations than professional forecasts.
Third, surveys of firms’ inflation forecasts from New Zealand indicate that first and
second moments of firms? forecasts are much more aligned with those of households
than professionals. For example, Coibion et al. (2018b) find that the average forecast
of firms in the fourth quarter of 2013 was over 5%, much closer to the average forecast of around 4% for consumers than the average forecast of 1.5% from professionals.
Similarly, there was tremendous disagreement among firms about future inflation, a
well-noted characteristic of consumer forecasts that stands in sharp contrast to the
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very limited disagreement observed among professionals. Thus, along both metrics,
firm forecasts do seem to resemble household forecasts much more closely than those
of professional forecasters. Kumar et al. (2015) further document that most firm
managers rely primarily on their personal shopping experience to inform them about
price changes and use their inflation expectations primarily for their personal decisions, providing an additional justification for why the forecasts of firm managers so
closely resemble those of households.
Finally, some have suggested household expectations may inform firm price-setting
behavior, thus household expectations may play an even more direct role in the
Phillips curve. The seminal behavioral findings in Kahneman et al. (1986) have
motivated this literature. They find in a survey that consumers regard it as unfair
for firms to raise prices in response to shifts in demand but acceptable to raise prices
in response to increasing costs. Additionally, consumers were willing to punish firms
for unfairness (e.g., drive 5 extra minutes to another drugstore if the closest one had
increased prices when its competitor was temporarily forced to close). Building on
these behavioral findings, Rotemberg (2005), Rotemberg (2010), Rotemberg (2011),
and Eyster et al. (2015) develop theoretical models where consumer perceptions of
firm fairness and feelings of regret arise from paying more than expected or in excess of marginal cost. Firms thus engage in price-setting behavior so as to not upset
the firm’s consumers and, as a result, consumer expectations may be used in price
setting.23
Despite the aforementioned reasons why consumer expectations may be a good
proxy for firm expectations, they are not firm expectations and possible shortcomings
remain. Sensitivity to survey language appears to differ between households and
firm managers. Households have been shown to have higher and more dispersed
expectations when asked about “overall price changes” rather than “inflation rates”
(e.g., Bruine de Bruin et al. 2010; Dräger and Fritsche 2013). This sensitivity to
language is not observed among managers (Coibion et al. 2018b). Furthermore, a
firm may be more incentivized to track economic developments and have informed
inflation expectations.
Additional limitations of survey data: There are several other concerns that arise
with the use of survey data that will need to be addressed in the literature going
forward. One is how to reliably aggregate expectations, if at all. As Figlewski and
Wachtel (1981) highlight, aggregation of expectations rather than using the full set
of individual expectations may lead to biased results in tests of rationality in survey
data. However, when testing models, most models imply that mean expectations
are the relevant metric when focusing on inflation or other macroeconomic dynamics.
But it is common to rely on median measures of expectations in survey data (e.g.,
Fuhrer and Olivei 2010; Malmendier and Nagel 2016; Trehan 2015). The latter can
introduce more stability when the composition of respondents is changing over time,
23

Alternatively, one can follow Carroll (2003). In his model, a consumer (or a firm) has a constant
probability of updating his inflation forecast each period toward the views of professional forecasters.
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but can also mask significant variation over time when respondents frequently provide
integer responses (such as in the MSC).
A second consideration is whether to treat survey expectations as given (predetermined) or not. Zhang et al. (2009) suggest that survey expectations may contain
information correlated with the contemporaneous error term if forecasts are collected
in the middle of the current period as done, for example, with SPF forecasts. If survey
measures are believed to be endogenous with respect to contemporaneous economic
conditions, an instrumental variables approach could be taken. Finding valid and
strong instruments for survey expectations without imposing ad hoc assumptions on
dynamics is a challenge as using instrumental variables requires assumptions about
how inflation expectations are formed, an area of active research and heated debates.
Mavroeidis et al. (2014) contend that when using survey measures endogeneity should
be considered. Others have assumed exogenous survey expectations and utilized OLS
in estimation of the Phillips curve (e.g., Roberts 1995; Rudebusch 2002; and Adam
and Padula 2011).
A third issue is whether we should use point predictions and/or subjective probability distributions. Historically surveys have tended to collect point predictions; however, subjective probability distributions are increasingly being elicited (Armantier
et al. 2013). Point predictions of an agent are often in line with the central tendencies
of his or her subjective probability distribution (e.g., Engelberg et al. 2009; Coibion
et al. 2018b). However, when deviations arise they appear systematic. For example,
point predictions may be rounded to the nearest “five” (Binder 2015) or be more
optimistic than the subjective probability distribution would imply (Engelberg et al.
2009).
Recap: The U.S. and many other countries currently lack a long historical measure
of firm inflation expectations. As a result, researchers who wish to measure expectations and estimate the Phillips curve must rely on other measures of expectations.
There are two types of expectation measures available: market-based and surveybased. Market measures of expectations offer high-frequency data, but suffer from
confounding factors and a relatively short history. Survey measures with long time
series are available for professional forecasters and consumers. Professional forecasts
offer long time series, but professionals may not reveal their true beliefs. Consumer
expectations do not suffer from cheap talk, and are empirically similar to firm expectations in New Zealand; however, they suffer from sensitivity to survey language and
consumers may not have a strong incentive to track economic developments. These
market-based or survey-based measures can be used as a direct measure of firm expectations, or one can attempt to infer firm expectations by assuming either (i) firms
have a constant probability of updating their beliefs towards professionals, or (ii)
consumer expectations influence firm price-setting behavior.
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2.5.6

Illustration

In this section, we attempt to synthesize previous studies to highlight the differences
arising from using FIRE- and survey-based inflation expectations in the Phillips curve.
Specifically, we investigate the stability of the Phillips curve across various measures
of inflation expectations, run a series of horserace regressions to identify inflation
forecast measures with the best predictive power, and explore how using various
measures of inflation expectations translates in matching the dynamics of inflation
during the Great Recession and its aftermath. These exercises are not meant to go
over an exhaustive list of specifications considered in the literature. Instead, the
objective is to illustrate the effect of using non-FIRE expectations in the standard
framework given by equation (2.1).
In the first exercise, we run the standard forward-looking, expectations-augmented
Phillips curve:
πt = a0 + a1 Et πt+1 + b1 (U Et − U EtN ) + error,
(2.9)
where πt is the actual q-o-q inflation rate (CPI, annualized), Et πt+1 is one-year ahead
inflation forecast (CPI), U Et is the unemployment rate, U EtN is the natural rate of
unemployment (CBO’s NAIRU). Table 2.8 presents OLS estimates of specification
(2.9) for various measures of inflation expectations over different periods. When we
use the mean inflation forecast from the MSC (Panel A), we observe a stable, strong
relationship between inflation and unemployment. A one percentage point deviation of the unemployment rate above NAIRU is associated with a 0.2 percentage
point decline in inflation. While R2 is high for the full sample and early part of
the sample (1978-1989), the magnitude of R2 gradually declines with time. This reduced predictability of inflation has been documented in previous studies (e.g., Stock
and Watson 2007) for a variety of models and, hence, it should not be interpreted
as increasing obsolescence of the Phillips curve relative to other forecasting methods. When we use the Binder (2015) approach to identify households who are more
confident in their beliefs about inflation and are more likely to represent beliefs of
firm managers (Panel B), the sensitivity of inflation to the unemployment gap varies
somewhat but remains significant for the 2000-2014 period.
Panel C presents results for the case of nave expectations as in Atkeson and Ohanian (2001), i.e. treating expectations of future inflation as equal to average inflation
over the previous four quarters. Apart from large variation in the estimated slope of
the Phillips curve from -0.747 for 1978-1989 to -0.216 for the full sample, we observe
that the estimated coefficient on expected inflation turns negative for 2000-2014. Furthermore, the Phillips curve with nave expectations has little predictive power during
this recent period (R2 =0.075). In general, this version of the Phillips curve has an
R2 consistently below that in Panel A. These results suggest that modelling inflation expectations as backward-looking can lead to “puzzles” and inferior forecasting
properties of the Phillips curve.
In Panels D, E, and F, we use inflation projections from the SPF, Greenbooks
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Table 2.8: Stability of the Phillips Curve
Notes: The dependent variable in specification (2.9) is the quarterly inflation rate (CPI, annualized). In all panels (except Panel C), Et πt+1 is
the one-year ahead inflation forecast (mean). In panel C, Et πt+1 is the
average inflation rate over the previous four quarters. The top row indicates estimation samples. U EGapt is the difference between the actual
unemployment rate and the CBO’s NAIRU. All data are final-vintage.
Newey-West robust standard errors (five lags) are in parentheses. The
last column reports p-values for the null hypothesis that the slopes are
equal over the time periods listed in columns (2)-(4). The estimation
sample excludes 2008Q4, which is an outlier in the data. ***, **, *
denote statistical significance at 1, 5, and 10 percent levels.
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(reports prepared by the Fed staff for FOMC meetings), and financial markets (measured according to the method of Haubrich et al. 2012). Arguably, these projections
are closer to FIRE than expectations of households. In a pattern common across
these projections, the estimated slope of the Phillips curve gets smaller over time and
becomes insignificantly different from zero for the 2000-2014 period. This pattern is
consistent with previous studies documenting the flattening of the Phillips curve with
FIRE. Interesting, using MSC inflation expectations tends to yield a higher R2 than
what one could obtain with these presumably more rational expectations.
For the second exercise, we augment specification (2.9) to include expectations
from multiple sources:
Y
N
πt = a0 + a1 EX
t πt+1 + a2 Et πt+1 + b1 (U Et − U Et ) + error,

(2.10)

where EtX πt+1 and EtY πt+1 are inflation expectations from sources X and Y . This
exercise can help identify the type of agents whose expectations have the most predictive power in the Phillips curve framework. Consistent with results in Table 2.8,
we find that household expectations dominate expectations from other sources (see
Table 2.9). For example, column (2) in Table 2.9 illustrates that adding nave expectations does not change the estimate of the slope of the Phillips curve or the
sensitivity of inflation to inflation expectations. When we control for expectations
of SPF, Greenbooks, or financial markets (columns 3 through 5), the coefficient on
household expectations is reduced but it remains large and the slope of the Phillips
curve is stable. Similarly, controlling for long-term inflation expectations (column
6) does not alter results materially. Finally, household expectations continue to be
a strong predictor of inflation even when we include all sources of expectations in
specification (2.10). In short, household expectations appear to play a special role in
making the Phillips curve stable and inflation predictable.24
In the third exercise, we estimate Phillips curves with various sources of expectations on the pre-Great Recession period and then use the estimated relationships to
predict inflation for the 2009-2011 period, i.e. the “missing disinflation” period. Table
2.10 summarizes our findings. Although households expected inflation to be higher
than other agents did, the Phillips curve based on household expectations has the
second smallest absolute mean forecast error. The smallest absolute mean forecast
error was found using Binder (2015)’s household expectation measure. In contrast,
professional forecasters, financial markets, and the staff of the Federal Reserve had
larger absolute mean forecast errors and under-predicted inflation.25
24

The dominance of household survey measures remains after accounting for the direct effect of
oil prices on inflation. Higher oil prices could have a direct effect on inflation due to higher input
costs and an indirect effect through inflation expectations. Estimates suggest the direct, short-run
effect of oil prices on inflation is approximately 1-2 percent, while the direct long-run effect is close
to 4 percent. Controlling for the direct effect of the price of oil, household survey measures remain
dominant over other survey measures.
25
Because Greenbook projections are available with a five-year delay, we have only four observations to evaluate the Phillips curve based on Greenbook expectations
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Table 2.9: Horserace Regressions
Notes: The dependent variable in specification (2.10) is the quarterly
inflation rate (CPI, annualized). For all measures of expected inflation
(except the naı̈ve expectations and the MSC 5 year ahead case), Et πt+1 is
the one-year ahead inflation forecast (mean). For the naı̈ve expectations
case, Et πt+1 is the average inflation rate over the previous four quarters.
All regressions are estimated on the largest possible sample that covers
1978-2014. The number of observations varies across columns because
some measures of expectations are available for fewer periods. MSC
stands for the Michigan Survey of Consumers. SPF stands for the Survey
of Professional Forecasters. U EGapt is the difference between the actual
unemployment rate and the CBO’s NAIRU. All data are final-vintage.
The estimation sample excludes 2008Q4, which is an outlier in the data.
Newey-West robust standard errors (five lags) are in parentheses. ***,
**, * denote statistical significance at 1, 5, and 10 percent levels.

These results suggest that, using household expectations appears to yield a stable
relationship between nominal and real variables so that the Phillips curve is useful
even in times of crisis. Why household expectations work better in the context of the
Phillips curve than other sources of expectations is a fruitful area for future research.
Preliminary evidence (e.g., Kumar et al. 2015) suggests that ordinary consumers and
firm managers are remarkably similar in how they form and use their inflation expectations. Consumers and firms may similarly depart from employing FIRE, whereas
professional forecasters, economists, and financial markets may be closer to FIRE. To
be clear, not all departures from FIRE will be helpful, but rather departures from
FIRE that are consistent with firms’ expectation formation.
Additional results presented in the Appendix assess the robustness of our findings. Using output gap, constrained specification, or lags of employment gap does
not affect results materially. Likewise, using current and lagged changes of oil prices
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Table 2.10: Prediction Errors of the Phillips curve during the
Great Recession.
Notes: The table reports moments of the prediction error of the Phillips
curve during the Great Recession. Each Phillips curve is estimated
during the pre-Great Recession period: 1995-2007. The left column of
the table shows which measure of inflation expectations was used. For
all measures of expected inflation (except the naı̈ve expectations case),
Et πt+1 is the one-year ahead inflation forecast (mean). For the naı̈ve
expectations case, Et πt+1 is the average inflation rate over the previous
four quarters. The estimated Phillips curve is used to predict the rate of
inflation (CPI, annualized) for 2009-2011 (times of the missing disinflation). Moments for the resulting prediction errors are shown. Note that
the Greenbook case has only four observations because Greenbooks are
released with a five-year delay.

as additional controls does not influence results. The greatest sensitivity is to which
measure of inflation one uses as the dependent variable in the Phillips curve. With
core CPI, PCE or GDP deflator, we fail to find a stable, downward-sloping Phillips
curve. This finding suggests that consumers may form their expectations based on
CPI rather than other price indexes and therefore MSC can provide an inappropriate
measure of expected inflation for Phillips curves based on price indexes other than
CPI. This observation underscores the need for further research on the matter as well
as better measurement of inflation expectations.
Recap: Relative to a number of popular alternative measures of inflation expectations (lagged inflation, professional surveys, Greenbook expectations, and the Cleveland Fed expectations), consumer expectations yield the most stable Phillips curve
(CPI-based) and provide the best fit during recent years. In a horse-race of inflation
expectations, consumer expectations remain a strong predictor of inflation. Furthermore, a Phillips curve based on consumer expectations has a lower absolute forecast
error than NKPCs based on other expectation measures. Overall, the evidence suggests that survey-based consumer expectations can play an important role in the
Phillips curve.
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2.6

Conclusion

Full-information rational expectations have proven to be a useful theoretical framework that has allowed economists across fields to incorporate expectations into models
in a meaningful manner while maintaining tractability. In a prominent application of
full-information rational expectations, the New Keynesian Phillips curve connecting
real and nominal variables has emerged as a cornerstone of mainstream macroeconomic models used in policy and research.
However, pronounced deviations from full-information rational expectations in the
short-run have now been well-documented in empirical work. These findings should
give one pause before relying on the commonly used full-information rational expectation assumption and highlight the need for using alternative frameworks (e.g., sticky
information, noisy information, bounded rationality, models of learning) in describing
how expectations are formed, since these alternatives can significantly improve the
ability of macroeconomic models to fit the data and change policy prescriptions.
To illustrate the potential of this approach, we reviewed recent work that incorporates the real-time expectations of economic agents as observed in surveys into
expectations-augmented Phillips curves. This approach can address a number of otherwise puzzling features of full-information rational expectations Phillips curves (e.g.,
the need for ad hoc lags, instability, missing disinflation during the Great Recession,
sensitivity to the slack variable used). This supports the notion that agents may not
be rational or face pervasive information rigidities, and accounting for these can help
reconcile theory and data.
But the use of survey data does face a number of shortcomings. First and most
practically, we lack direct empirical evidence on the real-time beliefs of firms, those
agents whose expectations play a central role in price-setting, hiring, and investment
decisions. Second, there are many possible explanations for the observed deviations
from full-information rational expectations. Distinguishing between these, and identifying a tractable model for the expectations formation process, should therefore be
a prominent area of future research.
While our empirical work focused exclusively on the role of real-time expectations
data in the Phillips curve, the issue is much broader. For example, controlling for
the real-time expectations of monetary policy-makers plays an important role in the
identification of monetary policy shocks (Romer and Romer 2004) and the response
function of central banks (Coibion and Gorodnichenko 2011). Crump et al. (2015) find
that controlling for the real-time expectations of households helps in the estimation of
consumption Euler decisions. However, little attention has yet been devoted to how
real-time expectations might matter along other dimensions, such as wage bargaining
between employees and firms, or the employment and investment decisions of firms.
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Chapter 3
The Securitization and Solicited
Refinancing Channel of Monetary
Policy
3.1

Introduction

In the wake of the Great Recession, the Federal Reserve lowered short term interest
rates and committed to buying $1.25 trillion in new agency mortgage-backed securities
(MBS). These actions would directly push down secondary mortgage market rates
(MBS yields). Policymakers expected the decline in MBS yields to get passed-through
to new and outstanding primary-market borrowers in the form of lower mortgage
rates and that the decreased monthly mortgage burden on households would result
in stronger demand. However, whether the lower rates were passed through, if there
was increased demand, and if there was any important cross-sectional variation is far
from understood.
I contribute to the pass-through literature by proposing the “securitization and
solicited refinancing channel of monetary policy,” a new transmission mechanism of
monetary policy, which carefully takes into account lender incentives. This transmission mechanism can be broken into two pieces: (i) securitization and (ii) solicited
refinancing. First, mortgage lenders who sell their originations to Government Sponsored Enterprises (GSEs) or into securitization no longer hold the loan’s interest rate
risk or prepayment risk. Second, when interest rates are lowered, these lenders are
more likely to signal to their borrowers to refinance, resulting in additional intermediation revenue for the lender and additional borrower refinancing. The value of
intermediating a mortgage has been estimated, on average from 2008-2014, to be 142
basis points of the amount of the loan (Fuster et al. 2017).
In support of this mechanism, there is anecdotal evidence that lenders that sell
their loans have fast refinancing rates. For example, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) and Senator Elizabeth Warren have expressed concern that
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lenders who sell loans to Ginnie Mae may be aggressively marketing refinance opportunities to their customers (Warren 2017).1 Similarly, I contacted a large, non-bank,
mortgage lender, regarding how and if they solicit their borrowers to refinance. A
representative responded, “Our licensed banking team will reach out to clients proactively if the rate changes and we can better their situation via phone, email and
mail.”
My casual empirical analysis focuses on documenting regional heterogeneity in
pass-through due to the securitization and solicited refinancing channel. The hypothesis is that regions where originate-to-sell-or-securitize lenders operate will see
more refinancing activity than regions where originate-to-hold lenders operate. Using
public-use Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) data, I construct county-yearlevel measures of the propensity to securitize by exploiting variation in lenders’ national participation in the secondary market. A Bartik-style regression analysis finds
that counties with a propensity one standard deviation above the average experience
1 to 2 percentage points more refinancing activity in response to a 100 bps decline
in MBS yields than otherwise similar counties. The results hold after accounting
for observable loan characteristics, borrower quality, local lender competition, county
fixed effects, and year fixed effects.
Furthermore, the securitization and solicited refinancing channel contributes to
real outcomes. When households are able to refinance to a lower mortgage rate or
cash-out equity, demand can be stimulated, especially that for durable goods, and
economic outcomes can be improved (e.g., Bernanke and Gertler 1995, Di Maggio
et al. 2017). I find that automobile debt per capita increased more in counties with
a higher propensity to securitize in response to declines in the MBS yield. Lastly,
the propensity to securitize measure is negatively correlated with Great Recession
unemployment. This suggests the securitization and solicited refinancing channel
may have exacerbated ex-ante regional inequality during the Recession.
This paper contributes to research that falls broadly into three categories: (i) the
channels through which monetary policy is transmitted to the real economy (ii) how
the large scale purchases of MBS in the wake of the Great Recession affected primary
market mortgage rates and (iii) how refinancing activity can be encouraged when
mortgage rates fall.
First, Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2011) provide a review of the transmission mechanisms of monetary policy. They discuss the signaling channel, duration
risk channel, liquidity channel, safety channel, prepayment risk premium channel, default risk channel, and inflation channel. Of the established channels, the prepayment
risk premium channel is most related to this paper’s securitization and solicited refinancing channel. The prepayment risk premium channel per Gabaix et al. (2007)
posits that mortgage prepayment risk premium depends on the quantity of prepay1

When exclusively considering monetary policy pass-through of lower interest rates to mortgage
rates, refinancing is welfare improving for the household. However, when refinancing comes with
high fees or hidden terms, refinancing need not improve the position of the household.
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ment risk held by mortgage investors. Mortgage investors are the relevant marginal
investor, rather than a diversified representative investor, due to his limits to arbitrage
modeling approach. The securitization and solicited refinancing channel is similar in
that who holds the prepayment risk is important, but focuses on securitization as a
way for originators to get rid of the prepayment risk and solicited refinancing as a
way to generate additional intermediation fees.
Second, I contribute to the discussion about how the MBS purchases affected
mortgage rates. I focus on the cross-sectional variation in pass-through as a result
of mortgage lender’s incentives, rather than asking if on aggregate the MBS purchases lowered primary rates. The existing literature has mostly found that indeed
MBS purchases did lower primary mortgage rates (e.g. Hancock and Passmore 2011,
Hancock and Passmore 2012). Stroebel and Taylor (2012) is the only exception.2
Those who, like me, have focused on cross-section heterogeneity have documented
variation in pass-through due to borrower quality, capacity constraints, and local market power. Fuster and Willen (2010) document the importance of borrower quality for
pass-through. Using lender rate menus to conduct an event study, they demonstrate
more creditworthy borrowers were more likely to see rate decreases, but other borrowers experienced rate increases. The role of capacity constraints in pass-through was
investigated in Sharpe and Sherlund (2016). They find the spread between borrowing
rates and MBS yields is positively correlated with an aggregate measure of capacity
constraints (loan applications divided by loan officers). The effects of competition
are discussed in Scharfstein and Sunderam (2017) and Amromin and Kearns (2014).
Scharfstein and Sunderam (2017) measure local mortgage market concentration as
the market share of the top four lenders in a county, and show high concentration
mitigates the pass-through of a decline of MBS yields to mortgage rates as well as
refinancing activity. Amromin and Kearns (2014) exploit a regression discontinuity
framework around the 80% LTV cutoff, above which a loan was Home Affordable
Refinancing Program (HARP) eligible. HARP favored lenders serving the original
loan (other lenders could compete for the loan but they faced higher representation
and warranties risk and original lenders had little underwriting to do), and thus one
may expect above 80% LTV loans would face less lender competition for refinancing
and higher mortgage rates. The temporary market power given to original lenders is
shown, to have resulted in a jump in mortgage rates above the 80% LTV cutoff. In
contrast to these papers, I focus on variation in pass-through as a result of differential
securitization rates across lenders and lender incentives to nudge their borrowers to
refinance.
Third, this paper contributes to the literature investigating the frictions that hamper and interventions that encourage refinancing activity. Documented frictions to
refinancing include the time-varying distribution of equity (Beraja et al. 2017), the
2

Stroebel and Taylor (2012) find that once one accounts for changes in prepayment risk and
default risk, only a small portion of the decline in mortgage rates could be attributed to the Fed
MBS purchases.
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need to document employment, and pay up front costs (DeFusco and Mondragon
2018). To the contrary, refinancing advertisements have been shown to increase refinancing activity. Grundl and Kim (2017) find that for borrowers who should refinance,
receiving an advertisement increases the refinancing probability by roughly 25% over
the following three quarters.3 Similarly, LaCour-Little and Chun (1999) document
that borrowers that use a third party broker are more likely to refinance due to their
broker soliciting them to do so. They highlight the agency problem between third
party brokers (agents) and lenders (principals). Brokers earn their living by transaction volume and it is easier to complete transactions with previous customers. Thus,
brokers have an incentive to solicit prior customers to refinance their mortgages resulting in loans originated by third party brokers demonstrating excess refinancing.
My results further support the proposition that nudging borrowers to refinance can
result in additional refinancing activity.
Most similarly to this paper, Kandrac and Schlusche (2015) document a solicited
refinancing channel in the context of MBS held by the Fed. The Fed holds the prepayment risk, not the originators. The originators thus have an incentive to solicit
refinancing and obtain additional fees. Much like the excess refinancing documented
in the literature due to soliciting customers to refinance, the securitization and solicited refinancing channel suggests originators that sell loans into securitizations, are
more likely to solicit customer refinancing, and ultimately attain more refinancing.
My findings have implications for (i) the efficacy of policy to increase refinancing,
lower mortgage payments, and stimulate demand, (ii) the distributional consequences
of monetary policy, and (iii) how the GSEs and securitization play a key role in the
pass-through to the housing market. The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows.
The next section presents stylized facts about securitization, and Section 3.3 discusses
the data. In Sections 3.4 and 3.5, the empirics are presented. The former documents
the channel’s impact on refinancing activity while the latter quantifies the real effects.
Finally, Section 3.6 concludes.

3.2

Stylized Facts

In this section, I discuss stylized facts regarding the primary mortgage market, MBS
issuances, MBS yields, and securitization rates that are relevant for the analyses that
follow.
First, mortgages in the United States tend to be fixed rate. This means that any
outstanding fixed-rate mortgages will not automatically reset to match prevailing
market rates. When mortgage rates decline, most households need to refinance their
mortgage in order to lower their monthly payments. Only the minority of households
who have adjustable-rate mortgages see a decline in their mortgage rate without any
3

In a specific context of a Chicago neighborhood, Keys et al. (2016) document a failure to
refinance despite letters encouraging borrowers who would benefit to refinance.
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action. If there is any inertia of households with fixed-rate mortgages to refinance,
there will be a wedge between market mortgage rates and outstanding mortgage rates.
Once the mortgages are originated, the lender chooses if the mortgage is (i) sold
to the GSEs (e.g., Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, Ginnie Mae) who in turn issue agency
MBS, (ii) packaged into a private issuance (e.g., Countrywide MBS, Quicken Loans
MBS, Wells Fargo MBS), or (iii) held on the originators balance sheet. Options (i)
and (ii) results in the mortgage being a part of the massive MBS market. Since 2000,
there has been roughly $1.5 trillion in annual issuance. Figure 3.1 plots MBS issuance
by issuer type. Notice that private issuance took off in the early 2000’s but collapsed
following the Great Recession. In contrast, the agencies remain active in securitizing
mortgages.
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Figure 3.1: Residential MBS Issuance
Notes: Data are from the Securities Industry and Financial Markets
Association (SIFMA).

GSE MBS consist of conforming loans exclusively, whereas privately issued MBS
may consist of any loan. A key factor that determines if a loan is conforming is the
loan size. A conforming loan must be under the loan limit, which various across time
and region. Loans that exceed the limit are ‘jumbo loans’. Additional guidelines on
conforming loan credit score, LTV ratio, DTI ratio, documentation etc. are in place.
The Bartik-style regressions in the next section will restrict to conforming loans.
Over the past two decades, MBS yields have varied significantly. Figure 3.2 plots
the 30-year, current coupon, Fannie Mae MBS yield. The movement in the yield
is crucial for this paper to be able to assess how changes in the MBS yield affect
refinancing. As one would expect, the yield fell dramatically following the Fed’s announcement on November 25, 2008 that began the MBS purchase program. The Fed
began the program with zero MBS holdings, and it has since increased to approx84

imately $1.8 trillion. Figure 3.3 plots the time series of the size of the Fed’s MBS
portfolio.
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Figure 3.2: MBS Yields

Notes: Data are for 30 year, current coupon, Fannie Mae bonds and
were obtained from Bloomberg. The vertical line is the November 9,
2008 announcement of the MBS purchase program.
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Figure 3.3: Fed MBS Holdings
Notes: Data were obtained from FRED.

The MBS yield directly and immediately affects the price securitizers are willing
to pay for loans. For example, the Fannie Mae selling guide states: “When lenders
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Percent of Loans Sold to GSE/Securitization

commit to sell whole loans for cash, Fannie Mae provides a “live” price, so named
because prices move throughout the day, generally in tandem with the MBS market. Live pricing options... are posted within Fannie Mae’s whole loan committing
application.”
As previously noted, not all originations are sold. Mortgages can be held on the
lender’s balance sheet. In fact, there is notable regional heterogeneity in the rate
of loans sold. Figure 3.4 plots the percent of loans sold directly to a GSE or a
securitization in a county by percentile.4 The regional differences in the rate of loan
sales will result in the heterogenous regional effects of the securitization and solicited
refinancing channel of monetary policy.
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Figure 3.4: Percent of Loans Sold to GSEs or into Securitizations, by Percentile
Notes: Data were obtained from HMDA.

Lastly, it appears that, even after accounting for some loan characteristics, prepayment rates vary systematically across lenders. For example, Deutsche Bank (2014)
finds that“Quicken Loans and NationStar stand out as two of the non-bank servicers/lenders that have faster prepayment rates across several different cohorts.”
The differential prepayment rates suggest that lenders/servicers are able to influence
prepayment rates, a necessity in the proposed securitization and solicited refinance
channel of monetary policy.

4

The HMDA field that indicates whether a loan was sold may contain measurement error. See
the HMDA data discussion for more on this.
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3.3

Data

The primary data source used in this project is the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act
(HMDA) data. The public database is the result of HMDA enacted by Congress in
1975. The Act began the widespread collection of data on loan applications to assist
in determining if financial institutions are serving the population’s housing needs and
in identifying possible discriminatory lending patterns. Depending on year, HMDA
covers roughly 70% to 80% of mortgage lending (e.g., Berkovec and Zorn 1996, Avery
et al. 2007), providing one of the most comprehensive datasets on U.S. lending.5
The fields collected have changed over the years; however, the fields required for the
analysis presented in this paper (e.g., loan purpose, loan amount, income, purchaser
type, county) have been available throughout the studied 1999-2011 time period.
There are three primary shortcomings with the HMDA data. First, it lacks some
potentially useful information such as interest rates, FICO scores, and loan-to-value
(LTV) ratios.6 Rates could serve as an outcome variable; however, given the lack
of rate data, I focus on refinancing activity. FICO scores and LTV ratios are key
measures of mortgage risk. Since HMDA does not include FICO and LTV data, I
supplement with the Fannie Mae Loan Level data to calculate county level average
FICO and LTV. Second, public-use HMDA only lists the year, rather than the privateuse HMDA providing the month of the action. So all analyses are done at the year
level. Lastly, various data cleaning decisions need to made. The loan amount field in
HMDA is supposed to be in thousands; however, some values appear to be entered
with three extra zeros. For example, there are loans for 50 million dollars which
seems to be unreasonable. I drop loans that have loan amounts corresponding to
10 million or more. I also drop any loans with a loan-to-income ratio of less than 1
or greater than 10. In all uses of the data, I restrict to owner-occupied, loans that
were originated, and aggregate lenders to the bank holding company using the Robert
Avery’s “HMDA Lender File”.
A key field that I rely on indicates whether a given loan was sold to a GSE or a
securitization. There are two sources of measurement error that this field introduces.
First, the field only indicates that the loan sold if it was sold in the same year that it
was originated. A loan may be sold to a GSE or into a securitization after the calendar
year, and this would not be captured in HMDA. Second, HMDA data has been shown
to under-report GSE acquisitions due to a few lenders incorrectly reporting their sales
(Schesselle, 1998). However, random misreporting could be classified as measurement
error attenuating any results.
From the Federal Reserve Bank of New York’s Consumer Credit Panel, I obtain
the outstanding mortgage debt and outstanding auto debt by county and year for
5

The rules dictating which non-depository institutions had to report to HMDA were changed in
2004. The results in the paper are robust to using data after the rule change.
6
Since 2006, loans with “high spreads” have rate data reported. These loans are clearly a
selected, small subsample and so I do not use the rate data in the analyses.
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1999 through 2011.7 Only counties with an estimated population of at least 10,000
consumers with credit reports in the fourth quarter of 2010 are included in the data.
The data is based on a 5% sample of individuals who have credit reports wit Equifax.
Lastly, I obtain population data from the Census Bureau and MBS yield data
from Bloomberg. The MBS yield data is based on 30 year, current coupon, Fannie
Mae bonds. A year’s MBS yield is calculated using the average of the daily yields for
the given year.

3.4

Quantifying the Securitization and Solicited
Refinancing Channel

A propensity to sell measure is constructed for each county in year 1999.8 Subscript
i denotes county, j denotes lender, and -i denotes all counties excluding county i.
The propensity is the sum across lenders j of the product of each lender’s national
(excluding own county) percent sold to GSEs or into securitizations and the lender’s
county market share.9

Propensityi,99 =

X loans sold to GSEs/securitizations−i,j,99 loans originatedi,j,99
total loans−i,j,99
loans originatedi,99
j

The baseline regression follows. The securitization and solicited refinancing channel hypothesis is that β3 will be negative. When MBS yields decline, a county with
a high propensity will see a larger increase in refinancing than a county with a lower
propensity, all else equal. The propensity measure is normalized for the regressions,
for ease of interpretation of β3 .

∆

Refi Balance
Mortgage Debt Outstanding


= α+β1 ∆MBS Yieldt + β2 Propensityi,99 +
i,t

β3 ∆MBS Yieldt × Propensityi,99 +
Controlsi,t + i,t
Table 3.1 column (1) has the regression results without any additional controls.
Column (2) adds year fixed effects and county fixed effects. With and without fixed
effects, the β3 coefficient is -0.015 and is significant at the 5% level. This implies that
if the MBS yields falls by 100 basis points, a county with a propensity one standard
7

The Consumer Credit Panel Aggregates data is what constrains the years studied from 1999 to
2011. This period captures the interesting dynamics around the Great Recession.
8
The results are qualitatively similar when the propensity is based on a one year lagged measure,
rather than using a base year of 1999.
9
Only purchase loans under the conforming loan limit are used in the calculation of propensity.
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deviation above the mean would see an additional 1.5 percentage points in mortgage
debt outstanding refinanced, compared to the average propensity county.



Refi
Balance
Dependent Var: ∆
Mortgage Debt Outstanding
(1)
(2)
(3)
∆ MBS Yieldt
-0.075***
-0.075***
(-4.080)
(-4.080)
Propensityi,1999
-0.004
-0.003
(-1.057)
(-1.049)
∆ MBS Yieldt × Propensityi,1999 -0.015** -0.015** -0.014**
(-2.998) (-2.989) (-2.962)
Top 4i,1999
0.002
(1.066)
∆ MBS Yieldt × Top 4i,1999
0.006**
(2.990)
R-squared
0.444
0.659
0.446
N
26604
26604
26604
County and Year FE
N
Y
N

(4)

-0.014**
(-2.950)

0.006**
(2.928)
0.662
26604
Y

Table 3.1: Refinancing Response
Notes: T-stats in parenthesis. Significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels.
Propensity and Top 4 are normalized for ease of coefficient interpretation.

Columns (3) and (4) add in the Scharfstein and Sunderam (2017) measure of
market power in a county.10 When MBS yields fall, a county with a top 4 share one
standard deviation above the mean would see 0.6 percentage points less mortgage
debt outstanding refinanced, compared to the average top 4 share county. This is in
line with the Scharfstein and Sunderam finding that local market power in mortgage
lending decreases pass-through.
Appendix C.1 tests the asymmetry in the effects across periods when the MBS
yields rose versus periods when the MBS yield fell. As one would expect, the sign
and significance of the baseline results is driven by periods where MBS yields decline
and the refinancing option is valuable to more households. Appendix C.2 constricts
the sample to the largest 500 counties by population to address any concerns about
the coverage of the HMDA in smaller counties. The results are qualitatively similar.
10

As defined by Scharfstein and Sunderam (2017), concentration is measured by the top four
share. In line with the propensity measure, I use a base year of 1999.
Top 4i,99 =

count of loans made at largest 4 originators in the countyi,99
count of loansi,99
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Across specifications, the coefficient of interest ranged from 1 to 2 percentage
points. Is this an economically meaningful amount? A hypothetical back-of-theenvelope calculation can help assess. In 2009, there was $11 trillion in outstanding
mortgage debt on 1-4 family residences, $911 billion in prime first liens were refinanced, the median new rate to old rate was 0.81, and conditional on refinancing 8%
of housing equity was extracted.11 Next, suppose every county had its propensity increase by one standard deviation. On the lower end of the estimates, an additional 1
percentage point of debt, ≈$110 billion, would have been refinanced and many households would be paying a lower mortgage rate. If 8% was cashed out, an additional
≈$9 billion would be in the hands of households.

3.5
3.5.1

Real Effects
Effects on Auto Debt

Did the securitization and solicited refinancing channel have other effects? Namely,
did households who were able to refinance to lower rates or cash out equity, demand
more in goods? Existing research has documented that lower mortgage payments,
due to refinancing to a lower rate, can result in increased household demand (Hurst
and Stafford 2004). Even the White House included refinancing at lower rates as a
way to help “homeowners to save thousands of dollars ” in the wake of the Great
Recession.12 So, one would expect that the securitization and solicited refinancing
channel should have an effect on household demand.
To test this hypothesis, I change the independent variable in the regression analysis from a measure of refinancing activity (change in refinanced dollars over mortgage
debt outstanding) to a measure of real activity (change in outstanding auto debt per
capita). Auto debt per capita should increase by more in regions with a high propensity, in response to a decline in MBS yields due to the securitization and refinancing
channel. Table 3.2 is analogous to Table 3.1, but the outcome variable is altered to
be the change in outstanding auto debt per capita. Estimates are consistently significant around -20. When MBS yields fall, a county with a propensity one standard
deviation above the mean would see an additional 20 dollars in outstanding auto debt
per capita, compared to the average propensity county.

3.5.2

Correlation to Recession

Next, I investigate how the propensity measure is correlated with Great Recession
unemployment rates. Recall Figure 3.5 for scatter plot by county. Counties with a
relatively high propensity measure, had relatively lower unemployment rates. The
11

Data on the 2009 mortgage market and refinancing activity was obtained from the Board of
Governors and the 2016 Q4 release of Freddie Mac Refinance Statistics.
12
White House Fact Sheet press release from February 1, 2012.
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Dependent Var: ∆



∆ MBS Yieldt
Propensityi,1999
∆ MBS Yieldt × Propensityi,1999
Top 4i,1999
∆ MBS Yieldt × Top 4i,1999
R-squared
N
County and Year FE


Outstanding Auto Debt
Population
(1)
(2)
(3)
74.246
74.246
(0.789)
(0.789)
-10.716*
-10.650**
(-2.195)
(-2.848)
-20.258*** -20.211*** -19.054***
(-3.865)
(-3.618)
(-4.506)
0.323
(0.036)
5.903
(0.433)
0.022
0.267
0.022
26604
26604
26604
N
Y
N

(4)

-19.004***
(-4.089)

5.914
(0.429)
0.267
26604
Y

Table 3.2: Auto Debt Per Capita Response
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Notes: T-stats in parenthesis. Significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels.
Propensity and Top 4 are normalized for ease of coefficient interpretation.
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Figure 3.5: Propensity and Great Recession Unemployment

negative correlation suggests that the securitization and solicited refinancing channel
of monetary policy may have exacerbated the regional heterogeneity of the Great
Recession outcomes.
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3.6

Conclusion

In this paper, I have proposed and documented a new channel of monetary policy
transmission: the securitization and solicited refinancing channel. This mechanism
suggests that lenders that sell to the GSEs or securitize are more inclined to solicit
borrowers to refinance their original mortgages due to the lack of interest rate risk
or prepayment risk the lenders retain, ultimately resulting in additional refinancing,
and the pass-through of lower rates to outstanding mortgage debt. Regional results
find that counties where lenders have a high propensity to securitize have a stronger
response of refinancing activity and auto debt consumption than otherwise similar
counties.
Policymakers considering large scale MBS purchase programs or lowering longer
term interest rates more generally, should consider this transmission mechanism’s importance and distributional consequences. Furthermore, the GSEs and securitization
are often cited as factors that caused the Great Recession; however, they also played
a key role in the pass-through of loosened monetary policy to outstanding mortgages.
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Appendix A
Appendices for Chapter One
A.1
A.1.1

Empirical Robustness
Inflation and Unemployment Expectations
Dependent variable: Ej,t πt+12
(1)
(2)
More unemployment 0.634**
0.467***
(0.254)
(0.062)
Less unemployment -0.811*** -0.267***
(0.309)
(0.071)
Time FE
Y
Y
Consumer FE
Y
Y
Highest Degree
none
high-school
R-squared
0.292
0.345
N
11979
85322

(3)
0.282***
(0.055)
-0.191***
(0.059)
Y
Y
college
0.349
61502

Table A.1: By Education Level, Correlation of Inflation and
the Change in Unemployment Expectations (MSC)
Notes: Data are from the MSC. Regression results, by highest degree
more
less
obtained groups, from Ej,t πt+12 = α + β more Dj,t+12
+ β less Dj,t+12
+
µt + µj + j,t are reported. Subscripts j and t denote consumer and
less
month respectively. Dj,t+12
is a dummy for if consumer j stated there
more
would be less unemployment in 12 months. Dj,t+12
is a dummy for if
consumer j stated there would be more unemployment in 12 months.
The unemployment expectation question allows for categorical answers
(unemployment will rise, stay the same, or fall). The omitted group are
those who responded unemployment will stay the same. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. ***, **, * denotes statistical significance
at 1, 5 and 10 percent levels.
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Consumers believe inflation is countercylical across incomes, education achieved,
ages and birth years. Table A.1 demonstrates that consumers that expect unemployment will rise have higher inflation expectations on average, across highest educational
degree achieved. Column (1) uses consumers without a degree, column (2) uses consumers whose highest degree is high-school and column (3) uses consumers who hold
a college degree. The coefficients’ magnitudes decline as education levels increase,
however they remain significant and do not flip signs.
Table A.2 shows that regardless of income quartile, consumers believe inflation
is countercylical. A consumer’s income quartile is based on his income relative to
the distribution of incomes reported for that month in the MSC. The number of
observations is not constant due to bunching at the cutoffs between quartiles. The
coefficients are slightly attenuated for higher incomes, but the qualitative takeaways
are the same across quartiles.
Dependent variable: Ej,t πt+12
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
More unemployment 0.571*** 0.604*** 0.272*** 0.320***
(0.138)
(0.105)
(0.095)
(0.074)
Less unemployment -0.512*** -0.431*** -0.190* -0.223***
(0.159)
(0.125)
(0.103)
(0.080)
Time FE
Y
Y
Y
Y
Consumer FE
Y
Y
Y
Y
Income Quartile
1 (poor)
2
3
4 (rich)
R-squared
0.301
0.353
0.344
0.380
N
27613
26359
25686
32156
Table A.2: By Income Quartile, Correlation of Inflation and
the Change in Unemployment Expectations (MSC)
Notes: Data are from the MSC. Income quartiles are based on the
consumer’s reported income relative to the distribution of incomes
reported that month. Regression results, by income quartile, from
more
less
Ej,t πt+12 = α + β more Dj,t+12
+ β less Dj,t+12
+ µt + µj + j,t are reported.
less
Subscripts j and t denote consumer and month respectively. Dj,t+12
is
a dummy for if consumer j stated there would be less unemployment in
more
12 months. Dj,t+12
is a dummy for if consumer j stated there would
be more unemployment in 12 months. The unemployment expectation
question allows for categorical answers (unemployment will rise, stay the
same, or fall). The omitted group are those who responded unemployment will stay the same. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. ***,
**, * denotes statistical significance at 1, 5 and 10 percent levels.

Across ages, consumers who expect higher unemployment over the next year have
higher inflation expectations and vis versa. Table A.3 presents regression results for
consumers under 40, between 40 and 60, and above 60. The age is determined by
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the consumer’s age at the time of the survey. There is no evidence that age-based
learning attenuates the effects.
Dependent variable: Ej,t πt+12
(1)
(2)
More unemployment 0.492*** 0.332***
(0.079)
(0.064)
Less unemployment -0.293*** -0.221***
(0.084)
(0.077)
Time FE
Y
Y
Consumer FE
Y
Y
Age
<40
40 to 60
R-squared
0.355
0.361
N
63261
57717

(3)
0.379***
(0.088)
-0.247***
(0.092)
Y
Y
>60
0.292
41880

Table A.3: By Age, Correlation of Inflation and the Change in
Unemployment Expectations (MSC)
Notes: Data are from the MSC. Age is the consumer’s age at the
time of the survey. Regression results, by age, from Ej,t πt+12 =
more
less
α+β more Dj,t+12
+β less Dj,t+12
+µt +µj +j,t are reported. Subscripts j
less
and t denote consumer and month respectively. Dj,t+12
is a dummy for
if consumer j stated there would be less unemployment in 12 months.
more
Dj,t+12
is a dummy for if consumer j stated there would be more unemployment in 12 months. The unemployment expectation question allows
for categorical answers (unemployment will rise, stay the same, or fall).
The omitted group are those who responded unemployment will stay
the same. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. ***, **, * denotes
statistical significance at 1, 5 and 10 percent levels.

Lived-experience of high inflation has been shown to result in higher inflation
expectations (Malmendier and Nagel 2016). More generally, ones life experience can
affect their expectations. So does the covariance of inflation and unemployment expectations differ across lived experience? Table A.4 regresses inflation on unemployment
expectations by groups according to birth years, with time and consumer fixed effects.
Across cohorts, agents believe unemployment and inflation are positively correlated.

A.1.2

Expectations to Actions

As discussed in Section 1.2, beliefs affect actions in macroeconomic-models. The empirical literature also suggests survey-based consumer expectations predict outcomes
such as savings decisions and contain information on future aggregate outcomes. This
paper does not focus on investigating the empirical relationship between survey-based
expectations and actions since the relationship is already well-established, and the
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Dependent variable: Ej,t πt+12
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
More unemployment 0.397*** 0.377***
0.393*** 0.581***
(0.140)
(0.073)
(0.066)
(0.121)
Less unemployment
-0.137
-0.304*** -0.293*** -0.224*
(0.150)
(0.086)
(0.073)
(0.127)
Time FE
Y
Y
Y
Y
Consumer FE
Y
Y
Y
Y
Birth Year
<1930 1930-1950 1950-1970 >1970
R-squared
0.280
0.381
0.350
0.308
N
23921
52103
71282
17372
Table A.4: By Birth Year, Correlation of Inflation and the
Change in Unemployment Expectations (MSC)
Notes: Data are from the MSC. Regression results, by birth year, from
more
less
Ej,t πt+12 = α + β more Dj,t+12
+ β less Dj,t+12
+ µt + µj + j,t are reported.
less
Subscripts j and t denote consumer and month respectively. Dj,t+12
is
a dummy for if consumer j stated there would be less unemployment in
more
12 months. Dj,t+12
is a dummy for if consumer j stated there would
be more unemployment in 12 months. The unemployment expectation
question allows for categorical answers (unemployment will rise, stay the
same, or fall). The omitted group are those who responded unemployment will stay the same. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. ***,
**, * denotes statistical significance at 1, 5 and 10 percent levels.

surveys used in this paper (MSC, SCE, SPF) do not contain direct data on the respondent’s actions or choices.
There is however data that may be correlated related to choices. That is, the
MSC asks three questions (listed below) on if it is a good or bad time to buy a home,
durable household goods, and vehicles. It is plausible to expect that people that say
it is a good time to buy an item are more likely to buy that item.
• “Generally speaking, do you think now is a good time or a bad time to buy a
house?”
• “About the big things people buy for their homes – such as furniture, a refrigerator, stove, television, and things like that. Generally speaking, do you think
now is a good or a bad time for people to buy major household items?”
• “Speaking now of the automobile market – do you think the next 12 months or
so will be a good time or a bad time to buy a vehicle, such as a car, pickup,
van or sport utility vehicle?”
The baseline MCA empirical results did not utilize these questions. This Appendix
incorporates the questions in three ways. First, the consumers who state it is a good
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Is it a Good Time to Buy...
A Vehicle?
Average 1st Component
-.6 -.4 -.2
0
.2

Average 1st Component
-.6 -.4 -.2
0
.2

Household Durables?

Good

Pro-con

Bad

Good

Pro-con

Bad

Average 1st Component
-.6 -.4 -.2
0
.2

A Home?

Good

Pro-con

Bad

Figure A.1: Average 1st Components by Response to ChoiceRelated Questions
Notes: Data are from MSC. The y-axis is the average first component
of the MCA containing questions about expectations and perceptions,
across consumers that responded to the choice-related questions

time to buy items have, on average, a higher first dimension component in the baseline
MCA. Second, the addition of the choice-related questions to the baseline MCA does
not alter the qualitative takeaways. Third, the first component of an MCA with
only the choice-related questions is highly correlated with the first component of the
baseline MCA. Taken together, these findings suggest that consumers’ choices are
related to their expectations, and optimistic consumers are more likely to purchase a
home, vehicle, or household durable because they think it is a good time to do so.
To begin, I plot the average 1st dimension component from the baseline MCA,
calculated across responses to the choice-related questions in Figure A.1. Consumers
who respond it is a good time to buy household durables, vehicles, and cars have
a higher average 1st component (i.e. are relatively optimistic). Whereas consumers
who respond it is a bad time to buy these items have a lower average 1st component
(i.e. are relatively pessimistic).
Table A.5 presents the first component loadings for an MCA with all baseline
questions and the three choice-related questions. As with the baseline results, the
signs of the loadings are such that a pessimistic belief has a negative loading whereas
an optimistic belief has a positive loading.1 For example, the optimistic belief that
1

The one question that deviates from the pattern is the respondent’s expectation on how rates
will change. Responding decrease or increase has a small negative loading and responding stay the
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.2
1st Component of Expectations MCA
-.6
-.4
-.2
0
-.8

-2

-1
0
1st Component of Choices MCA

1

Figure A.2: Binscatter of 1st Component of Expectation Questions and 1st Component of Choice-Related Questions (MSC)
Notes: Data are from MSC. The x-axis is the first component of an MCA
containing three questions: is it a good or bad time to buy a vehicle,
home, household durable. The y-axis is the first component of the MCA
containing questions about expectations and perceptions.

it is a good time to purchase a home, vehicle, or household durable all have positive
loadings in the first component.
Next, I conduct an MCA on only the choice-related questions. The first component
of the choice-related questions and the first component of the baseline MCA are
plotted in Figure A.2’s binscatter. The first component of choice-related-questions is
strongly correlated with the first component of expectation-questions.
In summary, responses to choice-related questions are highly correlated to expectation related questions, with optimistic consumers saying it is a good time to make
purchases. Assuming a respondent who says it is a good time to buy a home, vehicle,
or household durable is more likely to do so, then expectations will be correlated to
real actions.

same has a positive loading. This could be because whether rate changes are “good” or “bad” for a
respondent depends on their savings and debt.
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(1)
(2)
“optimistic”
“same”
Unemployment will:
decrease
same
1.60
0.55
Inflation will be:
≤ 0%
> 0 and ≤ 4%
0.68
0.57
Personal financial conditions will:
improve
same
1.03
-0.14
Real income will:
increase
same
1.46
0.45
Rates will:
decrease
same
-.17
0.33
Business conditions will:
improve
same
1.36
0.08
Personal financial conditions have:
improved
same
.98
-0.07
Business conditions have:
improved
same
1.33
0.18
Economic policy is:
good
fair
1.65
0.26
Good/bad time to buy a house:
good time
pro-con
0.55
-1.10
Good/bad time to buy household durables:
good time
pro-con
0.53
-0.75
Good/bad time to buy a vehicle:
good time
pro-con
0.64
-0.77

(3)
“pessimistic”
increase
-1.63
≥4
-0.88
decline
-2.44
decrease
-1.28
increase
-0.08
decline
-2.22
declined
-1.31
declined
-1.31
poor
-1.61
bad-time
-1.31
bad-time
-1.57
bad-time
-1.30

Table A.5: 1st Component Loadings for an MCA on MSC,
Includes Choice-Related Questions
Notes: Data are from the MSC. Multiple correspondence analysis’ first
component loadings are reported. Forward looking questions compare
the 12 month expectation to the present. Backward looking questions
compare the present to 12 months ago. The inflation response is a
continuous measure; however, for the MCA I bin the values. The rates
expectation question is colored in gray as it is the only question whose
coefficients are not ordered from largest to smallest going from answers
that are optimistic to those that are pessimistic.
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A.1.3

Component Analysis on Differences

The component analyses presented so far have been conducted on all consumer responses. To address potential concerns that results may be driven by some consumers’
personal experiences, this section presents the MSC component analysis conducted
on differences. In particular, the MSC surveys some consumers twice. If a consumer
is surveyed twice, the second survey occurs six months after the first. The short six
month window plausibly rules out changes in survey beliefs being driven by major
life experiences. This allows me to calculate the differences in beliefs and remove
consumer fixed effects from the MCA.
I categorize the change in beliefs for each question into three bins: “optimistic
change,” “remained the same,” and “pessimistic change” for each question. For example, the unemployment expectations question asks consumers if they believe unemployment will go up, down, or stay the same. If a consumer is surveyed twice, there
are nine possible combinations the consumer gave for the unemployment question. If
the consumer gave the same response for both surveys, I classify him as “remained
the same”. If the consumer’s unemployment expectations rose (e.g. responding unemployment will stay the same in the first survey and unemployment will rise in the
second survey), I classify him as having a “pessimistic change.” If the consumer’s
unemployment expectations fell (e.g. responding unemployment will stay the same
in the first survey and unemployment will fall in the second survey), I classify him
as having a “optimistic change.” I do this for all categorical variables in the baseline
MCA.
The MSC allows numeric responses to the inflation expectations questions. Accordingly, I calculate the change in inflation expectations between surveys for a given
consumer. Then, I bin the changes in inflation expectations into three categories: (i)
fall by one percentage point or more (ii) in between negative one and one, and (iii)
rise by one percentage point or more. I hypothesize, in line with previous results,
that lower inflation expectations will have the same sign loading in the first component as other “optimistic changes” such as lower unemployment and improvements
in personal financial conditions.
Using the changes of consumer beliefs, I conduct an MCA. The first component
explains a majority (65%) of the variation. As in the baseline, the first component
appears to be a measure of sentiment due to its loadings. The first component’s
loadings are in Table A.6. Optimistic changes (e.g., decreased unemployment expectations, improved personal financial condition expectations, and increased real income
expectations, etc.) have positive loadings; however, pessimistic changes have negative
loadings. Notice that large decreases in inflation expectations have a positive loading,
and large increases in inflation expectations have a negative loading; consistent with
inflation reducing consumer sentiment.
The results are qualitatively in line with the baseline MCA (Table 1.3). This suggests the results are not driven by long-term consumer experiences or other consumerlevel fixed effects.
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(1)
(2)
“optimistic change”
“no change”
Unemployment expectations:
decreased
remained the same
2.00
-0.05
Inflation expectations changed by (p.p.):
≤ −1
> −1 and ≤ 1
0.70
-0.26
Personal financial condition expectations:
improved
remained the same
1.63
-0.08
Real income expectations:
increased
remained the same
1.60
-0.11
Rate expectations:
decreased
remained the same
0.25
-0.05
Business conditions expectations:
improved
remained the same
2.29
-0.02
Personal financial condition perceptions:
improved
remained the same
0.92
-0.08
Business condition perceptions:
improved
remained the same
2.05
-0.11
Economic policy beliefs:
improved
remained the same
1.77
-0.08

(3)
“pessimistic change”
increased
-1.97
>1
-0.77
declined
-1.30
decreased
-1.32
increased
-0.16
declined
-1.9
declined
-0.73
declined
-1.77
declined
-1.55

Table A.6: 1st Component Loadings for an MCA on MSC,
Using Consumer Differences
Notes: Data are from the MSC. Some consumers are surveyed twice,
their original response and then six months later. I calculate the difference for each of the consumer’s beliefs, and then conduct a MCA on
the differences. The first component loadings are reported. The inflation response is a continuous measure; however, for the MCA I bin the
values.
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A.2
A.2.1

Proofs
Static Model Solution

This section provides the proofs to achieve the solution of the static consumer problem. I begin from the consumer’s maximization problem in equation (1.1). The first
term in the consumer’s objective can be simplified to −T r(ΩΣ) because Σ is the
posterior variance-covariance:
λ
max −T r(ΩΣ) + log|Σ| .
Γ≥Σ
2
Let v 1 and v 2 be an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors of the loss matrix Ω (which
is positive semidefinite). Let the matrix consisting of columns v 1 and v 2 be called
V . The eigenvalue corresponding to v i is Λi . Let Λ be the matrix with Λi elements
on the diagonal and 0 entries elsewhere. Decomposing the loss matrix, Ω, into its
eigenvalues and eigenvectors results in Ω = V ΛV 0 . Note that because Ω is symmetric,
the eigenvectors will be orthogonal. The consumer problems’ eigenvalues of Ω are
Λ1 = 0 and Λ2 = 2|û111 | [û212 + û213 ]. The corresponding eigenvectors and the resulting
matrix of the orthonormal basis of eigenvectors are:
 û13 
 û12 
1
1
− û12
1
2
û13
v =q
,v =q
, and
û213
û213
1
1
1 + û2
1 + û2
12
12

 û
û12 s 1
13 s 1
− û12
û
2
2
13
û
û


1+ 13
1+ 12
û2
û2

12
13 
V = s 1
 .
s 1


2
2
û
û
1+

13
û2
12

1+

12
û2
13

The agent will not update along the first eigenvector since it has an eigenvalue of
zero. However, the agent may choose to get a signal along the second eigenvector.
Intuitively, the agent is transforming the problem into “directions” and choosing a
signal in a direction that is important to him. Notice that the second eigenvector
multiplied by x, is the direction of optimal labor under perfect information.
Let J = V −1 ΣV = V 0 ΣV be the variance-covariance of the posterior in the basis
of the eigenvectors of Ω. Note since V is orthogonal its inverse is the same as its
transpose. Once J is determined, Σ can be found by rotating back into the original
basis. See Kőszegi and Matějka (2018) for the proof of the general solution that:


λ
2
Jij = 0 for all i 6= j and Jii = min σ0 ,
.
2Λi
With V and J determined, the posterior variance-covariance that the consumer
chooses is simply Σ = V JV 0 .
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A.2.2

Utility Function: Second Derivatives

This appendix demonstrates that whenever ϕ 6= 1 (i) the sign of û13 û12 is always
positive and (ii) the weights on labor market slackness and price log-deviations in
optimal labor are equal. First, recall the utility function:
U (C, L) =

L1+1/η
C 1−ϕ
−
.
1 − ϕ 1 + 1/η

Substituting the budget constraint C =
U (L, Θ, P ) =

L
ΘP

into the utility function results in:


L 1−ϕ
ΘP

−

L1+1/η
.
1 + 1/η

−

(L̄el )1+1/η
.
1 + 1/η

1−ϕ

The utility function written in log-deviations is:

1−ϕ
l
û(l, θ, p) =

L̄e
Θ̄eθ P̄ ep

1−ϕ

For ϕ 6= 1, the second order partial derivative of û with respect to labor and labor
market slackness evaluated at the steady state is:

û12 = (ϕ − 1)

L̄
Θ̄P̄

−ϕ+1
.

Similarly, for ϕ 6= 1, the second order partial derivative of û with respect to labor
and price evaluated at the steady state is:

û13 = (ϕ − 1)

L̄
Θ̄P̄

−ϕ+1
.

Therefore, û12 = û13 and the product of the two will be a positive number.
Recall that the weights on labor market slackness and price log-deviations on
optimal labor log-deviations were, |ûû12
and |ûû13
, respectively. Therefore the weights
11 |
11 |
will be equal:
û12
û13
û12 = û13 ⇒
=
.
|û11 |
|û11 |

A.2.3

Dynamic Model Solution Algorithm

This appendix explains the numerical solution of the dynamic rational inattention
model. I begin with notation and the Kalman filter equations. Then, I proceed to
describe how to obtain the format of the optimal signal and the variance of the signal
error.
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The state-space representation of the AR(1) processes that govern labor market
slackness and price is:
ξt+1 = F ξt + ξt+1 ,
where

 θ
 


γ
θt
φθ 0
ξ
ξt ≡
,F ≡
, and t+1 ≡ θ tp .
γp t
pt
0 φp

The period t signal is:
St = h0 ξt + t ,
where

 
h
h≡ 1 ,
h2

and the signal error, t , is normally distributed with mean zero and standard deviation
σ .
Let Σt|t−1 and Σt|t be the variance-covariance matrices of ξt conditional on It−1
and It , respectively. Let Q be the variance-covariance matrix of ξt+1 . The following
standard Kalman filter equations (e.g., Hamilton (1994) and Bougerol (1993)) govern
how the conditional variance-covariance matrices update:
Σt+1|t = F Σt|t F 0 + Q,
and
Σt|t = Σt|t−1 − Σt|t−1 h h0 Σt|t−1 h + σ2

−1

h0 Σt|t−1 .

Define Σ1 ≡ limt→∞ Σt|t−1 and Σ0 ≡ limt→∞ Σt|t . Taking limits of the Kalman filter
equations, Σ1 and Σ0 are:
Σ1 = F Σ0 F 0 + Q,
and
Σ0 = Σ1 − Σ1 h h0 Σ1 h + σ2

−1

h0 Σ1 .

Recall from the paper that the consumer wants to minimize:
 0

 ∗
h Σ1 h
λ
2
∗
.
min E (lt − E(lt |It )) + log2
h,σ
2
σ2

(A.1)

Notice two things. First, for a given prior variance-covariance (Σt|t−1 ), the posterior variance-covariance (Σt|t ) evolves according to the Kalman filter dynamic equations above, and converges to limiting conditional variance-covariance Σ0 . Since the
consumer at time zero has received an infinite set of signals, his posterior variancecovariance after time zero does not change and remains at Σ0 . Second, recall that
optimal labor is a linear combination of labor market slackness and price (l∗ =
û12
θ + |ûû13
p). So the conditional variance-covariance of l∗ , is the conditional variance
|û11 |
11 |
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of |ûû12
θ + |ûû13
p. These two points allow the minimization problem in equation (A.1)
11 |
11 |
to be re-written as:
"
#
 0

û12
h
Σ
h
λ
1
|
, where w = |ûû11
.
(A.2)
min E[w0 Σ0 w] + log2
13
h,σ
2
σ2
|û11 |
Now, finding the signal weights and the variance of the signal error that optimize
the objective function is straightforward. It amounts to searching over signal weights
h and signal variance σ to minimize equation (A.2). For any combination of h and
σ , Σ1 can be solved by iterating equation (A.3) to a fixed point. Once Σ1 is found,
equation (A.4) solves for Σ0 .

Σ1 = F Σ1 − Σ1 h(h0 Σ1 h + σ2 )−1 h0 Σ1 F 0 + Q
(A.3)
Σ0 = Σ1 − Σ1 h(h0 Σ1 h + σ2 )−1 h0 Σ1
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(A.4)

Appendix B
Appendices for Chapter Two
B.1

Empirical Robustness

temp
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Notes: The dependent variable in specification (2.10) is the quarterly
inflation rate (CPI, annualized). For all measures of expected inflation
(except the naı̈ve expectations and the MSC 5 year ahead), Et πt+1 is
the one-year ahead inflation forecast. For the naı̈ve expectations case,
Et πt+1 is the average inflation rate over the previous four quarters.
Newey-West robust standard errors (five lags) are in parentheses. ***,
**, * denote statistical significance at 1, 5, and 10 percent levels.

Table B.1: Horserace Regressions, Output Gap
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Notes: The dependent variable in specification (2.10) is the quarterly inflation rate (CPI, annualized) where inflation and inflation expectations
are detrended with πttrend , the 10-year-ahead inflation forecast from the
Survey of Professional Forecasters. For all measures of expected inflation (except the naı̈ve expectations and the MSC 5 year ahead), Et πt+1
is the one-year ahead inflation forecast. For the naı̈ve expectations
case, Et πt+1 is the average inflation rate over the previous four quarters. Newey-West robust standard errors (five lags) are in parentheses.
***, **, * denote statistical significance at 1, 5, and 10 percent levels.

Table B.2: Horserace Regressions, Trend-Inflation Specification
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Notes: The dependent variable in constrained specification (2.10) is the
quarterly inflation rate (CPI, annualized). The constraint is that the
sum of coefficients on expected inflation is equal to one. For all measures
of expected inflation (except the naı̈ve expectations and the MSC 5 year
ahead), Et πt+1 is the one-year ahead inflation forecast. For the naı̈ve
expectations case, Et πt+1 is the average inflation rate over the previous
four quarters. Newey-West robust standard errors (five lags) are in
parentheses. ***, **, * denote statistical significance at 1, 5, and 10
percent levels.

Table B.3: Horserace Regressions, Constrained Specification
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Notes: This table reports results for specification (2.10) modified as
P2
Y
N
follows: πt = a0 + a1 EX
b (U Et−s − U Et−s
)+
t πt+1 + a2 Et πt+1 +
P2s=0 s
error. The table shows reports results for s=0 bs in the first row. For
all measures of expected inflation (except the naı̈ve expectations and the
MSC 5 year ahead), Et πt+1 is the one-year ahead inflation forecast. For
the naı̈ve expectations case, Et πt+1 is the average inflation rate over the
previous four quarters. Newey-West robust standard errors (five lags)
are in parentheses. ***, **, * denote statistical significance at 1, 5, and
10 percent levels.

Table B.4: Horserace Regressions, Distributed Lag for Unemployment Gap
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Notes: This table reports results for specification (2.10) modified as
P2
Y
N
follows: πt = a0 + a1 EX
t πt+1 + a2 Et πt+1 +
s=0 bs (U Et−s − U Et−s ) +
P2
γs dlog(Oilpricet−s ) + error. The table shows reports results for
Ps=0
2
s=0 γs in the last row. For all measures of expected inflation (except
the naı̈ve expectations and the MSC 5 year ahead), Et πt+1 is the oneyear ahead inflation forecast. For the naı̈ve expectations case, Et πt+1 is
the average inflation rate over the previous four quarters. Newey-West
robust standard errors (five lags) are in parentheses. ***, **, * denote
statistical significance at 1, 5, and 10 percent levels.

Table B.5: Horserace Regressions, Control for Oil Price Shocks

Table B.6: Sensitivity of the Phillips Curve Estimates to Using
Alternative Measure of Inflation
Notes: The dependent variable in specification (2.9) is the quarterly inflation rate (annualized). The definition of inflation is indicated in the
top row. Et πt+1 is the one-year ahead inflation forecast (mean) in the
Michigan Survey of Consumers. The estimation sample is 78Q1:14Q3.
PCE is the chain-type price index for Personal Consumption Expenditures. CPI is Consumer Price Index. Core CPI and PCE exclude food
and energy. Newey-West robust standard errors (five lags) are in parentheses. ***, **, * denote statistical significance at 1, 5, and 10 percent
levels.

B.2

Derivations of the New Keynesian Phillips curve
and Adam and Padula (2011)

The derivation of the Phillips curve is briefly outlined below to highlight where the
FIRE assumption is used. For a complete derivation see Galı́ (2008). Facing Calvo
pricing, firms will be allowed to adjust prices in a given period with constant probability 1 − θ. If firm i resets its price in period t, it will choose the following optimal
price:
∞
X
p∗i,t = (1 − θβ)
(θβ)j Ei,t mcni,t+j,t
j=0

Assuming constant returns to scale and perfect factor mobility, the nominal marginal
cost faced by firm i in period t + j that last updated prices in t is equal to the
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aggregate nominal marginal cost mcni,t+j,t = mcnt+j .1 Hence:
p∗i,t

= (1 − θβ)

∞
X

(θβ)j Ei,t mcnt+j

j=0
∗
Recalling mcnt = mct + pt and pt − pt−1
R 1 = (1 − nθ)(pt − pt−1 ) and defining the crosssectional average expectation as Et = 0 Ei,t [mct+j ]:

p∗i,t

− pt−1

∞
X
= (1 − θβ)
(θβ)j Ei,t [mct+j + pt+j − pt−1 ]
j=0

πt = (1 − θ)(1 − θβ)

∞
X

j

(θβ) Et mct+j

∞
X
+ (1 − θ)
(θβ)j Et πt+j

j=0

j=0

Shifting the equation forward one period and applying the law of iterated expectations:
Eπt+1 = (1 − θ)(1 − θβ)

∞
X

(θβ)j Et mct+j+1 + (1 − θ)

j=0

∞
X

(θβ)j Et πt+j+1

j=0

Combining the previous two lines results in the NKPC:
πt = βEt πt+1 +

(1 − θ)(1 − θβ)
mct
θ

Adam and Padula (2011), whose derivation is outlined next, show that the Phillips
curve can be derived under a more general information structure if a certain condition is satisfied. They call the needed condition “Condition 1” and it requires that
agents are unable to predict revisions in their own or other agent’s forecasts. As
in the NKPC case, assume monopolistic competition and Calvo pricing with reset
probability 1 − θ. As in the previous derivation, assume constant returns to scale and
perfect factor mobility resulting in equal marginal costs across firms. Suppose there
are I professional forecasters that each advise 1/I firms. Forecaster i has subjective
expectation Fi,t [·]. When allowed to update prices, a firm advised by forecaster i will
reset to its optimal price:
p∗i,t

= (1 − θβ)

∞
X

(θβ)j Fi,t mcnt+j

j=0

In the typical NKPC derivation, the production function is assumed to be Yi,t = Zi,t L1−α
i,t
α
(p∗i,t − pt+j ). We have used the simplification of constant returns
resulting in mcni,t+j,t = mcnt+j + 1−α
to scale and perfect factor mobility for easier analogy to the Adam and Padula (2011) derivation
that follows. The importance of FIRE in the NKPC derivation remains apparent, and the NKPC
only changes by losing a constant multiplicative factor on marginal cost.
1
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The new price level is:
I

1X ∗
pt = (1 − θ)
p + θpt−1
I i=1 i,t
Implying inflation is:
I

πt+1 = (1 −
Let F̄t [·] ≡

1
I

PI

i=1

∗
θ)πt+1

+ θπt where

∗
πt+1

I

1X ∗
1X ∗
≡
πi,t+1 ≡
p
− p∗i,t
I i=1
I i=1 i,t+1

Fti [·]and apply it to the previous:
∗
] + θπt
F̄t [πt+1 ] = (1 − θ)F̄t [πt+1

∗
Next, apply the subjective expectation operator to the definition of πt+1
:
I
X
1
F̄t [πt+1 ] = F̄i,t [
p∗i,t+1 − p∗i,t ]
I
i=1

Condition 1 requires that agents are unable to predict revisions in their own or other
agents forecasts and is as follows:


Fi,t Fh,t+1 [mcnt+s ] − Fh,t [mcnt+s ] = 0 ∀ i, h, and s > 0
Plugging in the optimal prices, using Condition 1, rearranging, and switching from
nominal to real marginal cost:
"∞
# "∞
#!
I
X
X
X
1
−
θβ
∗
Fi,t
(θβ)j Fh,t+1 mcnh,t+1+j −
(θβ)s Fh,t mcnh,t+s
Fi,t [πt+1
]=
I
s=0
h=1 j=0
∗
Fi,t [πt+1
]


= (1 − θβ)Fi,t

πt+1
− mct
1−θ



Arriving at the Phillips curve:
∗
F̄t [πt+1 ] = (1 − θ)F̄t [πt+1
] + θπt


πt+1
F̄t [πt+1 ] = (1 − θ)(1 − θβ)F̄t
− mct + θπt
1−θ

πt = β F̄t πt+1 +

(1 − θ)(1 − θβ)
mct
θ
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Appendix C
Appendices for Chapter Three
C.1

Asymmetry in Effects

In this appendix, I test the asymmetry in the effects across periods when the MBS
yields rose versus periods when the MBS yield fell. Higher propensity counties tend
to see larger increases in refinancing activity, regardless of the sign of the change in
MBS yield. However, periods when the change in MBS yield was negative is always
significant, unlike when the change in MBS yield is positive.



Refi Balance
Mortgage Debt Outstanding
(1)
(2)
∆ MBS Yield+
×
Propensity
0.009
0.017**
i,1999
t
(1.525)
(2.493)
−
∆ MBS Yieldt × Propensityi,1999 -0.024*** -0.017***
(-3.793)
(-3.287)
+
∆ MBS Yieldt × Top 4i,1999
-0.000
-0.008
(-0.105)
(-1.753)
∆ MBS Yield−
×
Top
4
0.009**
0.002
i,1999
t
(2.565)
(0.501)
R-squared
0.669
0.694
N
26604
26604
County and Year FE
Y
Y
Additional Controls
N
A
Dependent Var: ∆

(3)
0.010
(1.179)
-0.017**
(-2.556)
-0.002
(-0.448)
0.005
(1.230)
0.741
9512
Y
B

Table C.1: Refinancing Response, Asymmetry of Effect
Notes: T-stats in parenthesis. Significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels.
Set A controls are LTI and ln(loan amount), both with interactions with
∆MBS yield. Set B controls are all Set A controls, DTI, ln(credit score),
ln(home price), and interactions with ∆MBS yield. Propensity and Top
4 are normalized for ease of coefficient interpretation.
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Outstanding Auto Debt
Population
(1)
(2)
+
-0.157
0.060
∆ MBS Yieldt × Propensityi,1999
(-0.011)
(0.004)
-27.238** -23.938*
∆ MBS Yield−
t × Propensityi,1999
(-2.524) (-2.014)
+
-42.599
-43.855
∆ MBS Yieldt × Top 4i,1999
(-1.133) (-1.316)
×
Top
4
27.106
21.906
∆ MBS Yield−
i,1999
t
(1.515)
(1.530)
R-squared
0.269
0.278
N
26604
26604
County and Year FE
Y
Y
Additional Controls
N
A
Dependent Var: ∆



(3)
29.701
(1.118)
-33.172**
(-3.069)
-12.785
(-0.239)
22.072
(1.140)
0.334
9512
Y
B

Table C.2: Auto Debt Per Capita Response, Asymmetry of
Effect
Notes: T-stats in parenthesis. Significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels.
Set A controls are LTI and ln(loan amount), both with interactions with
∆MBS yield. Set B controls are all Set A controls, DTI, ln(credit score),
ln(home price), and interactions with ∆MBS yield. Propensity and Top
4 are normalized for ease of coefficient interpretation.

C.2

Restricting to Large Counties

To ameliorate concerns that HMDA coverage is weaker in smaller counties, in this
appendix, I restrict to the largest 500 counties by population. The results remain
qualitatively similar.
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Refi Balance
Mortgage Debt Outstanding
(1)
(2)
(3)
∆ MBS Yieldt
-0.088***
-0.083***
(-4.155)
(-4.229)
Propensityi,1999
-0.004
-0.003
(-1.111)
(-1.053)
∆ MBS Yieldt × Propensityi,1999 -0.014** -0.014** -0.013**
(-2.357) (-2.363) (-2.305)
Top 4i,1999
0.002*
(1.983)
∆ MBS Yieldt × Top 4i,1999
0.008**
(2.498)
R-squared
0.471
0.736
0.472
N
5986
5985
5986
County and Year FE
N
Y
N
Dependent Var: ∆



(4)

-0.013**
(-2.295)

Table C.3: Refinancing Response, Largest 500 Counties Only
Notes: T-stats in parenthesis. Significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels.
Only the largest 500 counties are included. Propensity and Top 4 are
normalized for ease of coefficient interpretation.
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0.008**
(2.319)
0.737
5985
Y


Refi Balance
Mortgage Debt Outstanding
(1)
(2)
(3)
×
Propensity
0.006
0.010
0.005
∆ MBS Yield+
i,1999
t
(0.709) (1.153) (0.526)
−
∆ MBS Yieldt × Propensityi,1999 -0.021** -0.017* -0.019*
(-2.348) (-2.060) (-1.981)
+
0.000
-0.003
-0.001
∆ MBS Yieldt × Top 4i,1999
(0.017) (-0.928) (-0.211)
×
Top
4
0.012*
0.007
0.010*
∆ MBS Yield−
i,1999
t
(2.095) (1.467) (1.958)
R-squared
0.739
0.754
0.754
N
5985
5985
4506
County and Year FE
Y
Y
Y
Additional Controls
N
A
B
Dependent Var: ∆



Table C.4: Refinancing Response, Asymmetry of Effect and
Largest 500 Counties Only
Notes: T-stats in parenthesis. Significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels.
Set A controls are LTI and ln(loan amount), both with interactions with
∆MBS yield. Set B controls are all Set A controls, DTI, ln(credit score),
ln(home price), and interactions with ∆MBS yield. Only the largest 500
counties are included. Propensity and Top 4 are normalized for ease of
coefficient interpretation.
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Outstanding Auto Debt
Population
(1)
(2)
(3)
∆ MBS Yieldt
45.622
50.111
(0.470)
(0.562)
Propensityi,1999
-16.785***
-15.882***
(-3.360)
(-3.282)
∆ MBS Yieldt × Propensityi,1999
-13.480
-16.483
-12.445
(-1.468)
(-1.683)
(-1.594)
Top 4i,1999
5.175
(0.639)
∆ MBS Yieldt × Top 4i,1999
5.892
(0.500)
R-squared
0.010
0.475
0.010
N
5986
5985
5986
County and Year FE
N
Y
N
Dependent Var: ∆



Table C.5: Auto Debt Per Capita Response, Largest 500 Counties Only
Notes: T-stats in parenthesis. Significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels.
Only the largest 500 counties are included. Propensity and Top 4 are
normalized for ease of coefficient interpretation.
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(4)

-15.037
(-1.720)

8.255
(0.648)
0.475
5985
Y


Outstanding Auto Debt
Population
(1)
(2)
+
18.182
13.283
∆ MBS Yieldt × Propensityi,1999
(1.214)
(0.788)
-29.581** -28.211***
∆ MBS Yield−
t × Propensityi,1999
(-2.385)
(-3.538)
+
-26.103
-35.252
∆ MBS Yieldt × Top 4i,1999
(-0.797)
(-1.121)
×
Top
4
23.261
14.041
∆ MBS Yield−
i,1999
t
(1.185)
(0.720)
R-squared
0.476
0.494
N
5985
5985
County and Year FE
Y
Y
Additional Controls
N
A
Dependent Var: ∆



(3)
32.635
(1.613)
-32.163**
(-2.738)
-3.148
(-0.090)
14.060
(0.714)
0.550
4506
Y
B

Table C.6: Auto Debt Per Capita Response, Asymmetry of
Effect and Largest 500 Counties Only
Notes: T-stats in parenthesis. Significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels.
Set A controls are LTI and ln(loan amount), both with interactions with
∆MBS yield. Set B controls are all Set A controls, DTI, ln(credit score),
ln(home price), and interactions with ∆MBS yield. Only the largest 500
counties are included. Propensity and Top 4 are normalized for ease of
coefficient interpretation.
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